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SUMMARY
This thesis describes the use of various optimization algorithms to aid the design of fluid power circuits. 
The aim is to develop a general method that will automatically specify appropriate component sizes and 
gains for dynamically simulated fluid power circuits.
The properties of several fluid power circuits chosen to test the effectiveness of optimization techniques 
are described and factors that must be taken into account when formulating the objective function for 
a fluid power circuit are discussed. Modifications to several traditional optimization algorithms that 
improve their performance when optimizing fluid power circuits are described and the results obtained 
when optimizing the fluid power test circuits are reported. Reasons for dissatisfaction with these results 
are discussed.
The improvements to and the testing of the evolution strategy algorithm, a technique based on the 
concepts of biological development, are documented and discussed. A significant factor to emerge from 
the testing of optimization algorithms is that fluid power circuits take a long time to optimize. To enable 
rapid testing and development of optimization algorithms, a set of difficult to optimize mathematical 
test functions is developed.
The fundamental principles behind the genetic algorithm optimization technique are described. Many 
improvements to the standard genetic algorithm, in particular the use of several parallel subpopulations, 
are documented. Alterations necessary to enable the genetic algorithm to run on a parallel computer are 
described and the results of using the algorithm to optimize mathematical, fluid power and other 
engineering problems are reported. Even though the genetic algorithm is shown to be superior to other 
optimization algorithms, its performance when optimizing fluid power circuits is inconsistent. This is 
shown to be caused by the multi-objective conflicting nature of fluid power circuits, which means that 
there is no single optimal solution to a particular problem. The development of a genetic algorithm 
capable of dealing separately with each individual design objective is described. This algorithm uses 
the concept of Pareto optimality to present the designer with a selection of possible solutions to a 
problem. The results of optimizing multi-objective mathematical functions, a structural design and fluid 
power circuits are reported.
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In today’s industrial climate, it is no longer sufficient to produce a design that performs its function. 
The design must now be the best possible for the task. Traditionally, the design process has involved 
creating a prototype and refining it until it performs as required. Prototype design usually involves 
developing a design on paper and carrying out an approximate mathematical analysis using simple 
steady state equations. If this simple analysis suggests that the design performs as required, a prototype 
is constructed and tested. Much can go wrong at the prototype design stage. Sources of error include 
the possibilities that the mathematical analysis carried out was too simple, that a factor was overlooked 
or that there are dynamic problems that steady state analysis does not show. If for any reason, a 
prototype drastically fails, it will almost certainly mean that a good deal of time and money has been 
wasted. Often, rather than waste the effort put into a flawed prototype, the reasons for failure are 
analyzed and attempts are made to alter the existing design in order to correct them. The ideal, but often 
costly, course of action would be to analyze the reasons for the failure and to redesign the prototype 
at the drawing board stage.
Over the last twenty years, the use of computer modelling techniques have enabled the designer to 
produce a much more accurate assessment of the performance of a design whilst still at the drawing 
board stage. The computer techniques used range from fairly simple steady state packages to highly 
sophisticated dynamic packages that enable the performance of a design to be very accurately modelled 
over a specified time interval. The use of such simulation techniques allows many more design 
possibilities to be investigated and helps prevent costly errors at the prototype construction stage.
When using computer modelling to develop a prototype design, the designer will alter the main 
parameters of the design until it performs as specified. This process is actually an optimization process 
in which the designer alters parameters on the basis of his or her knowledge of how they interact, how 




The parameter definition stage of the design process is often difficult, and time consuming. If the 
designer can accurately specify how the product or system should perform, it is possible to automate 
this stage of the design process by linking an optimization technique with a simulation package. In the 
past, it has been difficult to develop general purpose optimization techniques for system design because 
of the problems and time involved in modelling and simulating the system. However in recent years, 
the advances in computer software and hardware technology have led to the development of software 
that can model systems and accurately simulate their performance within a matter of minutes. This has 
enabled research into the development of system optimization techniques to begin.
When designing fluid power circuits, the design must be able to perform the required task, cost as little 
as possible, be safe, energy efficient and compact. There are essentially three stages to the design 
process; quantifying the problem, designing a circuit and configuring it to meet the performance 
requirements. Circuit configuration involves setting component sizes, settings and electrical gains so that 
the circuit performs as specified. If the circuit fails to meet the design specification, the parameters must 
be recalculated and the performance of the circuit re-evaluated. The recent increased use of closed loop 
control techniques to ensure the accurate and reliable operation of hydraulic circuits has made the design 
process even more difficult, with controller gain settings often being determined by trial and error. A 
further problem is that for all but the simplest circuits, several sets of parameters will achieve the design 
requirement. For the designer to find the ’best’ of these parameter sets, he must first locate them all, 
making the configuration process even more time consuming.
The aim of this thesis is to develop a procedure that will automatically perform the circuit configuration 
task for the fluid power designer. Automating this stage of the design process means that the designer 
is still involved in the creative circuit development stage of the design process, but spared the task of 
setting individual component parameters. Other requirements of the algorithm are that:
It is simple to use
It is able to effectively optimize all fluid power circuits (including controllers)
It can cope with dynamic as well as steady state performance requirements 
It operates as quickly and efficiently as possible 
It is robust and reliable
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The specification that the automated parameter definition technique should be able to cope with dynamic 
performance requirements means that a dynamic simulation package must be used. The use of such a 
package is considered to be a definite advantage because it will mean that dynamic effects such as 
cavitation and instability can be detected before the design is built and commissioned. Presently, most 
fluid power circuits are designed without adequate dynamic analysis and some are designed without any 
at all. Identifying the cause of and consequently rectifying problems once a circuit has been constructed 
tends to be very time consuming and expensive.
Presently, when configuring a fluid power circuit, the designer calculates, or estimates, the necessary 
circuit parameters and then simulates or, more commonly, calculates the performance of the circuit. If 
the results are unsatisfactory, a new set of parameters, based on the performance of previous sets and 
the designers knowledge of the effect of each parameter on the circuit performance, is tried. This is 
repeated until the designer finds the performance of the circuit acceptable. Unfortunately with multi­
parameter systems, altering a parameter to improve an aspect of the performance often degrades another 
performance aspect These interactions are difficult to quantify, particularly as the number of parameters 
increases, and achieving adequate performance often requires a trial and error approach.
The parameter configuration process is shown diagrammatically in figure 1.1. Analysing this figure 
shows that the parameter configuration procedure can be divided into three distinct processes:
i) Modelling the design
ii) Evaluating the performance of the design
iii) Adjusting the design parameters in order to achieve the required performance
Having analyzed the procedure used to design fluid power circuits, a review of any similar work and 
work relating to the three individual processes that constitute the parameter configuration procedure was 
undertaken by the author. The following sections provide a general introduction to optimization and 
review published work relating to optimization techniques in general and their application to fluid power 
and general engineering design problems. In addition, literature relating to fluid power dynamic 
simulation packages and the use of expert systems to design fluid power circuits is discussed.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
Optimization involves either minimising or maximising a function,/. In this thesis, only minimisation 
is considered, but maximising/is equivalent to minimising -/. There are two main types of optimization 
problem, constrained and unconstrained. Constrained problems restrict the solution to variables that are 
within a certain range, or that satisfy a governing function or functions. Unconstrained problems allow 
any value of parameter between and 00 and do not impose other implicit restrictions.
This work is concerned with the constrained minimization of a function of type:
A *v \ )
subject to Lt <, x f £ Up (i = 1 , 2 m ri)
The implicit variables x are dependent functions of x„....jcn. The constraints L, and U; are
constants or functions of x
When minimising a mathematical function such as:
y  - 1 > (2
i=1
there is only one aim, to find the combination of variables (subject to certain constraints) that produce 
the lowest possible function value, y. When optimizing the parameters of a fluid power circuit, there 
are likely to be several goals or objectives. For instance, for a simple open loop pump/motor circuit as 
shown in figure 1.2, the two design goals may be that the load should rotate at the correct speed and 
that the pump power input should be a minimum. Often, the individual goals conflict (improving one 
leads to a worsening of another). To establish whether an optimal solution has been achieved, some 
method of measuring the performance of a circuit must be provided. This is known as an objective or 
fitness function and can consist of several individual functions, which when added together, produce 
a value that gives some indication of the performance of the circuit or system.
Optimization algorithms operate by repeatedly altering specified variables, known as design variables, 
and observing their effect on the objective function. The algorithm attempts to detect which alterations 
have a positive effect and move the variable values in that direction. This process continues until a point 
is reached where no further improvement in the objective function appears possible. Multi-variable 
functions often contain many localised minima and this point need not necessarily be an absolute
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minimum. An example of a function containing several local minima, known as a multi-modal function, 
is shown in figure 1.3. Functions with a single minimum, such as that shown in figure 1.4, are termed 
uni-modal.
1.2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO FLUID POWER CIRCUITS
A miajor requirement of this project is that it should be able to function with any fluid power circuit 
For this to be feasible, the user must be able to rapidly generate accurate simulation code for the circuit 
to be optimized. This has been made possible by the development of simulation software packages, 
which enable the user to model a fluid power circuit by linking together existing computer models of 
individual components. Such flexible, easy to use simulation packages have only become available in 
the last five years and only Krus et al. [1] have reported on a similar approach. Their work used the 
information propagation modelling (IPM) dynamic modelling technique [2] to simulate the fluid power 
circuit. Only one hydraulic circuit was optimized and whilst the results were promising, the paper failed 
to address several problems associated with circuit optimization. These problems are discussed in more 
detail later on, but include: the accuracy of the modelling technique, the robustness of the optimization 
algorithm and how to deal with circuits that have more than one design objective.
Some work has concentrated on optimizing elements of hydraulic circuits. For instance, Conry and 
Werhane [3] and Corny and Schneider [4] investigated the optimization of hydraulic pipeline sizes and 
hydraulic pump positions in a network. Their work concentrated mainly on the formulation of modelling 
equations suitable for use in linear programming. Unfortunately linear programming is only suited for 
optimizing a limited number of problems. Rao et al. [5] used an optimization technique to find the 
optimal placements of actuators in an actively controlled structure.
13 OPTIMIZATION APPLIED TO OTHER AREAS
The minimum amount of information on the use of optimization techniques with fluid power circuits 
lead to a wider search of available literature as it was thought that this approach might have been tried 
in other fields where simulation packages are available, such as electronic or structural system design. 
Several interesting applications of optimization theory were found. Falk et al. [6] developed a method 
for optimizing a function that measures the effectiveness of a hospital at treating patients suffering a
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serious traumatic injury. The method involved manipulating the complex, multi-modal equation used 
to assess the hospitals performance in a manner that reduces the probability of finding a local minimum. 
Petersen and Davies [7] studied the possibility of automatically selecting components for a 
microcomputer. Their approach split the computer into its constituent components and developed a 
database containing possible alternatives for each component The method then finds combinations of 
components that meet the design specification and calculates the cost of each feasible solution. This is 
repeated until all component combinations have been tried. The literature search concentrated on finding 
papers relating to the optimization of practical problems rather than mathematical functions. It was 
found that the performance of most practical problems was assessed using several criteria, which were 
often conflicting. This type of optimization is known as multi-objective or multi-criteria optimization. 
Jacob et al. [8] report on using an optimization technique to optimize the performance of the flight 
control system when landing an aircraft in a shear wind. The derivation of each of the equations used 
to assess the performance of the control system is described. The objective function is formed by first 
multiplying each of the objectives by a weighting factor and then adding the weighted results together. 
The paper reports that problems were encountered because of the use of weighting factors. Rhyu and 
Kwak [9] report on the optimal design of a four-bar mechanism. The design is governed by two 
conflicting objectives: mechanical error and manufacturing cost. Santoro [10] investigated the design 
of a crank-rocker mechanism. Particular attention was paid to the formulation of the functions 
measuring the two objectives and the selection of weighting factors. Rao and Freiheit [11] report on the 
optimization of the weight and reliability of an eighteen speed gearbox. A common application of multi­
criterion optimization is in structural design, where the objectives usually involve weight and strength 
(or deflection) considerations. Koski [12] documents the design of a three member frame and a four 
bar truss, Osyczka [13] attempts to minimize both the weight and mid-point deflection of an I-beam and 
Hajela and Shih [14] report on their approach to the optimization of a multi-layered laminated structure 
and the I-beam documented by Osyczka. Dhingra et al. [15] optimized the path of a four-bar mechanism 
and the weight, deflection and natural frequency of vibration of a 25-bar truss.
All authors of papers involving multi-objective optimization reported on the problem of assessing the 
interaction and relative importance of design objectives. The problem clearly becomes more difficult 
as the number of objectives increases. Most solutions were problem specific, but Waltz [16], Zadeh [17]
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and Rao and Fieiheit [11] have developed general purpose procedures that attempt to rank the design 
criteria in order of importance. Dhingra et al. [15] use fuzzy mathematical programming methods to 
form the objective function. All papers, except Jacob [8], introduce the concept of Pareto optimality 
[18]. This method emphasizes that when objectives conflict, a set of possible solutions exists where 
no individual solution has a set of objective values which are all superior to the corresponding objective 
values of another solution. Whilst recognizing the existence of so called non-dominated solutions, all 
the multi-objective methods located just one Pareto optimal solution. To locate other solutions, 
weighting factors had to be altered.
Numerous publications reported on optimizing a single, fixed problem, but unfortunately, no information 
relating to general system optimization was found.
1.4 FREQUENTLY USED OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
When optimizing mathematical functions, traditional optimization techniques search for parameter sets 
that make the first derivative (first partial derivatives if the function is a multi-parameter function) of 
the function equal zero. The second derivative (or partial derivatives) are then evaluated to check if the 
point is a maximum, minimum or saddle point. The nature of the fluid power circuits to be optimized 
means that no derivative data is available, which focuses attention on direct search methods, which do 
not require derivative data, and techniques that approximate derivative data. It is important that the 
optimization technique selected is robust and not prone to locating local optima. Convergence to a local 
optimum is a common optimization problem and no algorithm has yet been discovered that guarantees 
to always find the global optimum of a multi-modal function. An additional problem associated with 
applying optimization techniques to fluid power circuits is the fact that fluid power circuits behave in 
a discontinuous manner. This means that the properties of a circuit can dramatically change as the result 
of a very minor change in the value of a circuit parameter. The discontinuous behaviour arises because 
individual fluid power components often have several distinct operating regions between which they 
readily switch. For example, a pressure relief valve, which is built into most fluid power circuits in 
order to prevent the system pressure exceeding a preset limit, has no effect on the circuit until the 
pressure reaches a preset value. When this occurs, the relief valve opens in order to prevent any further 
increase in the system pressure and in doing so, significantly changes the behaviour of the fluid power
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circuit. Discontinuous functions cause added problems for optimization techniques, which usually 
require a continuous search space if they are to function effectively. Commonly used direct search 
algorithms include those of Hooke and Jeeves [19], Nelder and Mead [20] and Box [21]. A commonly 
used gradient technique is the quasi-Newton, Davidson Fletcher Powell method [22]. Fox [23] surveys 
several optimization techniques and discusses how to use them to solve engineering design problems.
1.5 NON STANDARD OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
As well as the mathematically based methods mentioned earlier, several other techniques are available. 
An increasingly popular method is the genetic algorithm (GA). The GA, which mimics biological 
evolution, was first suggested by Holland [24] and has been subsequently developed by many 
researchers. In biology, the examples of a particular life form that are well suited to their surroundings 
are more likely to survive and breed, similarly, a GA which simultaneously processes many parameter 
sets uses the better performing sets as the basis for generating new parameter sets. Various forms of 
the GA have been used to optimize problems that have defeated more traditional methods. Applications 
include system identification [25], chemical process optimization [26], floorplan design for integrated 
circuits [27] and optimum welded beam design [28]. Other less widely used techniques include random 
walks [23], simulated annealing [29] and evolution strategies as suggested by Rechenberg [30].
A wide range of optimization algorithms are available. This is because optimization problems vary 
considerably in complexity and certain optimization algorithms tend to be suited to particular problem 
types. Many researchers are only concerned with optimizing a single problem and are content to find 
an algorithm that works. It must be emphasised that for the purposes of this research, the algorithm 
selected must be able to effectively optimize a wide range of problems.
1.6 DYNAMIC SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
When selecting a fluid power simulation package, many factors have to be considered. These include: 
ease of constructing and modifying circuits, range of available computer models, quality of graphical 
displays, flexibility and ease of displaying results, accuracy and speed of the simulations, ease of adding 
models and the cost Several dynamic simulation packages exist for fluid power circuits. Three 
commonly used examples are, Bath/p [31], developed over a number of years by the Fluid Power
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Centre of the University of Bath, DSH [32] developed at the Technical University of Aachen in 
Germany and the commercially developed Flowmaster [33]. Incorporated in these packages are 
component model libraries from which the user selects appropriate components and links them together 
in order to construct a circuit. The availability of such component libraries is an important factor, 
because when modelling a circuit, a designer does not want to and may not have the expertise to write 
computer code that models individual components. A factor often hidden from the user of dynamic 
simulation techniques is the quality of the numerical integration algorithm. Fluid power circuits are 
particularly awkward to dynamically simulate because of their frequent oscillatory behaviour and the 
discontinuities due, for example, to valves opening and closing, actuators reaching their maximum or 
minimum extension or sudden changes in demand signal. It is important that the integration algorithm 
can accurately cope with such occurrences.
1.7 EXPERT SYSTEMS
As an alternative to the optimization approach described in the preceding sections, the possibility of 
using expert systems to aid the design process was considered. Akagi et al. [34], Hua and Nenghong 
[35] and Burton and Sargent [36] have all reported on their use in fluid power design. As the result of 
an interactive session with the operator, expert systems attempt to produce a circuit design based on a 
preprogrammed set of rules. The expert systems used were all specific to a particular area of fluid 
power design, to extend these methods to general circuit design would be very difficult. The difference 
between expert systems and optimization techniques is that expert systems actually develop the circuit 
layout based on the requirements of the user, optimization techniques use a circuit already specified by 
the designer and attempt to find component parameters that enable it to perform as required. Only the 
work by Akagi et al. makes any attempt to specify component parameters. However, the expert systems 
approach has the undesirable effect of removing creativity from the design process.
1.8 PROPOSED INVESTIGATION
The approach taken in this thesis is based on the flowchart of the design process shown in figure 1.1. 
The aim is that the designer should define the requirements of a circuit that he or she has developed 
and identify the parameters that will most influence the performance of the design. Once this is done, 
an optimization technique linked to a dynamic simulation package will repeatedly vary the relevant
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parameters in an attempt to meet the design requirements. After the designer has defined the 
performance requirements, the parameter configuration method should run unattended.
Due to the ready availability of both the Bathfp program and the accessibility of the Bath//? development 
team, it was selected as the simulation package to be used. Details of the package and the alterations 
necessary to enable it to be linked to optimization code are described in more detail in chapter 2.
A totally unknown aspect of this project was how optimization techniques would work in conjunction 
with fluid power circuits. The only information available was the paper by Kras et al. [1], which only 
described the optimization of one circuit. It was felt that in particular, this paper did not adequately 
address the multi-objective nature of fluid power circuits. The beginning of chapter 3 describes the 
selection of three fluid power test circuits. The results of optimizing the performance of these test 
circuits using several conventional optimization algorithms are reported. Reasons for the failure of the 
algorithms to perform satisfactorily are discussed and modifications to improve their performance are 
detailed.
The tests in chapter 3 show that fluid power circuits are awkward to optimize and that consequently, 
traditional optimization algorithms fail to produce satisfactory results. Chapter 4 describes the 
investigation of an algorithm that is claimed to out perform standard techniques when optimizing 
awkward problems. The implementation, testing and modification of the method, which is based on the 
process of biological evolution, is described.
The work in chapter 4 shows that effectively optimizing fluid power circuits can be a time consuming 
process. Chapter 5 describes the development of a set of mathematical test functions with properties 
similar to fluid power circuits. The use of these test functions enables development work on 
optimization algorithms to be carried out more rapidly. The results of minimizing these test functions 




The results, described in chapter 4, of testing the Evolution Strategy indicate that an improved 
optimization algorithm is still required. Chapter 6 introduces genetic algorithms, which according to 
published literature are very effective at optimizing difficult multi-parameter problems. The chapter 
includes a review of published literature and a detailed description of how such algorithms function.
Chapter 7 describes the development of a version of the genetic algorithm suitable for use with fluid 
power circuits. The optimal settings for various aspects of the parallel algorithm are discussed and the 
results of using it to optimize the mathematical test functions described in chapter 5 are documented.
Chapter 8 describes alterations made to the algorithm in order to implement it on a multi-processor 
computer. The resulting program execution time savings and improvements in the efficiency of the 
algorithm are documented. The results of using the parallel version of the genetic algorithm to optimize 
several fluid power circuits are included. The use of a steady state solver in place of the integration 
algorithm as a means for further reducing the run time of the parallel genetic algorithm is discussed. 
Finally, the successful application of the genetic algorithm to other multi-parameter optimization 
problems is reported.
The results of applying the genetic algorithm to fluid power circuits were still not satisfactory. Chapter 
9 shows that the poor performance of the genetic algorithm is due to the multi-objective, conflicting 
nature of the circuit design objectives. The concept of Pareto optimality as a method for dealing with 
such problems is introduced and the development of a version of the genetic algorithm capable of 
making use of this concept is described. The results of applying the modified genetic algorithm to a 
selection of fluid power test circuits are reported and suggestions for improvements that will further 
enhance the algorithm are included.
Chapter 10 draws conclusions from the work described in this thesis and suggests some aspects worth 
further investigation.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION TO BATHF7*
Fluid power circuits are often analyzed using only steady state equations. This approach does not detect 
transient effects such as cavitation and is not suitable for analysing time dependent responses. The 
reason for restricting the analysis to steady state equations is usually the difficulty involved in modelling 
a fluid power circuit dynamically. The Bath/p [31] dynamic simulation package developed at the Fluid 
Power Centre at Bath University enables dynamic simulation code for fluid power circuits to be quickly 
and easily produced. The package operates on Unix based SUN 4/SPARC workstations running SunOS
4.1 and Open Windows. The primary means of communication is the mouse, which is used to select 
icons that represent a particular course of action. The designer constructs the circuit to be simulated on 
the workstation screen by selecting the required component icons from a series of general component 
menus, with each menu being denoted on screen by a generic icon. Components not directly linked to 
other components are linked by pipes, pilots or signal models. Figure 2.1 shows the user interface of 
the Bath/p program.
Having selected and correctly linked all components, appropriate models from component libraries are 
then associated with each component icon. At the completion of this stage, the simulation program 
generates a fortran program that links together the necessary models, submodels and integration routines. 
The user then sets the values of the component parameters and starts the simulation run. During the 
simulation the user can select and display graphical output from any of the models.
Rather than being a single program, Bath/p is a suite of programs called from a main (front end) 
program known simply as Bath. The component model and sub-model libraries, the integration routines, 
the program simulation code and the parameter and simulation data are all stored as separate programs 
or data files. The fortran simulation code generated by Bath/p can be accessed by the user and operates 




For the purposes of this research, it is intended to use Bath/p to generate computer code that simulates 
the performance of the circuits to be optimized. This has the advantage that fully validated computer 
simulation code of even the most complicated circuits can be produced in a matter of minutes. It is 
intended to adapt the simulation code for use with an optimization algorithm. The graphical output of 
Bath/p will be used to validate the results returned by the optimization algorithms.
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATION METHODS
The dynamic simulation of fluid power circuits is not an easy task, with the properties of the circuit 
equations causing severe problems for the integration routines. The main causes of these problems are:
i) Mathematical stiffness, caused by elements of the solution being governed by 
widely differing time scales.
ii) Frequently occurring discontinuities.
iii) The ordinary differential equations describing the circuit tend to be non-linear.
iv) Solution variables can be highly oscillatory.
The above mentioned problems tend to be caused by factors such as cavitation, stiction, pipe volume 
compressibility, relief valves cracking, actuators hitting their end stops and over sizing of system gains. 
Commonly used integration methods such as explicit Runge-Kutta, require extremely small time steps 
in order to produce stable solutions and consequently require very lengthy run times. For these reasons, 
much research has gone into developing integration algorithms capable of efficiently and robustly 
dealing with fluid power circuits (Richards et. al. [37]). Bath/p uses a ’type insensitive’ integration 
method, based on the LSODA package developed by Petzold [38]. The algorithm was developed using 
a standard set of test problems developed at the University of Toronto [39]. Although performing 
acceptably on a set of difficult mathematical test problems, the algorithm required a number of 
modifications to enable it to be incorporated within the Bath/p package. The two main modifications 
were:
i) The development of communication protocols between the component models and the 
integrator.
ii) Special procedures allowing physical discontinuities to be handled efficiently.
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LSODA operates by monitoring the characteristics of the simulation equations and as they change, for 
example, from numerically stiff to non stiff, the most suitable integration algorithm is selected from a 
range of algorithms. LSODA uses Adams methods of orders 1 to 12 to solve non-stiff problems and 
Gears method using backward differentiation formulae of orders 1 to 5 to solve stiff equations. A 
variable time step is also employed, which can be very large when the circuit is running at steady state 
or extremely small when discontinuities occur. As results of this project, a steady state solver was 
developed for use with Bath//? models. More details about its development are included in chapter 8.6.5.
23  FACTORS AFFECTING THE SPEED OF A SIMULATION
The necessary complexity of the integration routines used for fluid power circuits means that even to 
simulate a few seconds of real time can take several minutes if the circuit equations are numerically 
difficult Frequently occurring discontinuities or high frequency oscillations tend to particularly slow 
simulations down because they require very small integrator time steps. The manner in which the 
modified version of LSODA handles discontinuities and oscillatory variables ensures that the simulation 
results are extremely accurate, which for most applications is a considerable advantage. Due to the fact 
that an optimization algorithm will repeatedly run a simulation (with different parameters), run times 
become important and extreme accuracy is not usually necessary. Factors that can affect the operating 




Research has been carried out into the effect of integrator type and tolerance on Bath/p simulations by 
Richards et al. [39]. The value of integrator tolerance depends on the accuracy required of the results. 
This is problem dependant and conditions have been found where setting a finer tolerance has actually 
led to a decrease in the simulation time. The results of an investigation into the influence of the 
integrator tolerance is included in section 8.6.3. Bath/p enables the user to define a particular integration 
algorithm, or use the LSODA routine. In most cases, LSODA produces the most accurate results in the 
fastest time, although in some applications the Gear alone method does produce faster and more 
accurate results. The actual settings of the parameters controlling the integration algorithm are available 
to the user, although use of the default values is recommended.
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2.4 ADAPTING SIMULATION CODE FOR USE WITH AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
When Bath//? models a circuit, it creates several files. The file names are all prefixed by the name of 
the circuit, which is specified by the user. If the circuit is given the name ’testl’, the fortran simulation 
code is contained in the file testl.f, the parameter data is in testl .data and the simulation control file, 
testl .sim contains data about the simulation itself, such as: start and end time, time interval at which 
to store results for plotting and which print out mode is required. The main loop of the simulation code 
consists of calls to subroutines that handle computational errors, read in the files containing the 
simulation and component data, set up the results data file and start the integrator or steady state solver. 
Once started, the integration routine repeatedly calls a subroutine called AUX in which the component 
models are called in the appropriate order. During the call to AUX, the derivative values of the state 
variables at a future time step are calculated and the corresponding state values computed. The error 
in each of these state values is assessed and if all the errors are acceptable and no discontinuities occur 
during the time step, the step is deemed successful and the simulation time advanced. If required, the 
algebraic and state variable values at this time are saved in a data file. If the step proves unacceptable, 
it is shortened and the process repeated. The integrator repeats this process until the simulated time 
reaches the final time specified by the user. When the integrator has finished, the results file is closed 
and the simulation is complete.
To use the simulation code in conjunction with an optimization algorithm, a mechanism must be set up 
which allows the optimization algorithm to pass component parameter values to the simulation code and 
receive the objective function value which the particular parameter values produce. The Bath//? 
simulation code is not intended for inspection by the user and was not written to be directly linked to 
other software. For these reasons, it is not particularly easy to work with. The linking method described 
in the next sections documents the approach developed for the purposes of this project It involves 
manually altering sections of the simulation code. It is envisaged that if the aims of this project are 
proven to be feasible, an automatic method of linking the optimization and simulation code can be 
developed.
When altering Bath//? simulation code for use with an optimization algorithm, the simulation code 
variable names of the component parameters that are to be optimized must be identified. This is not
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straightforward because, the variables do not have meaningful names. To identify parameter or circuit 
variable names within the simulation code, the model call in the AUX subroutine must be compared 
with the call in the model subroutine itself, where the variable names are meaningful and fully 
documented. The order of the variables in the subroutine call follow a protocol specified by a Bath/p 
database management utility called bathmaL As an example, the following two calls are taken from 
simulation code:
CALL PU01 (1 ,var(36),var(2),var(4),var(3),var(37),var(l),var(5),var(6),r2,c2,i2,mlimit)
CALL RV00(i ,var(38),var(7),var(23),var(22),rIO,ilO,mlimit)
The corresponding model subroutine headings are:
SUBROUTINE PU01(n,qin,pin,qout,pout,torque,speed,effv,effm/esp,con,icon,limit)
SUBROUTINE RVOO(n,qout,pout,qin,pin,resp,icon,limit)
The component parameters are usually stored in the real essential parameter (resp) array of a submodel 
(if the parameter is an integer, it is stored in the integer essential parameter array called iesp). In the 
routine PU01, which is a pump model, examining the model documentation will show that the pump 
displacement is held in resp(l), if this is to be changed, the array element i2(l) in the main simulation 
code must be altered. In the model RVOO, which represents a relief valve, resp(l) stores the pressure 
at which the relief valve opens. To change this in the simulation code, rlO(l) must be altered. A test 
to see if a relief valve has opened is to see if there is any flow coming out of it. The flow out of the 
relief valve model is the second variable, qout, which corresponds to var(38) in the simulation code.
To use the simulation code in conjunction with an optimization algorithm, the following information 
must be known:
i) which circuit parameters are to be optimized
ii) what are the design objectives
iii) what simulation code variables are necessary to calculate the objective function which 
measures how well a parameter set meets the design objectives.
When linking the optimization algorithm and simulation code, the optimization code is treated as the 
main routine and the simulation code as a subroutine. To enable the optimization algorithm to be linked 
to the simulation code, the following alterations have to be made to the simulation code:
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i) Convert the simulation code into a subroutine, i.e. SUBROUTINE OBFN(xvals &fji) where xvals is 
an array containing the new parameter set calculated by the optimization algorithm, the variable o f  will 
contain the objective function value calculated on completion of the simulation and the integer n will 
specify the number of parameters to be optimized.
ii) Change the call to the data input routine to allow the optimization parameters in the array xvals to 
be sent. In the routine itself, after all parameters have been read from the data file, overwrite the values 
of the parameters selected for optimization with those contained in the xvals array.
iii) After the call to the integration subroutine add code to calculate the objective function using relevant 
program variables. For example, if the design requirement is that a rotary load speed should be axreq 
and the actual load speed is known to be stored in var(17), the following line should be inserted:
of = abs(co„? - var(17))
iv) Either delete the data output routine and all calls to it or ensure that the ’output suppression’ option 
in the simulation control file is enabled. This is to prevent the repeated creation of large results data 
files. The results files are for the graphical display modes of Bathfp, which are not required by the 
optimization algorithm. Their creation simply slows down the simulation. Deleting the output routine 
is more complicated, but will slightly shorten the time taken for each simulation to run. Also, set the 
’print out mode’ option to ’none’. This prevents any messages being output to the computer screen.
Using the method described above, the circuit variable values used to compute the objective function 
are the values after the final time step of the simulation. In some cases, the values of certain circuit 
variables throughout the course of the simulation are required. An example of this is attempting to make 
an actuator displacement profile match a specified profile. In this case, the objective function may be 
evaluated by summing a function of the difference between the actual and required actuator 
displacements at specified points in time. To enable the simulation code variable values to be stored 
at preset intervals, the following procedure was developed:
i) The interval at which the values are to be stored is specified by the ’print interval’ parameter in the 
simulation control file. The ’output suppression’ option must be disabled. This produces the graphics 
output data file at intervals specified by ’print interval’.
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ii) Define a common array for each variable that is to be recorded. The arrays must be dimensioned to 
a value greater than the simulation time divided by the specified print interval. Also, define an integer 
count variable.
iii) Identify the names of the variables to be stored.
iv) At time intervals specified by ’print interval’, the simulation code subroutine OUTPUT writes circuit 
data to the results data file. At the beginning of this subroutine, additional code is inserted to save the 
required circuit variables in the common arrays. The element of the arrays in which the variables are 
stored is pointed to by the count variable. The count variable is then incremented. For example, if two 
variables, var(21) and var(27), are to be stored, the following code should be inserted:
array 1 (count) = var(21) 
array2(count) = var(27) 
count = count + 1
The section of OUTPUT that writes results to the data file should be commented out or deleted in order 
to prevent the data file being written.
v) On completion of the simulation, the recorded variable values will be contained in the specified 
arrays and can be used to compute the objective function value. If the objective function evaluation 
requires comparison with an ideal data set, this data set can be read in to an array from a data file. 
When using an external data set, the time interval at which data is recorded in the external set must 
match that of the data stored during the simulation.
As an alternative to the above method, models that evaluate time dependant elements of the objective 
function were produced. These utilise the fact that several of the load models have signal ports that 
output position or speed. This is usually to enable control feedback loops to be constructed. These ports 
can be used to feed the appropriate variable to a model that calculates a time dependent objective 
function. Such a model was commonly used when the integral of an error over a specified period was 
required (see section 3.3). The required variable value or values over the specified period of time are 
programmed into the model, which reads in the actual variable value from the appropriate model, 
calculates the error and integrates i t  On completion of the simulation, the value of the integral error
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is contained by a single simulation code variable and can therefore easily be used to compute the 
objective function value.
The optimization algorithm, altered simulation code, integration routines and model libraries can be 
compiled and linked using the Unix C shell command ’make’.
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Figure 2.1 The Bath/p user interface
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INITIAL TESTS OF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
At the start of this project, the level of difficulty involved in optimizing the component parameter 
settings of fluid power systems was not known. It was therefore decided to optimize some apparently 
simple test systems using three common types of algorithm. The following sections describe the fluid 
power test circuits and optimization algorithms used, modifications made to the optimization algorithms, 
a discussion about the formulation of objective functions and the results and conclusions of the tests.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF FLUID POWER TEST CIRCUITS
3.2.1 Circuit 1: open loop pump/motor circuit
This very simple hydraulic circuit is shown in figure 3.1. A prime mover drives a hydraulic pump, 
which in turn drives a hydraulic motor connected to a rotary load of inertia 100 kgm2 with an opposing 
torque of 50 Nm applied and speed dependent friction coefficient of 0.01 Nm/(rev/min). A relief valve 
is incorporated in order to prevent the system pressure rising above a preset level. The two design 
variables of the circuit are:
i) Pump displacement
ii) Motor displacement
The chief design aim of this circuit is that the load should be driven at a specified speed, a secondary
objective is that the system should be energy efficient. For the purposes of these tests, the required
speed was 300 rev/min, which had to be achieved within 7 seconds of the system being started. It was 
decided to approach this design from the perspective of a user with no idea of what the correct solution 
is. For this reason, the upper boundaries of the two design parameters (motor and pump displacement) 
were set to 1000 cc/rev and the lower boundaries were set to 1 cc/rev.
The optimum pump and motor displacements are known to be 13.350 and 66.675 cc/rev respectively. 
With these design variables, the load speed is 300.00 rev/min and the input power is 1.009 kW. This 
solution was produced by carrying out an exhaustive search of all feasible parameter combinations. The
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search process took many days to complete and illustrated that this approach to optimizing fluid power 
circuits is not practicable.
3.2.2 Circuit 2: single pump/dual motor open loop circuit
This more complicated circuit is shown in figure 3.2. A single pump drives two motors, each driving 
different loads at different speeds. Pressure compensated flow control valves (pcfcv) are fitted 
downstream of the motor outlet ports. As figure 3.3 shows, these valves maintain a constant flow rate 
independent of the pressure drop across them. Hence, setting the pcfcv nominal flow rate specifies what 
flow is to pass through the valve and consequently what flow passes through the motor situated before 
the valve. If the pressure drop across the pcfcv is too low, a constant load independent flow rate can 
no longer be maintained and the valve is said to be operating in its non-linear region (see figure 3.3). 
If the pcfcvs were not included in the circuit, it would be impossible to simultaneously drive both 
motors because the motor driving the lighter load would use all the available flow. A relief valve is 
included in the circuit to prevent excessive build up of pressure. The design variables in this case are:
i) Pump displacement
ii) Motor# 1 displacement
iii) Motor#2 displacement
iv) Pcfcv# 1 nominal flow rate
v) Pcfcv#2 nominal flow rate
The design requirements of the circuit are that, motor#l runs at a speed of 1000 rev/min, motor#2 runs 
at a speed of 300 rev/min, the pump and motor displacements are as small as possible, the pcfcvs 
operate in their linear regions and that the system pressure is below the relief valve cracking pressure. 
The circuit is allowed 20 seconds to achieve the performance requirements. For the purposes of these 
tests, the design variables were all constrained to vary between 1 and 100.
It is possible to estimate values for the nominal flow rate setting of the pcfcvs by calculating the ideal 
flow through the motors (i.e. Qm=Djare^ .  This does not take account of flow and torque losses that will 
occur in the motor and will actually ensure that the required load speeds are not exactly achieved. If 
the pcfcv nominal flows are included as design variables, it should be possible to precisely match the 
pcfcv setting to the motor, even if losses occur.
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3.2.3 Circuit 3: position control of a rotary load
This system, shown in figure 3.4 uses proportional feedback to control the position of a rotary load. The 
output from the proportional gain controls the spool position of the modulating directional control valve, 
which in turn controls the flow to the hydraulic motor. A relief valve is incorporated to prevent 
excessive pressure build up in the circuit The load which is to be positioned has an external 
permanently opposing torque applied to it, which makes it particularly awkward to control. The design 
requirement is to hold the load still at 0 radians for 2 seconds and then turn it through 30 radians in 1 
second, holding the load steady at 30 radians afterwards. A further requirement is that the unit sizes 
should be as small as possible. The design variables are:
i) Pump displacement
ii) Motor displacement
iii) Proportional feedback gain
Both displacements are to be varied between 0.1 and 50 cc/rev and the proportional gain is to vary 
between 0.01 and 20.
3.3 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FORMULATION
As mentioned in chapter 1, it is essential that the objective function of a system accurately reflects the 
design requirement. It must be remembered that because the optimization routines are all concerned with 
function minimization, the objective function value must reduce as the system performance approaches 
the required performance. If an objective is not achieved, the function value must be proportional to the 
degree of failure.
3.3.1 Formulation of the objective function for circuit 1
The objective function for circuit 1 was relatively easy to formulate because there were only 2 
objectives. The first objective {/)), which specifies a required load speed, is measured using the absolute 
value of the difference between the required (cor<?) and the actual load speed (coac<). The second objective 
(f2), which specifies that the system should be energy efficient, is measured by calculating the pump 
input power using: the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet ports of the pump, AP, the pump 
displacement, Dp and the speed of the prime mover driving the pump, (dpm. The objective function is 
calculated by adding f , and f 2:
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As can be seen in equation 3.2, the term f ,  is multiplied by a constant. This is set to ensure that the 
orders of the equations in 3.1 are similar. If this is not the case, one objective will dominate the other. 
Several values for the constant k were tried, with lxlO7 and lxlO8 producing the best results. It was 
found that using lxlO8 generally produced solutions with a lower speed error. The fact that the objective 
function value is only governed by two design variables enabled the three dimensional contour plot 
shown in figures 3.5 and 3.9 to be produced. The darker areas on the plot represent regions of low 
objective function values. This plot will help explain the behaviour of the optimization algorithms tested 
later in this chapter.
The contour plot in figure 3.5 shows a region of low objective function values running diagonally 
towards the origin of the contour plot, which links together pump and motor combinations that produce 
the correct load speed. The objective function values in this region reduce as the pump and motor sizes 
and consequently the input power reduce. There is also a region of low objective function values 
running approximately perpendicular to the 50 cc/rev point on the motor displacement axis. Despite the 
fact that an almost constant motor displacement is being linked with widely varying pump 
displacements, the speed requirement is being achieved. In this region, the pump is using the 
pressure/flow characteristics of the cracked relief valve to pass most of the excess flow through the 
relief valve, but still provide the motor with enough flow to drive the load at the correct speed. The 
graphical analysis of this objective function shows how a basic fluid power circuit with an apparently 
simple objective function can have some interesting properties.
The manner in which equation 3.2 measures the speed objective means that even a small speed error 
is penalised. This may seem overkill, particularly in fluid power where for many open loop applications, 
oil temperature fluctuations can lead to a speed variation of ±1% of the required speed. To introduce 
a speed tolerance band, tol, the following equation was used:
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if  then f x = (u nq~tot) -  (o^
else if  u act> (a req+tot) fften / i  = « « , -  (3-3>
cfcc/j = 0
When tested, the optimization algorithms always returned an answer with a speed equal to the lower 
boundary. This was because a lower speed also meant a lower input power. It had been hoped that 
introducing a tolerance would enable the optimization algorithms to locate a minimum in fewer 
objective function evaluations which was not the case. For this reason, it was decided that as a general 
rule, a requirement should always be accurately specified.
3.3.2 Formulation of the objective function for circuit 2
Formulating this objective function further illustrated the problems associated with adding together 
several objectives with differing magnitudes. For circuit 2, the two speed objectives were measured 
using the absolute value of the difference between the required and actual speeds (co„, and oo 
respectively). The requirement that the relief valve should not be open was measured using the relief 
valve outlet flow rate (£?„), which is zero if the valve is closed and proportional to the degree of 
opening if the valve opens. The requirement that the pump and motor displacements should be as small 
as possible was measured by simply including the two motor displacements and D^). The pump 
was not included because the inclusion of the motors and the restriction on the relief valve opening 
meant that the pump size would also be minimized (if the pump was oversized, the relief valve would 
open, if undersized, at least one of the loads would not achieve the required speed). To test if pcfcv# 1 
was operating in its linear region (see figure 3.3), the following equation was used:
V  ^pcfcvi > APpen Pen 1 = 0 Otherwise, penx = K A P ^ - A P ^ , )  (3.4)
If the pressure drop across the pcfcv (APpc/cvJ) is greater than the permissable pressure drop (AP ^ ,  no 
penalty is incurred. If it is less, a proportional penalty (pen,) is calculated. A similar method was used 
to monitor pcfcv#2.
Linking all the individual objectives together produces the following equation:
o f = abs(u1- u lreq) + + <?„ + Dml + Dm2 + penx + pen2 (3.5)
When optimizing circuit 2 using this objective function, two problems occurred. The first was that the 
parameter sets considered optimal by the optimization algorithms all tended to have the motor
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displacements set to or near their lower boundary values. A consequence of this was that the rotary load 
speeds were nowhere near their desired values. This was because reducing the motor displacements 
would immediately improve the objective function, whereas, a change in the other three design variables 
of similar magnitude to a change in either or both of the motor displacements tended to have a much 
lesser effect on the objective function. An approach adopted, with limited success, was to ensure that 
each objective, except penalty functions, should have a maximum value less than or equal to 1. The 
second problem was that in some cases, although the load speed at precisely 20 seconds was as 
specified, it actually had not yet reached steady state. In figure 3.6, both loads are at their required 
speeds at 20 seconds, but load#l is still accelerating and the speed of load#2 is oscillating.
This problem was overcome by integrating the error between the required and actual load speeds over 
the last 4 seconds of the simulation. If the loads have reached the correct steady state speed, the integral 
of the error will be zero. Equation 3.5 now becomes:
20 20 
o f -  f  * / \J  <*lreg J
*=16 1 ^  *=16
<*2-<*2req
<*1req
j .  . Qrv . ^ m2 ,at + —  + ------  +   + penx + pen2
C| n max n maxCP u ml u na
(3.6)
In the above equation, the relief valve outlet flow is divided by the pump flow (Qp) which, because the 
circuit has no other flow source, is the maximum flow that can pass through the relief valve. The two 
motor displacements are divided by their maximum permissable displacements. The two penalty 
functions are not restricted to a maximum value of 1, because it must be emphasized that if a constraint 
is broken and their values are consequently non zero, the set of design variables is not acceptable. It 
is best to calculate the penalty in such a way that its value is proportional to the degree of violation of 
the constraint. This was found to be better than some methods which simply add a large constant to the 
objective function if a penalty is violated. If an optimization algorithm enters a region where constraints 
are being violated, it is easier for it to leave the region if it has a measure of the degree to which 
parameter sets are violating the constraints. The constant k in equation 3.4 was typically set to a value 
of lxlO6 which harshly penalised any violation of the pcfcv linear flow restriction. The design 
requirement that the relief valve should not be cracked is also a constraint, but is not treated as a 
penalty function because it can be acceptable, although not desirable, for a system to operate with the
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relief valve open. Under no circumstances is it acceptable for a pcfcv to operate in its non-linear region 
because even the slightest change in pressure drop will lead to a significant change in the flow rate.
33.3 Formulation of the objective function for circuit 3
When the objective function for circuit 3 was formulated, the following objective function was 
originally used:
C  -  e„ + abs o ?  -  a* ♦ D* +
$2 Dj r
The terms 0,; and 0,2 refer to the position of the load at 2 seconds and 3 seconds respectively. At 2 
seconds, the required load position (0,/**) is 0 radians and the required position at 3 seconds (0,/**) 
is 30 radians. The terms Dp and Dm refer to the pump and motor displacements. An example of the 
results produced using this objective function are shown in figure 3.7.
As figure 3.7 shows, the load response is oscillatory and clearly unacceptable. Closer study of the load 
response showed that at 2 seconds, the load position was zero radians and at 3 seconds, it was close 
to 30 radians, as the objective function required. At this stage, it was realised that the objective function 
had been badly defined. To correct this problem, the following objective function was used :
° f  = n"4 °/i,2
dt + (3.8)
D max —.maxd :
The objective function divides the simulation into two time zones. The first zone (tj to t2) represents 
the period of time from 0 to 2 seconds when the required load position is 0 radians. The absolute value 
of the error between the required and actual load position over this time period is integrated. The second 
time period (t3 to t4) between 3 and 7 seconds, when the required load position is 30 radians, is treated 
similarly.
3.4 TIMING PROGRAM EXECUTION TIMES
In the following sections, when program execution times are quoted, they refer to the processor (CPU) 
time that the program required when run on SUN SPARC 1 4/60 or SPARC SLC 4/20 workstations.
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3.5 THE USE OF GRADIENT METHODS TO OPTIMIZE FLUID POWER CIRCUITS
3.5.1 Background to gradient methods
These methods are commonly used for minimizing unconstrained problems with continuous derivatives. 
A local optimum is located when all the partial first derivative values (the Jacobian matrix) are zero. 
The second partial derivatives (Hessian) are then used to see if the point is a maximum, minimum or 
point of inflection. These methods do not always work so well when applied to practical problems with 
constrained parameter values. In these cases, the objective functions are usually discontinuous and the 
equations for the partial derivatives of the objective function are not available, requiring the Jacobian 
and Hessian to be approximated. They also tend to locate local rather than global minima if the 
objective function is multi-modal. A further problem is that due to the presence of constraints, the 
minimum may not lie at a point where the first derivatives are zero, it may well lie on a constraint 
boundary.
The objective functions for fluid power systems exhibit all the very worst characteristics described 
above. A further consideration is that each objective function evaluation requires a Bath/p simulation 
run taking several seconds, if not minutes. This means that approximating the Jacobian and if necessary, 
the Hessian will be extremely time consuming. Apart from time considerations, the accurate 
approximation of derivatives is a very difficult task, which many recommend should be avoided if at 
all possible (see introduction to NAG numerical differentiation routines D04 [40]). Despite all the 
negative aspects, a gradient method was used to optimize circuit 1. The method was taken from the 
NAG library [40], The routine selected was E04JAF, a simply bounded quasi-Newton method [41] 
which uses the Jacobian to approximate the Hessian. Although intended for use with continuous 
functions with continuous first and second order derivatives, it is claimed that the algorithm can cope 
with occasional discontinuities.
3.5.2 Results of optimizing circuit 1 using a quasi-Newton method
As well as the variable boundaries, the NAG routine required a starting parameter set to be specified. 
These starting parameter sets were deliberately chosen to lie in various regions of the contour plot 
shown in figure 3.5. The starting points and the ’optimal’ values returned by the optimization algorithm 
are shown in table 3.1. As this table shows, the design variables considered by the optimizer to be
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optimal, were dependent on the starting parameter sets. It is also clear that in all cases, the ’minimum’ 
point is not the global minimum. In fact, only one parameter set is even remotely close to the global 
minimum. Whilst the load speed itself was acceptably close (+0.6 rev/min -0.02 rev/min) to the required 
speed, the varying input powers were unsatisfactory.
Initially, the time taken for each optimization run was between 8 and 16 hours. This was partly due to 
the unnecessary accuracy of the NAG routine. It was originally written for use with mathematical 
functions and would vary the fourth or fifth decimal place of the design variables, independent of their 
magnitude. The exact accuracy was not documented and because the source code of the routine was not 
provided, it could not be altered. This problem was partially overcome by introducing a multiplication 
factor for the design variables. In this case, the values for pump and motor displacements were reduced 
by a factor of a thousand which reduced the run times to between four and eight hours. However, it 
only took 45 minutes to arrive at better results than these when calculating by hand.
3.5.3 Conclusions
The fact that the gradient method completely missed the global optimum and that each run took far too 
long to complete confirmed that it is not suitable for optimizing the type of objective functions 
associated with fluid power systems. It must be remembered that these tests were carried out on a very 
simple circuit with only two design parameters. The problems of locating local minima and lengthy run 
times will increase markedly as the complexity of the system increases.
3.6 INTRODUCTION TO DIRECT SEARCH METHODS
Direct search methods do not require derivative values of an objective function and are generally used 
in situations where gradient techniques are unsuitable. The methods use previous objective function 
values to try and locate an improved value. Direct search methods consider that an optimum has been 
found when the variation of the design variables, according to a pre-programmed set of rules, fails to 
improve the objective function value. Many algorithms exist and Swann [42] provides a good 




3.7 USING THE HOOKE JEEVES DIRECT SEARCH METHOD TO OPTIMIZE FLUID 
POWER CIRCUITS
3.7.1 Description of the method
Hooke and Jeeves [19] define such a method as "The sequential examination of trial solutions involving 
the comparison of each trial solution with the ’best’ obtained up to that time together with a strategy 
for determining (as a function of earlier results) what the solution will be.". Starting with an initial 
parameter set Xit each parameter in the set is individually varied by a certain amount (step) and the 
effect on the objective function of this variation monitored. If a parameter variation improves the 
objective function value, the particular parameter is immediately set to that value. Once all the 
parameters have been varied, the objective function of the new parameter set XH is compared with the 
value due to Xt. If there is no improvement, the size of the step is reduced. If there is an improvement, 
a pattern move is made. The pattern move amplifies the change between Xt and XH using :
x p = Xt+\KXm-X } k=2 (Iusually) (3.9)
The reasoning behind the pattern move is that, if X{ and Xa lie on a slope and Xn lies below Xh which 
it must do if it has a lower objective function value, moving from Xt through Xn will lead to an even 
better parameter set, Xp. If the objective function value of Xp or its value after all its parameter values 
have been varied is not an improvement on that due to Xn, the parameter values are reset to Xn. This 
process is continued until the step sizes for each parameter drop below preset values. At this point, the 
current parameter set is considered to be optimal. A flowchart of the Hooke Jeeves method is included 
in appendix 1.
3.7.2 Alterations to improve the performance of the algorithm
During initial testing of the algorithm, the following problems were encountered:
i) The algorithm was originally written to carry out unconstrained optimization and consequently there 
was no provision for boundary limits. This was overcome by setting upper and lower bounds for each 
parameter and setting it to that boundary value if it exceeds it during a step or pattern move.
ii) Originally, the algorithm used a single step size for all parameters. This was found to be restrictive 
if the design variables were of different orders. For instance a pump displacement may be allowed to
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vary between 1 and 1000 cc/rev, whilst a system gain varies between 0 and 1. When using the original 
algorithm this restricted the step size to approximately 0.2 (any greater value would mean the gain 
boundary being regularly violated). This clearly limits the amount by which the pump displacement 
varies and can lead to the algorithm making very slow progress. It also increases the likelihood of 
locating a local minimum. The program was therefore modified to allow an initial and minimum step 
size to be specified for each parameter. This now allows the different order of the design parameters 
to be taken into account The algorithm is halted when all parameter steps are below their specified 
minimum size.
iii) During the early stages of optimizing multi-modal functions (when the step sizes were large), it was 
found that both adding and subtracting the step from a parameter value could improve the objective 
function. The original algorithm was set up so that it first added the step to the initial parameter value. 
If this improved the objective function value, the parameter was immediately set to that value and the 
objective function due to the subtraction of the step not evaluated. This led to the possibility of the 
search being sent in a misleading direction. For this reason the algorithm was altered to evaluate both 
points and select the one with the lowest objective function value. Before implementing this alteration, 
the additional computational cost must be considered. The probability that an objective function is 
improved by both increasing and decreasing a parameter value is probably fairly small, unless the 
objective function has a significant number of local minima or maxima. For mathematical functions 
where the objective function evaluation time is negligible, it is usually worth the extra computational 
effort. If however, each objective function takes a considerable time to evaluate, the extra computational 
effort may not be worthwhile.
There are several constants in the Hooke Jeeves algorithm that effect its performance, these are: initial 
parameter step size, the pattern move factor k (equation 3.9), the step reduction factor and the step size 
at which the program is terminated. The most important of the four factors is the initial step size. It is 
vital that this value is large enough to ensure that a substantial portion of the search space is covered 
by the initial steps. This will enable the algorithm to rapidly locate parameter sets with low objective 
function values, even if they differ significantly from the initial parameter set Also, very importantly, 
it reduces the risk of locating a local minimum by ensuring that many significantly different parameter
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sets are sampled. Best results were achieved by setting the initial step value to approximately 20 percent 
of the difference between the upper and lower boundary values of the parameter. Setting a larger initial 
step than this means that boundary constraints are frequently violated, which actually results in fewer 
parameter combinations being searched because the individual parameters are all set to their boundary 
values. A brief investigation of the effects of the pattern factor and the step reduction factor showed 
that the algorithm was fairly insensitive to their settings. It was found that using a pattern factor of 2 
and a step reduction factor of 0.5, as generally recommended, worked adequately. The minimum step 
size depends on the accuracy required of the design variable. For pump and motor displacements, it may 
be one or two decimal places, for a gain setting, three or four decimal places may be adequate. 
Specifying a very small minimum step value simply leads to unnecessary objective function evaluations.
3.7.3 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves algorithm to optimize circuit 1
The results of these tests are shown in table 3.2. Figure 3.8 shows the performance of circuit 1 when 
configured with a sample set of data from table 3.2.
The Hooke Jeeves method took between 40 minutes and 1 hour to locate what it considered were 
optimal solutions. This is obviously an improvement on the gradient method, but still not ideal. The 
inconsistency of the results was disappointing. Again, it was the pump input power that varied 
significantly, the speed requirement was achieved in all cases. The results indicate that the solution 
returned by the algorithm was dependent on the starting parameter set Comparing the starting and final 
parameter sets of each run with their positions on the three dimensional contour plot of figure 3.5, the 
behaviour can be explained. From the starting position on the contour plot, the optimization algorithm 
will drop down the slope, moving both in the direction of the pump displacement axis and the motor 
displacement axis. For motor displacements greater than 250 cc/rev, this will mean moving in the 
direction of increasing motor displacement, which means moving away from the global minimum. 
Eventually, the algorithm will drop into the valley which slopes gently in the direction of the absolute 
minimum. This valley is however very acute and running at an angle to the axes. Once a parameter set 
in the bottom of the valley has been located, the algorithm cannot proceed because searching in the 
direction of the axes does not yield an improved value (the search would have to be in the direction of 
the valley, which would entail simultaneously varying both parameters by an appropriate amount). The
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possibility that a very small step size would enable the algorithm to progress further down the minimum 
valley was investigated, but the valley was found to be so acute, that even minimum steps in the region 
of lxlO'10 failed to produce a significant improvement
Three starting points in particular produced very poor results (minimum input power 240 kW compared 
with an actual minimum of 1.009 kW). The region of the contour plot in figure 3.5 where this occurs 
is shown in figure 3.9. This shows that in the region of large pump and small motor displacements, 
reducing the motor displacement leads to a significant improvement in the objective function value. The 
three poorly performing parameter sets all started in this region. Further analysis of these parameter sets 
showed that the pump was producing enough flow for the steady state load speed to significantly exceed 
its desired value. Due to the large inertia, resistive torque and speed dependent friction values, the load 
was not reaching this steady state speed within the 7 seconds simulated. Often, for parameter sets that 
specified a relatively large pump displacement and motor displacements between approximately 50 and 
250 cc/rev, the load speed recorded at 7 seconds was greater than 300 rev/min and still accelerating. 
In these cases, decreasing the motor displacement, which resulted in an increased steady state load speed 
actually decreased the load speed at 7 seconds because it applied a smaller torque to the load, which 
resulted in a slower acceleration. Conversely, increasing the motor displacement led to a higher dynamic 
load speed at 7 seconds, but a slower steady state speed. Due to the fact that the load was not reaching 
its steady state speed within the required time, the system pressure was always above the relief valve 
cracking pressure (at 7 seconds). This meant that varying the pump displacement had a much smaller 
effect on the system performance than varying the motor displacement (because of the relief valve 
pressure/flow rate characteristic). It was found that decreasing the pump displacement would marginally 
reduce the system pressure and increasing it would raise the system pressure. If the motor displacement 
was very small (less than 50 c c /r e v ) , this would mean that the dynamic speed measured at 7 seconds 
would be less than 300 rev/min. In this situation, the Hooke Jeeves algorithm would attempt to increase 
the pump displacement because it would increase the system pressure and therefore the dynamic speed 
of the load at 7 seconds. Because increasing the pump displacement only marginally increased system 
pressure, in some cases the pump displacement was eventually set very close to its upper constraint.
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In the region of the search space shown in figure 3.9, when the algorithm eventually found a 
combination of pump and motor displacements that achieved the required load speed of 300 rev/min 
at 7 seconds, it would return this parameter set as the optimum. The performance of such a parameter 
set is shown in figure 3.10 which shows that the load is still accelerating. As a result of this, the system 
pressure is above the relief valve cracking pressure, which means the power necessary to drive the 
pump is very high.
3.7.4 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves algorithm to optimize circuit 2
For these tests, the initial step size was set to 20 for all 5 parameters and the algorithm was considered 
to have converged when the step sizes had been reduced to below 0.005. The algorithm was run 10 
times, with each run using a different, randomly generated, starting parameter set When analysing these 
results, it must be remembered that a requirement of the design was that the pump and motor 
displacements should be as small as possible. The results of these tests are shown in table 3.3. In this 
table, the load speeds quoted are those at 20.00 seconds.
Each run of the algorithm took between 80 and 120 minutes. The results of these runs were very 
disappointing. The only positive aspect was that none of the parameter sets caused the pcfcvs to operate 
in their non-linear regions. Unfortunately, this positive aspect was far outweighed by the fact that each 
run of the algorithm returned significantly different parameter sets. The contrast in the performance of 
the parameter sets can be seen by comparing figures 3.11 and 3.12. Figure 3.11 shows the performance 
of the second set of parameters in table 3.3 and figure 3.12 shows the eighth parameter set of table 3.3, 
which had the lowest objective function value of the 10 runs. In figure 3.11, load#2 has reached its 
steady state speed and the speed of load#l is only oscillating slightly. In figure 3.12, neither of the load 
speeds have reached steady state, which means that the parameter set does not achieve a major design 
requirement. Comparing the two figures shows that the parameter set illustrated by figure 3.11 is 
superior. This fact is not reflected by the objective function values.
As well as the load speeds not having reached steady state, in 4 of the 10 runs, the parameter sets 
caused the relief valve to be open. The low objective function value of the parameter set shown in 
figure 3.12 was achieved by using very small pump and motor displacements. This implies that the
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terms in the objective function representing the load speeds and the relief valve status do not have 
sufficient influence. An attempt was made to correct this by changing the values by which the terms 
of the objective function (equation 3.6) were divided. The influence on the objective function of the 
speed error terms was increased by dividing them by lower values. Likewise, adding a multiplication 
factor before the relief valve term increased its importance. A series of 10 tests was carried out using 
the following altered version of equation 3.6 to calculate the objective function:
20 20 
o f = f a J “ » + f (°2rieq]gfe + 10—  + + —— + pertj + pen2r > 0l“-r  ,n ooi“- r  <?, or or
(3.10)
Table 3.4 shows the results of these tests. Because the objective function has changed, the objective 
function values cannot be directly compared with those in table 3.3. Figure 3.13 shows the response of 
the parameter set with the lowest objective function value, which shows that it meets the speed 
requirements of the circuit. In most cases, the parameter sets in table 3.4, which are again all different, 
reached steady state speeds. The two that did not had the highest objective function values in table 3.4, 
which implies that the objective function equation more accurately reflects the design requirements. In 
all cases, the pcfcvs were operating in their linear regions, but in six cases, the relief valve was cracked, 
which was surprising considering that its influence on the objective function had been increased. Closer 
study of the results showed that the system pressure had to be high for the loads (particularly load#l) 
to reach the required steady state speed. Even those parameter sets that did not crack the relief valve 
were operating close to the cracking pressure. In the cases where the relief valve was cracked, the flow 
through it was only a very small percentage of the pump flow (typically 0.12%). It was found that a 
trade off was occurring in the objective function. Increasing the system pressure meant that smaller 
pump and motor displacements could supply enough torque for the loads to reached their steady state 
speeds at the required time. The penalty due to the relief valve being marginally open was more than 
offset by the saving due to the reduction in the motor displacements. If it were essential that the relief 
valve is not cracked, its multiplication factor would have to be further increased.
The two series of tests documented above show that it is difficult to define an objective function that 
precisely reflects the requirements without several trials. A second, more important point, is that the
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Hooke Jeeves algorithm did not consistently locate the minimum of the objective function. No amount 
of objective function adjustment will cure this problem.
3.7.5 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves algorithm to optimize circuit 3
The Hooke Jeeves algorithm was now used to optimize circuit 3. The initial step size was set to 
10 cc/rev for the pump and motor displacements and to 4 for the gain. The algorithm was considered 
to have converged when the displacement step sizes were below 0.05 and the gain step size was below 
0.005. The algorithm was run 10 times, with each run using a different, randomly generated, starting 
parameter set Each run of the algorithm took between 1.5 and 3 hours. The results of these tests are 
shown in table 3.5. Figure 3.14 shows the performance of the parameter set with the lowest objective 
function value. Again, it must be remembered that the motor and pump displacements were included 
in the objective function.
In all cases, the desired load position profile was achieved. However, the pump and motor 
displacements, whilst small, are different in each case, although the objective function values of all the 
parameter sets are similar and in some cases identical. In the results, it is impossible for the error 
measured over the first 2 seconds of the simulation to be zero. This is because when the simulation is 
started, the system pressure of zero bar (gauge) means that the motor torque is too low to hold the 
opposing load torque. It takes a short while for the system pressure to build to a level where the load 
can be returned to the required position. There is no way that this particular system can prevent this 
initial ’kick’ occurring. It was interesting to note that despite it being a design requirement that the load 
position should be 30 radians between 3 and 7 seconds, the load position was in all cases, slightly less 
than that after the transients had died away. This was due to trade offs between the individual terms 
making up the objective function. In this case, the reduction in the objective function value due to the 
use of slightly smaller unit sizes offsets the penalty due to the failure to achieve the correct steady state 
position. Decreasing the amount by which the displacement terms of the objective function (equation 
3.8) are divided increases the importance of the displacement terms and leads to the steady state 
position being below the required position by an even greater amount
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3.7.6 Conclusions
Circuit 1 proved to be very difficult for the Hooke Jeeves algorithm to optimize. The different 
parameter sets that the algorithm returned as optimal all achieved the speed requirement but did not give 
consistent values for the minimum input power. Analysis of why the method failed showed that the 
objective function has some awkward properties, which the algorithm is not capable of dealing with. 
This test problem illustrates that the objective function of an apparently simple fluid power circuit can 
behave in a very difficult manner.
Optimizing circuit 2 showed that producing an objective function that accurately reflects the design 
requirements can be very difficult. It also demonstrated that some terms of the objective function can 
conflict. No matter what objective function was used, consecutive runs of the algorithm failed to 
produce even vaguely similar parameter sets.
In the light of the results of optimizing circuit 2, the results of optimizing circuit 3 were surprisingly 
good, which shows that this is an easier circuit to optimize than circuit 2. The parameter sets were all 
similar and the objective function values in some cases were identical. The conflict that can occur 
between objective function terms was illustrated by the trade off between the pump and motor 
displacement and the steady state speed accuracy.
In general, the Hooke Jeeves method is simple to implement and works efficiently with simple objective 
functions. The performance of the algorithm when optimizing circuits 1 and 2 was poor. For the user 
to have confidence in an optimization technique, it must consistently return identical parameter sets, or 
parameter sets with very similar objective functions. Results like those produced in conjunction with 
circuit 3 may well be acceptable. For these reasons, it was decided to try other optimization algorithms.
3.8 USING THE NELDER MEAD DIRECT SEARCH METHOD TO OPTIMIZE FLUID 
POWER CIRCUITS
3.8.1 Description of the method
This routine was developed by Nelder and Mead [20] and is based on the simplex method of Spendley 
et al. [43]. It can be used to optimize n parameters, but tests have shown that its efficiency decreases
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if n exceeds 6. The method involves using data from several parameter sets to calculate a new, 
improved, parameter set. The method is best understood if thought of graphically. If an objective 
function is governed by n design parameters, each parameter set can be thought of as a point in n 
dimensional design space. By producing and linking together several parameter sets, a shape called a 
simplex is formed. When optimizing an n parameter problem, Nelder and Mead recommend 
simultaneously using n+1 parameter sets. Figure 3.15 shows how 4 parameter sets each form a point 
of the simplex when optimizing a 3 variable problem. The algorithm attempts to find an improved point 
by moving from the point in the simplex with the highest objective function, through the centroid of 
the remaining points. This move is known as a reflection. If the move finds a point with an objective 
function lower than any member of the centroid, it is incorporated into the simplex and the point with 
the highest objective function deleted. If the move fails to find a point with an improved objective 
function value, the magnitude of the move is altered. Using this method, the simplex gradually moves 
through the design space towards the location of the minimum. The method is assumed to have 
converged to a minimum when all points of the simplex are very close together. A flowchart of the 
Nelder Mead algorithm is included in appendix 2. The next sections describe the method in more detail.
i) At least n+1 points in n dimensional space are required. The function values at the n+1 points are 
evaluated and the highest (/*), second highest (£*) and lowest (/j) are noted and stored.
ii) The centroid (xc) of all points, except the position of the highest function value (xh), is evaluated.
xe = xt (3.11)
nl*k
iii) xh is reflected through the centroid to form a new point, xr (figure 3.16).
Xr = X e + a (Xe ~ X l )  > P) (3.12)
iv) f n the objective function value at xr is evaluated. If f r < /„ the move has been successful. This 
indicates that the reflection direction has a positive influence. A new point x„ is now calculated. This 
is formed by reflecting xc through xT (figure 3.17).
Xn = Xc + Y(*r " (Y > 1) (3.13)
v)/„ is evaluated. If f n < f ,  xh is replaced by x„. The points of the simplex are tested for convergence. 
If the convergence criteria are not met, the process is repeated, starting at i).
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vi) If f„ > /„  xn is abandoned and xh replaced by xr. Convergence is checked for and i) repeated.
vii) If fi < f r < f sh, xk is replaced by xr. Convergence checked and i) repeated.
viii) If fsh< fr < fh-> xh is replaced by xr, otherwise xr is rejected. If this occurs, a point (xCOB) between 
xh and xc is selected (figure 3.18).
+ (0 < P < 1) (3-14)
ix) fe0n is evaluated. I f / COB < fh then xh replaced by xC0B. Convergence is tested for and i) repeated.
Otherwise the size of the Simplex is reduced, with all points being moved closer to x,.
*M, = * Xi) (3'15)
Stage i) is then repeated.
3.8.2 Convergence criteria
The Nelder Mead method is assumed to have converged when the function values of all the points of 
the simplex are close together. To check for this, the average function value (fav) of all the parameter 
sets is first calculated. The deviation of each objective function from f av is then calculated and if the 
average of these deviations, a , is below a user defined value, the algorithm is assumed to have 
converged. The process is summarized as follows:
n+l n+1
/ - - £ £ / .  (31<>
Initially, the algorithm was assumed to have converged if c  < lxlO'10. This was probably too accurate, 
but at this stage it was not clear what level of accuracy would be adequate.
3.8.3 Creating the simplex
To calculate the initial points of the simplex, the user enters one parameter set. The remaining n 
parameter sets are then calculated using the initial position x} as a basis. Each new parameter set is 
produced by using the existing parameters of jc, and varying just one of them. For instance, x, is formed 
using the parameters of x, and varying parameter (/-l). The process can be summarized by:
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xj +1 = *1 + kjuj  y=iA-~^« (3*17)
Uj is a unit vector in the direction of the j* axis, kj is an arbitrary step length defined by the user. 
Initially, kj was constant for all j.
3.8.4 Values of constants
There are no correct values for a , P and y. Tests by Nelder and Mead indicated that a= i, p=0.5 ana 
y=2 produced the best results.
3.8.5 Results of tests on fluid power circuits
The method was first tested on circuit 1. Nelder Mead is an unconstrained method and consequently, 
no parameter constraints were set. It was thought that if a negative parameter was set, the objective 
function would be so high that the algorithm would move in another direction. The results of these tests 
are shown in table 3.6. Figure 3.19 shows the performance of the circuit when the unit sizes had been 
set to the values that required the lowest power input
3.8.6 Discussion of results
As table 3.6 shows, the results were significantly better than those produced by previous methods. In 
every case the speed requirement was met. The values for minimum power were much more consistent 
than previously. They were still not the global minimum, but they showed that the method was not 
particularly dependent on the starting point Also, even though the method was unconstrained, no 
solutions with negative parameter sets were produced. The results shown took between 2 and 24 hours 
to produce. These timings were surprising, bearing in mind that the Hooke Jeeves tests had run in 
approximately an hour and had required only slightly fewer objective function evaluations. It was found 
that the lengthy run times were occurring because the Nelder Mead algorithm was, at times, evaluating 
parameter sets consisting of negative pump or motor displacements. This caused the circuit to behave 
in a totally unexpected manner, with almost permanent cavitation occurring. Under these conditions, 
the integrator reduces its time step to a minimum, therefore drastically slowing the whole optimization 
process down. In the tests documented above, no negative displacements were considered optimum, 
which shows that although negative displacements were tested, the simplex did move away from them. 
To do this, several time consuming evaluations of parameter sets containing negative displacements
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were often necessary. In tests with circuit 2, one run produced an optimum parameter set that included 
a negative motor displacement
At this stage, it was clear that the algorithm had to be constrained. The first method tested involved 
setting a boundary for each parameter and setting the parameter to that value if it exceeded i t  The 
second method involved setting the objective function of a parameter set that violated boundaries to a 
very high value without simulating i t  Both methods were found not to work well, particularly if the 
minimum was situated close to a constraint boundary.
3.8.7 Conclusions
The algorithm produced far better results than the other two methods previously tested. Although none 
of the parameter sets located were the absolute minimum, they were all in its region. The failure of 
consecutive runs to produce identical results is worrying because it will give a user no confidence in 
the algorithm if it cannot produce consistent results when optimizing an apparently simple circuit
The generally improved performance of the Nelder Mead method is because of the manner in which 
it works simultaneously with several sets of parameters. This helps prevent it from being fooled by local 
minima and awkward objective function behaviour. The major drawback of this algorithm is that it is 
unconstrained. The Box algorithm described in the next section overcomes this problem.
3.9 THE BOX ALGORITHM
This is a constrained optimisation method and was developed by M J Box [21]. It is similar to the 
improved simplex method of Nelder and Mead.
3.9.1 Description of method
i) Define the starting parameter sets. Box recommends using 2n points (although he claims this is not 
critical). One of set is defined by the user and the other 2n-l are randomly generated using:
x ii = h + ri f uj  ~ l)  i= 2 ’- ' 2 n- y = l , (3-18)




ii) The points of highest (xh) and lowest (x;) objective function value are found.
iii) The centroid of all points except xh is calculated:
i=1,2,....,2n (3.19)
iv) A new point (xr) is calculated by reflecting xh through xc (figure 3.16). Unlike Nelder Mead, the 
minimum reflection factor (a) value is 1. This ensures that the initial reflection is a significant distance 
from the centroid.
the limit.
v) The objective function (fr) at this new point is calculated. I f / r < f k, xh is replaced by xr  If f r > f h, xr 
is moved halfway towards the centroid (figure 3.20).
The objective function is recalculated. If / rz+y < /*, xh is replaced by xrt+I If this is not the case, the 
above is repeated until a better point is found.
vi) The objective function values are checked for convergence. If the convergence criteria are met, a 
minimum is considered to have been found and the method stops. If the convergence criteria are not 
met, the method continues from stage ii.
3.9.2 Convergence criteria
Two tests for convergence were employed. Firstly, the standard deviation of the objective function 
values of the parameter sets making up the simplex (see equation 3.16) and secondly, the maximum 
distance d„^  between 2 points of the simplex. When both the standard deviation and were less than 
preset tolerances, the points of the simplex were said to have converged. For optimizing fluid power 
circuits, both the acceptable deviation and d ^  were set to lxlO'2. Care had to be taken when setting 
the tolerance values. Setting too fine a tolerance usually resulted in unnecessary, time consuming 
objective function evaluations.
x r = x e + a(xc -  x*) (a > 1) (3.20)
xr is checked to see if it violates any constraints. If it does, the variable is set to a value lxlO"5 inside
= 0.5(*, + xj) (3.21)
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3.9.3 Values of constants
The reflection factor a  was set to 1.5. Tests carried out by Box had shown that this value produced the 
most accurate results. The pseudo random variables rtj were generated using the NAG routine 
G05CCF [40].
3.9.4 Modifications to the Box method
When used in conjunction with the test circuits, the method repeatedly returned parameter sets which 
contained design variables that had been set to their lower boundary settings. This was caused by the 
manner in which the standard algorithm handles parameters that violate their boundary conditions. 
Circuit 1 highlighted this problem because the search area is large (unit sizes from 1 to 1000 cc/rev are 
permitted) and the minimum parameter set lies in one comer of that area. Due to the large number of 
parameter sets making up the simplex, it was found that the centroid tended to lie in the centre of the 
search area whilst the parameter set with the highest function value would lie in the outer regions. With 
a reflection factor a=1.5, the initial reflection would almost certainly cause the reflected parameter to 
violate its boundary condition. This point would then automatically be set to that boundary value 
± lx l0‘5. If subsequent reflections also violated boundaries (which they often did), the situation would 
rapidly develop where several parameter sets included parameters that had been set to their boundary 
values. Once this happened, it would become difficult for the simplex to move away from the boundary. 
A further drawback of the constraint handling method is that is distorts the direction in which the 
simplex is moving (figure 3.21)
Setting a  to a lower value was considered as a solution, but was rejected because it would not cure this 
problem. It would simply mean that it would occur less frequently. A good solution was achieved by 
using a variable reflection factor, p. If the reflected point violates a boundary, the reflection factor is 
reduced by a factor of 0.8 before recalculating the reflected point. If this new point also violates the 
constraints, P is further reduced by a factor of 0.8. This is repeated until a parameter set that does not 




A further problem with the standard Box algorithm is that it sometimes becomes stuck in a loop. This 
occurs when xh is being reflected through xc in order to create xr. If the objective function value at xr 
is greater than xh, the reflected point is moved towards xc. This is repeated until xr is at a point that 
produces a lower objective function value. In some cases, particularly when the points of the simplex 
are close together, the distance is repeatedly reduced until the positions of xr and xc are identical and 
a point of lower objective function value than/* had still not been found. To allow for this possibility, 
the algorithm was altered so that if it detects that xc and xr are close together, it changes the search 
direction so that xr is internally reflected from xc towards xh using:
x r = x c + a(xk -  x )  (a < 1) (3.22)
a  was generally set to 0.1. If the new value of xr still does not produce an improved objective function 
value, the position of xr is moved further towards xh (figure 3.23). If the situation arises where xr and 
xh are very close, the program is stopped and the parameter set with the lowest objective function value 
output as the minimum (along with a warning that the convergence criteria have not been met). In tests 
where this did occur, the points making up the simplex tended to be very close together indicating that 
the convergence tolerances had been set too accurately.
A flowchart of the Box method, including the modifications documented above is included in 
appendix 3.
3.9.5 Results of optimizing circuit 1 using the modified Box algorithm
The results of using the modified Box routine to optimize circuit 1 are shown in table 3.7. In all cases, 
the parameter sets achieved the required speed but unfortunately, all required noticeably different input 
powers, indicating that the algorithm was locating local minima. The run times, which varied between 
6 and 21 minutes, confirmed that the very lengthy times that Nelder Mead had required were due to 
the simulation of parameter sets including negative pump or motor displacements.
3.9.6 Results of optimizing circuit 2 using the modified Box algorithm
Having worked reasonably well with circuit 1, the modified Box algorithm was used to optimize 
circuit 2, using equation 3.6 as the objective function. The starting parameter sets were randomly 
generated by the Box algorithm. The results of ten consecutive runs of the algorithm, which used
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equation 3.6 as the objective function and took between 2 and 6 hours to converge are shown in 
table 3.8. Figure 3.24 shows the performance of one of the ’optimal’ parameter sets.
As was the case when the Hooke Jeeves method was used to optimize this circuit, the parameter sets 
and objective function values of the results were different for each run. The average objective function 
value of the optimal parameter sets located by the Box algorithm was 0.8796, which was slightly better 
than the average value of 0.9798 produced by the comparable Hooke Jeeves results in table 3.3. The 
Box results did however take longer to produce.
This test circuit had not been expected to be so problematic to optimize. When a fluid power system 
designer configures a circuit, the first item that is specified is usually the system working pressure. By 
doing this, the range of feasible solutions is immediately reduced. To investigate what effect specifying 
a required working pressure would have on the results, the following alterations were made to equation 
3.6 in order to include a pressure requirement term:
20 20
\ P  ~ P  1
o f = abs
?req  J J  [  *1 J J  [ *2  J Qp D* j
*=16 *=16 (3.23)
D m2+ ------  + pen, + pen,D*nax ^ 1 ^ - 2  
U m2
The terms Pacl and Preq refer to the actual and required system pressures, measured at 20 seconds. It was 
hoped that reducing the number of possible solutions would increase the chance of the Box algorithm 
returning consistent results. This, unfortunately, was not the case. The algorithm again did not produce 
the same parameter set twice, although all the parameter sets did achieve the speed and pressure 
requirements.
In an attempt to make the algorithm perform consistently when optimizing this circuit, several different 
forms of objective function were tried without success. One aspect that became clear was that if a 
requirement could be numerically specified, the algorithm would generally achieve it, as was shown by 
the fact that whenever a particular speed or pressure was specified, this was achieved. When a 




It was found that the inclusion of the pcfcvs in the circuit were making it difficult to optimize. Their 
presence in the circuit means that provided that the pump can supply sufficient flow, almost any 
combination of pump and motor displacements can be made to achieve the required load speeds by 
correctly setting their nominal flow rates. This means there will be a vast quantity of local minima.
3.9.7 Results of optimizing circuit 3 using the modified Box algorithm
The results of these tests, which took between 2 and 3.5 hours to converge to a minimum, are shown 
in table 3.9. Figure 3.25 shows the performance of the parameter set with the lowest objective function 
value. The average objective function value of these results is 1.178, which is slightly higher than the 
average objective function value of 1.171 produced by the Hooke Jeeves algorithm (table 3.5). The 
difference between the two average values is too small to be significant
3.9.8 Conclusions
The Box method performed better (after modifications were made) than the other optimization 
techniques tested in this chapter. With test circuit 3, it generally managed to achieve values close to the 
optimum position and meet the performance requirements. When optimizing circuit 1, each run of the 
algorithm returned a different parameter set as the optimal solution. These parameter sets all enabled 
the test circuit to achieve the desired load speed, but did not meet the minimum input power 
requirement. The results with circuit 2, were even more disappointing because the load speed 
requirements were often not achieved. Closer examination of this circuit shows that the presence of 
pressure compensated flow control valves makes it particularly awkward to locate even the region of 
the local minimum.
A drawback of the Box algorithm is that its efficiency decreases as the number of parameters to be 
optimized increases. This is because the number of parameter sets making up the simplex depends on 
the number of parameters that are to be optimized. A greater number of parameter sets in the simplex 
means that it takes longer for any convergence criteria to be met. This is shown by comparing the run 
times of the Hooke Jeeves and Box algorithms for the 3 test circuits. Box was faster when optimizing 




3.10 CONCLUSIONS OF INITIAL TESTING
The main point to emerge from the initial tests was that fluid power circuits are very difficult to 
optimize. Even simple circuits such as circuit 1 caused problems. The difficulties associated with fluid 
power circuits appear to be caused by the behaviour of the objective function. As well as often being 
highly discontinuous, the objective function is usually made up of several, often conflicting, terms. A 
result of this is that there will be several local minima. This makes it vital that the optimization 
algorithm is able to deal with multi-modal functions. This is certainly not the case with gradient 
techniques and the Hooke Jeeves method. Both methods simply descend to the nearest local minimum, 
which means that their results depend on the parameter set from which they started. The gradient 
method performed particularly badly because of its inability to cope with discontinuities and the 
computational effort associated with approximating the first and second derivatives of the objective 
function. The Box method was more successful because it works simultaneously with several parameter 
sets, which initially, are distributed over the search space. This ensures that several regions of the search 
space are tested, which increases the chances of the final result being in the region of the global 
minimum. When optimizing multi-modal functions, the performance of the Box method deteriorates as 
the number of design variables increases. This is partly due to the fact that the initial simplex does not 
cover the search space so well. Increasing the number of parameter sets making up the simplex from 
2/t, as Box recommends, to 2" does mean that the search space is more comprehensively covered, but 
becomes computationally expensive as the number of parameters increases.
In an effort to improve the consistency of the optimization algorithms, the formulation of the objective 
function was investigated. It was found that it if the objective function is made up of several terms, it 
is very difficult to predict what influence each term has on its behaviour. Also, if the objectives conflict, 
when a parameter set has been found that minimizes one objective function term, it is highly likely that 
the optimization algorithm will converge at this point. The introduction of weighting factors for each 
term did not work well. First of all, they did not improve the consistency of the optimization algorithms 
and secondly, they often did not influence the objective function behaviour in the correct way. It 
appears that when using weighting factors, it is often a case of the user varying the weighting values 
until the desired results are achieved. The policy of ensuring that the maximum value of each term of
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the objective function is one was reasonably successful, but did not always precisely reflect the design 
requirements.
A further point to emerge from these tests is that the efficiency of the algorithm is vital because each 
objective function evaluation is computationally expensive. For this reason, direct search techniques, 
which do not require derivatives of the objective function appear to be most promising.
For a user to have confidence in an optimization technique, it must consistently produce results at, or 
in the region of, the global minimum. Even if the problem being optimized has conflicting objectives, 
the process of adding them together using weighting factors means that a parameter set (or sets) must 
exist with an objective function lower than the others. Circuit 2 is an example of such a problem and 
no algorithm tested so far has consistently located the global minimum. Over the last 20 years, the 
failure of commonly used techniques to optimize certain problems, has lead to the development of 
alternative optimization methods such as, evolution strategies and genetic algorithms. The next chapter 
describes the testing of these techniques and compares them with the algorithms tested in this chapter.
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100.00 500.00 100.12 499.83 300.11 4.87 241
200.00 600.00 192.52 961.69 299.99 7.85 683
240.00 900.00 200.20 1000.00 300.00 8.10 371
300.00 300.00 112.60 562.41 299.98 5.28 233
380.00 100.00 21.63 107.42 300.60 2.64 426
380.00 500.00 195.98 978.98 299.99 7.96 520
380.00 1000.00 200.20 1000.00 300.00 8.10 224
600.00 800.00 200.20 1000.00 299.99 8.10 310
Table 3.1 Results of using gradient method to optimize circuit 1






















20.00 1000.00 120.00 599.29 300.00 5.01 140
60.00 600.00 160.00 799.13 300.00 6.13 126
100.00 100.00 999.05 63.95 300.00 255.90 256
100.00 400.00 100.00 499.37 300.00 4.45 120
220.00 800.00 120.00 599.29 300.00 5.01 126
300.00 300.00 110.00 549.33 300.00 4.73 158
300.00 500.00 200.00 998.97 300.00 7.25 124
340.00 250.00 928.10 64.06 300.00 237.32 304
380.00 100.00 999.05 63.95 300.00 255.90 244
380.00 500.00 140.00 699.21 300.00 5.57 124
400.00 50.00 928.10 64.06 300.00 237.32 288
400.00 400.00 100.00 499.37 300.00 4.45 134
400.00 1000.00 200.00 998.97 300.00 7.25 180
600.00 800.00 200.00 998.97 300.00 7.25 136
Table 3.2 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves

































40.59 59.35 3.88 59.15 1.05 1000.36 291.32 NO 0.672 791
46.06 41.46 85.74 41.31 25.42 998.98 300.00 YES 1.274 371
33.21 26.65 76.64 26.69 22.95 998.96 300.61 NO 1.063 461
36.87 45.33 32.76 45.34 9.80 1000.20 299.89 NO 0.790 381
52.71 53.46 84.11 53.34 25.02 999.94 300.00 NO 1.376 331
34.81 30.99 70.21 31.01 21.00 1000.53 299.96 NO 1.022 371
18.01 25.57 3.68 25.47 1.00 1004.59 299.38 YES 0.395 761
47 SI 40.89 99.79 40.75 29.59 1000.21 300.03 YES 1.408 391
20.11 25.24 15.35 24.94 4.53 997.98 299.16 YES 0.484 681
41.41 32.36 98.59 32.37 29.49 999.97 300.10 NO 1.314 451
NOTE A different set of initial parameters was generated for each run of the optimization algorithm.
The initial values for the pump and motor displacements were randomly generated in the range 1 ^ disp £ 100 cc/rev. 
The initial values for the pcfcv settings were randomly generated in the range 1 £ setting $  100 LAnin.
Table 33  Results of using the Hooke Jeeves 































29.78 43.01 5.15 43.00 1.54 1000.09 297.27 NO 3.101 371
41.96 34.20 94.53 34.08 28.03 1000.35 299.96 NO 1.860 551
79.56 99.06 64.45 98.75 19.43 999.98 304.62 NO 1.674 411
28.34 41.07 3.91 40.92 1.06 1000.02 292.16 YES 4.539 531
75.57 91.31 71.64 91.08 21.30 999.98 299.99 NO 1.650 361
37.30 38.75 56.00 38.61 16.60 1000.25 300.08 YES 1.398 451
38.19 35.61 70.84 35.48 21.00 1000.59 300.01 YES 1.481 351
44.21 36.27 98.92 36.15 29.30 999.96 299.94 YES 1.691 411
39.42 29.75 96.71 29.64 28.69 998.39 299.82 YES 2.796 361
45.32 40.07 91.70 39.93 27.19 1000.05 300.04 YES 1.479 421
NOTE A different set of initial parameters was generated for each run of the optimization algorithm.
The initial values for the pump and motor displacements were randomly generated in the range 1 < disp < 100 cc/rev. 
The initial values for the pcfcv settings were randomly generated in the range 1 < setting < 100 L/min.
Table 3.4 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves method with a
























8.641 32.575 9.458 0.1088 0.2345 29.983 1.168 163
8.643 32.631 9.483 0.1087 0.2337 29.983 1.168 175
8.906 35.056 10.443 0.0982 0.1980 29.985 1.175 163
8.522 32.044 9.245 0.1126 0.2436 29.983 1.167 157
8.594 32322 9.354 0.1104 0.2387 29.983 1.167 211
8.741 33.081 10.939 0.1036 0.2461 29.965 1.186 187
7.138 33.934 11.457 0.1300 0.2302 29.989 1.181 229
8.538 31.994 9.227 0.1124 0.2445 29.983 1.168 229
8.569 32.347 9.362 0.1109 0.2383 29.983 1.167 241
8.569 32.244 9.322 0.1110 0.2400 29.983 1.167 253
NOTE A different set of initial parameters was generated for each optimization run. 
Initial pump and motor displacements randomly generated in the range 0.1 ^ disp < 50 cc/rev. 
Initial value for system gain was randomly generated in the range 0.01 < gain £  20.
Table 3.5 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves 
method to optimize circuit 3






















20.00 1000.00 39.37 197.96 300.00 2.75 420
60.00 600.00 42.14 210.30 300.00 2.82 288
100.00 100.00 13.67 65.82 300.00 3.42 321
100.00 400.00 45.52 227.18 300.00 2.92 234
220.00 800.00 45.56 227.39 300.00 2.92 294
300.00 300.00 44.36 221.39 300.00 2.89 255
300.00 500.00 38.13 190.26 300.00 2.71 372
340.00 250.00 38.95 194.35 300.00 2.75 306
380.00 100.00 13.64 65.82 300.00 3.41 327
380.00 500.00 47.62 237.66 300.00 2.98 258
400.00 50.00 13.66 65.82 300.00 3.42 585
400.00 400.00 44.34 221.31 300.00 2.89 318
400.00 1000.00 41.53 207.27 300.00 2.81 360
600.00 800.00 40.94 204.28 300.00 2.80 468
Table 3.6 Results of using the Nelder Mead
method to optimize circuit 1
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70.852 100.05 36.11 179.89 300.00 2.24 202
604.10 365.59 36.94 64.66 300.00 9.24 621
663.06 183.60 19.39 64.74 300.00 4.85 1060
142.62 624.57 28.41 141.42 300.00 2.14 314
898.91 454.67 23.31 115.98 300.00 2.08 357
263.09 892.17 33.27 165.69 300.00 2.20 559
542.53 369.35 196.62 981.81 300.00 4.42 302
826.24 838.97 200.26 1000.00 300.00 4.47 223
321.11 347.17 30.36 151.15 300.00 2.16 330
449.29 58.13 116.45 581.29 300.00 3.33 348






























93.45 30.48 5.59 30.37 1.74 995.17 311.48 YES 1.213 1002
19.85 27.68 7.06 27.52 2.11 993.34 298.02 NO 0.386 1203
19.02 26.45 6.66 26.45 2.01 1000.26 300.78 NO 0.366 3006
64.76 94.98 6.43 94.95 1.93 999.96 300.71 NO 1.020 1297
20.72 25.41 17.89 25.42 5.37 1005.58 295.85 NO 0.537 765
90.73 75.55 3.84 75.28 1.04 1000.03 292.93 YES 1.266 989
87.70 98.58 5.59 98.24 1.74 1000.00 311.42 YES 1.336 818
18.83 25.96 6.64 25.79 1.88 999.62 291.69 YES 0.392 1906
90.45 36.46 91.91 36.43 27.25 1004.18 300.01 YES 1.817 521
27.40 39.33 5.51 39.32 1.67 999.83 303.07 NO 0.463 1520
NOTE A different set of initial parameters was generated for each run of the optimization algorithm.
The initial values for the pump and motor displacements were randomly generated in the range 1 S disp <, 100 cc/rev. 
The initial values for the pcfcv settings were randomly generated in the range 1 <, setting <, 100 L/min.
























8.567 32.280 9.339 0.1110 0.2395 29.983 1.167 277
7.098 33.789 11399 0.1310 0.2326 29.989 1.181 232
7.217 34.546 11.827 0.1280 0.2196 29.990 1.183 177
8.581 32.297 9.346 0.1106 0.2392 29.983 1.167 188
8.693 32.576 7.878 0.1467 0.2234 29.977 1.195 169
8.591 32.299 9.345 0.1105 0.2391 29.983 1.167 281
8.747 33.108 10.946 0.1034 0.2457 29.964 1.186 268
7.095 33.766 11.384 0.1311 0.2330 29.989 1.181 254
7.081 33.689 11.350 0.1316 0.2343 29.989 1.181 276
7.659 30.637 8.713 0.1407 0.2706 29.982 1.177 164
NOTE A different set of initial parameters was generated for each optimization run. 
Initial pump and motor displacements randomly generated in the range 0.1 <, disp S 50 cc/rev. 
Initial value for system gain was randomly generated in the range 0.01 <, gain ^ 20.
Table 3.9 Results of using the Box method to optimize circuit 3
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Figure 3.3 Diagram showing the pressure/flow characteristics of


















Figure 3.4 Diagram of circuit 3





[2],Pump displacement 429.41 cc/rev Motor#1 displacement 21.70 cc/rev 
MotorI2 displacement 8.86 cc/rev 
Pcfcvil non. flow 21.58 l/min 
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Figure 3.8 Performance of an ’optimal’ circuit 1 parameter set












Figure 3.12 Response of circuit 2 using the parameter set with the lowestobjective function value in table 3.3
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Figure 3.14 Response of circuit 3 using the parameter set 
with the lowest objective function value in table 3.5




Figure 3.16 Reflection through the centroid
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Figure 3.18 Contraction between 
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Figure 3.21 Distortion of the search Figure 3.22 Variable reflection factor










Figure 3.23 Moving the reflected pointinternally towards xh
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The failure of the traditional optimization techniques to reliably optimize more complicated problems 
has led researchers to seek inspiration from other sources. Recently, there has been considerable interest 
in the parallels between biological evolution and optimization.
Present day lifeforms are the result of over 3 thousand million years of evolution. Over this period of 
time, lifeforms that have been well suited to their surroundings have developed and prospered whilst 
poorly suited lifeforms have died out This survival of the fittest approach is considered by many to be 
an optimization process, although a school of thought exists, that considers that the rather lengthy time 
that lifeforms have taken to evolve to their present day state means that evolution is actually an 
inefficient optimization process.
The evolutionary process of simple organisms can be thought of as starting with a generation of many 
simple, genetically different lifeforms. During the course of the generation, the fitter lifeforms are more 
likely to survive and reproduce. When reproducing to form the next generation, the genetic data of the 
fit lifeforms in the current generation is acted on by several genetic operators, the major ones being:
i) Crossover
ii) Mutation
These operators ensure that the genetic make up of some of the individuals in the next generation differs 
from that of the individuals in the current generation. Slowly, as the generations progress, the 
reproductive process ensures that the genetic data of the lifeforms becomes very similar and 
consequently, the difference in fitness between the best and worst lifeforms of a generation decreases. 
When this happens, very few genetic alterations have a beneficial effect and the evolutionary process 
reaches a form of equilibrium. Although this equilibrium can hold for many generations, it is not 
possible to say that the genetic data of the lifeforms has converged to a single optimum because the 
possibility still exists that a random genetic variation will further improve a lifeform.
During reproduction, the genetic information of one lifeform is paired with that of another. In some
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cases, the genetic properties of the offspring of a lifeform are identical to those one of one parent, in 
other cases however, the processes of mutation and crossover create a child’s genetic data by combining 
and randomly altering genetic sequences from both parents. The effect of these operators is dependent 
on what part of the genetic data they act and can vary from very minor to drastic. The most commonly 
occurring operator is crossover, which ensures that the genetic information of a child lifeform is made 
up of elements from each parent This process breaks the genetic information of each parent, which in 
biological lifeforms is defined by chains of simple chemicals, at identical points in each chain and forms 
the child lifeform by joining the first half of one parent chain with the second half from the other 
parent Mutation alters a small section of genetic information at a randomly chosen point in the genetic 
chain of a child. This is a purely random, infrequently occurring operation, which usually results in an 
unfit individual. However, occasionally a mutation takes place that significantly improves the 
performance of a lifeform.
By treating parameter sets in a similar way to lifeforms, it is hoped that good, fit solutions to 
optimization problems can be evolved. There are two main types of algorithm based on evolutionary 
principles: evolution strategies and genetic algorithms. Both work simultaneously with several parameter 
sets, which are treated in the same way as a generation of lifeforms. This fact already makes the 
techniques appear promising for solving multi-modal problems because, as mentioned in the previous 
chapter, working with several parameter sets reduces the chances of locating local minima.
The fitness of a lifeform is measured by many factors, although for simple creatures, the ability to 
survive and reproduce are probably the most important. The fitness of a parameter set is more simply 
defined by its objective function value. Knowing the fitness of each parameter set, the individuals that 
are to form the basis of the next generation can be selected and the genetic operators of crossover and 
mutation applied to some of them.
The simplified evolution scheme described above allows some parameters sets to progress unchanged 
from generation to generation and randomly varies others to differing degrees. This in effect adds a 
random element to a directed search. This random element will help prevent the location of a local 
minimum by still sampling different areas of the search space even when the directed search element
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of the algorithm appears to be converging to a solution.
The previous section gives a brief overview of the principles behind algorithms based on biological 
evolution. The next sections describe the development and testing of the evolution strategy in more 
detail. The final part of this chapter documents the results of optimizing a set of mathematical problems 
using the evolution strategy, and the Box and Hooke Jeeves algorithms.
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EVOLUTION STRATEGY METHOD
This technique was first developed in the 1960’s in Germany by Rechenberg [30]. The algorithm starts 
with a generation of k randomly generated parameter sets. The objective function value of each set is 
then calculated. From the k sets, two are randomly selected to form the basis of a new parameter set 
Having selected the parents, the genetic operators are applied. The first to be used is mutation, which 
is applied to each individual parameter of the two parent parameter sets with a 50% probability. If a 
parameter is to be mutated, it is varied by a random amount taken from a normal distribution, with a 
user defined standard deviation of a. This ensures that 84% of mutations will vary the parameter by 
less than ± a  and in 97.7% of cases, the variation will be less than ±2a. If a mutation causes a 
parameter boundary to be violated, the parameter is reset to its original value and the mutation step 
repeated until an acceptable value is produced. Crossover is then used to combine elements of both the 
mutated parent parameter sets in order to form a single new parameter set. The first crossover point is 
decided using a uniformly distributed integer random number (r,) taken from the range of 1 to n, where 
n is the number of parameters in a parameter set. All parameters up to this randomly generated point 
are taken from the first parent. A second uniformly distributed integer random number (r j  taken from 
the range of r, to n is then generated. All parameters from positions r, up to and including r2 come from 
the corresponding positions of the second parent parameter set. If r2 is less than n, the remaining 
parameter values come from the first parent. Having generated the new parameter set, its objective 
function value is evaluated. If this is less than the highest objective function value in the generation, 
the parameter set that produced the highest objective function value is replaced by the new parameter 
set. The above process is repeated until a preset number of generations pass without the new parameter 
set being an improvement on the existing parameter sets. At this point, the parameter set with the lowest 
objective function value is considered to be the minimum.
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To illustrate this method, consider the minimization of a 5 parameter problem (0<x<10, z=l,2...,5), with 
each generation consisting of 10 parameter sets. If the 2nd and 7th parameter sets are randomly selected 
as parents:
x2=(1.6, 9.3, 2.1, 2.9, 7.4) *,=(5.4, 8.2, 0.3, 3.7, 4.0)
It is then decided which parameters are to be mutated. This is achieved by generating two random 
sequences, each of length n. Each value of the sequence can be a 1 or 0 with equal probability.
A/2=(l, 0, 0, 1, 1) M M 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
If an element of the mutation sequence is 1, the same element in the corresponding parameter set is to 
be mutated. In the above example, the first, fourth and fifth parameters of x2 and the third and fourth 
parameters of x7 are to be mutated. If the value of a  is defined as being 0.5, the two mutated parameter 
sets may become:
x2m=(1.4, 9.3, 2.1, 3.0, 7.1) x/M 5.4, 8.2, 0.8, 3.5, 4.0)
These two parameter sets are now joined using crossover. The points of crossover are decided using 
the uniformly distributed randomly generated integer variables rI and r2 which are subject to the 
restrictions, 0<r,<n and r,<r2<n. If r,=2 and r ^ ,  the new parameter set is made up of the first and fifth 
parameters of x2m and the second, third and fourth parameters of x7m. Hence, the new parameter set is:
x"=(1.4, 8.2, 0.8, 3.5, 4.0)
The objective function of x* is calculated and compared with the highest objective function value of the 
ten parameter sets. If the objective function of xn is less than this value, xn replaces the parameter set 
that produced it.
Rechenberg developed this technique before computers became readily available. Most of his tests were 
carried out using actual experimental rigs rather than computer models. Rechenberg successfully applied 
the method to finding the shape of a body in a wind tunnel that least disturbed the air flow, to finding 
the optimum profile of a flexible 90 degree pipe bend and to minimizing the weight of a load carrying 
framework. By far the most impressive results were obtained when designing a supersonic rocket nozzle 
to produce a maximum impulse. A solution to the final problem could not be calculated and the 
evolution strategy produced a profile with several converging and then diverging sections shown in 
figure 4.1. This was totally different to the standard convergent/divergent shape shown in figure 4.2.
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The efficiency of the standard nozzle profile was 50% whilst the profile designed using the evolution 
strategy had an efficiency of 85%. Using the technology available at the time, it would not have been 
possible to design this profile by any other means.
43  MODIFICATIONS TO THE EVOLUTION STRATEGY
In his work [30], Rechenberg makes several suggestions about how to improve the performance of the 
evolution strategy. He was not able to fully test their viability because he was hampered by the time 
it took to evaluate objective functions. The two areas that Rechenberg considered to be worth further 
investigation were the number of parameter sets to include in a population and the setting and 
manipulation of the standard deviation values for each parameter.
It was suggested that introducing an element of randomness into the setting of the standard deviation 
value might help the optimization process. To do this, a global factor, S was introduced. After 
completion of a generation, the value of S was doubled with probability 0.25, halved with probability 
0.25 and left unchanged with probability 0.5. This altered value of S was known as Sr. Similarly, the 
values of a, that had been used in the previous generation were multiplied by 1.2 with probability 0.25, 
divided by 1.2 with probability 0.25 and left unchanged with probability 0.5. These altered values of 
a, were known as af. The standard deviation values for the next generation were then calculated using:
o r  -  v :  0 - iA ~ * )  (41)
If the parameter set produced using the new standard deviation values led to an improvement in the 
objective function value, the value of S was altered to Sr and the values of a, altered to a,r. If there was 
no improvement, the randomized values were discarded.
Although Rechenberg suggested the above scheme for varying the value of a„ he did not actually test 
i t  After developing and validating a version of the evolution strategy, it was decided to try out this 
scheme. The results of using the new standard deviation calculating routine were very disappointing, 
as it was found that the values of S and a, tended very quickly towards zero and consequently, the 
algorithm required a large number of objective function evaluations to locate the minimum. The 
reduction of the standard deviations to small values implied that small mutations of the design
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parameters were generally more likely to improve the objective function values than large mutations. 
Rapidly reducing the standard deviation to zero also had the undesirable effect of making it more 
difficult to move away from local minima.
Although the variable mutation rate scheme suggested by Rechenberg did not function as intended, it 
did provide some ideas of how to improve the performance of the evolution strategy. When the 
evolution strategy was run using fixed standard deviation values, it had difficulty in precisely locating 
the minimum. This problem was illustrated when minimizing the following mathematical problem:
oflx) = 2 > ,2, -50 s xt i  50, i -  lv..,4. (4-2)
i=1
The actual minimum to the problem is of(x)=0 at x=0 for all i. Because the evolution strategy relies 
on using random processes, no two runs of the algorithm are identical. For this reason, the results tables 
included in this chapter display the outcome of several consecutive runs of the evolution strategy. 
Table 4.1 shows the results of minimizing this problem using the evolution strategy with a=0.1 and a 
generation of 10 parameter sets. The algorithm was programmed to assume convergence after the failure 
of 10 consecutive newly generated parameter sets to better the objective function value of a parameter 
set in the current generation. These results demonstrate that the evolution strategy locates the minimum 
fairly accurately, but requires a significant number of objective function evaluations. The results in 
table 4.2 show the effect of increasing the value of a  to 1. It can be seen that the evolution strategy 
requires significantly fewer objective function evaluations, but unfortunately produces inaccurate results. 
Finally, table 4.3 demonstrates that setting a  to 0.01 produces very accurate results at the expense of 
requiring many objective function evaluations.
During testing of the evolution strategy with a multi-modal function, it was noticed that the algorithm 
was more prone to locating a local minimum when the standard deviation was set to a low value. When 
run using a high standard deviation value, the evolution strategy was found to have a greater chance 
of approximately locating the region of the global minimum. To illustrate this point, the Shekel 
mathematical test function, which is fully described in section 5.2.7, was used. The version of the 4 
parameter function selected has 5 distinct local minima (see figures 5.13 and 5.14), of which the global 
minimum has an objective function value of approximately -10, the 2 next best minima both have
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identical objective function values of approximately -5 and the 2 other minima both have objective 
function values of -2.5. Table 4.4 shows the results of a series of tests that demonstrate that the 
algorithm becomes more prone to locating local minima as the value for ct reduces. As the results in 
table 4.2 demonstrate, using a large value of ct results in the algorithm only locating the region of the 
minimum, not the precise position. When carrying out the tests to produce table 4.4, using values of 
ct greater than 0.2 failed to adequately locate any of the minima.
The results of the above tests indicated that starting with a relatively large value for the standard 
deviation and reducing it when the algorithm was close to the minimum could reduce the number of 
objective function evaluations necessary, improve the accuracy of the results and reduce the possibility 
of locating a local minimum. The danger in this was that reducing the standard deviation too rapidly 
could slow the algorithm down and increase the likelihood of it finding a local minimum (if the function 
is multi-modal).
The evolution strategy algorithm was programmed to reduce the standard deviation values after a certain 
number of consecutive generations had failed to find an improved objective function value. These new 
values were further reduced after another set of consecutive failures. The algorithm was assumed to 
have converged when the standard deviations were all below a preset value. Table 4.5 demonstrates the 
results produced when using the updated version of the evolution strategy to minimize equation 4.2. The 
initial standard deviation was set to 10 and was reduced after 10 consecutive failures to better the 
objective function values of the stored generation. The algorithm assumed convergence once ct was 
reduced below 0.01. As the results demonstrate, the algorithm found results to the same accuracy as 
shown in table 4.3, but required only a tenth of the objective function evaluations. The modified 
algorithm was found to be less prone to locating local minima because initially setting a high value for 
ct ensures that many varied parameter sets are sampled. As the algorithm progresses, reducing the value 
for ct enables the position of the minima that the algorithm has located to be precisely found. Table 4.6 
shows the results of using the modified evolution strategy to optimize the Shekel function. To produce 
these results, ct was initially set to 3 and convergence assumed when it had been reduced below 0.01. 
Comparing tables 4.4 and 4.6 demonstrates that the algorithm had a far greater chance of finding the 
global minimum of the Shekel function when using a variable ct than when using a fixed value.
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Using a variable standard deviation value is beneficial because it gives the algorithm the chance to 
sample a many diverse parameter sets before reducing the standard deviation, which effectively reduces 
the area of the search. The standard deviations are typically multiplied by a factor between 0.5 and 0.75, 
which means that the area being searched by the algorithm is not too rapidly reduced, therefore 
retaining ability to move away from local minima. Eventually, the standard deviation values will reach 
a level where they were only varying each parameter by a small amount, which means that an exact 
solution for the position of the minimum (global or local) can be found.
The above method allows the user to have some control over the behaviour of the algorithm. If the 
objective function is believed to be multi-modal, the algorithm can be set up so that the standard 
deviation values are reduced only after there has been a large number of consecutive failures to improve 
the objective function. Setting the factor by which the standard deviations are multiplied near to its 
maximum value of 1 will ensure that a large amount of the search space is sampled before the 
algorithm converges. If the objective function is believed to be uni-modal, it is best to initially set high 
values for the standard deviations, but rapidly reduce them after only a few consecutive failures to 
improve the objective function value. This is because initially, the progress of the algorithm towards 
the minimum will be accelerated by making use of large parameter variations. If the algorithm 
repeatedly fails to improve the objective function value of a uni-modal function, it is probably in the 
region of the minimum. Therefore, reducing the standard deviation values will reduce the magnitude 
of the mutations and allow the precise location of the minimum to be rapidly found.
The number of parameter sets to include in a generation was found to depend on the type of objective 
function. If the function is uni-modal, 2 parameter sets per generations was found to produce rapid 
results. This is demonstrated by the results of optimizing equation 4.2, which are shown in table 4.7. 
These results were produced under identical conditions to the those shown in table 4.5, with the 
exception that the number of parameter sets in the generation was reduced from 10 to 2. It can be seen 
that the number of objective function necessary to locate the minimum were significantly reduced. If 
the function is multi-modal, using 2 parameter sets was again found to produce results more rapidly 
than when using a generation of 10 parameter sets results. However, these results were often found to 
be local minima. Table 4.8 shows the results of optimizing the Shekel function when using a generation
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of 2 parameter sets. Comparing these results with those in table 4.6 show that the algorithm has become 
more susceptible to locating local minima. This result demonstrates that using 10 parameter sets per 
generation reduces the risk of locating a local minimum at the expense of requiring a greater number 
of objective function evaluations.
4.4 USING THE EVOLUTION STRATEGY TO OPTIMIZE FLUID POWER CIRCUITS
4.4.1 Using the modified evolution strategy to optimize circuit 1
To see how it performed in conjunction with fluid power systems, the evolution strategy was first used 
to optimize circuit 1. The results are shown in table 4.9. The parameters controlling the evolution 
strategy were set to the values shown in table 4.10. The results, which took between 11 and 90 minutes 
to produce, are slightly better than those produced by the Hooke Jeeves method (table 3.2), but not as 
good as those produced by the Box algorithm (table 3.7). The evolution strategy required approximately 
10 times as many objective function evaluations as Hooke Jeeves and Box. To investigate the influence 
of the evolution strategy’s controlling parameters, they were altered to the values shown in table 4.11. 
The results of optimizing circuit 1 using these new parameters are shown in table 4.12
The new evolution strategy parameters were chosen to reduce the standard deviation values more slowly 
and to reduce them to a lower final value. This was to give the algorithm an increased chance of 
success by allowing it to evaluate more parameter sets before converging. It was therefore not surprising 
that the algorithm, which took an average of 3 hours to run, carried out on average 2.5 times the 
number of objective function evaluations it required when using the parameters shown in table 4.10. 
The results do appear to be an improvement on those shown in table 4.9, but they are still not as good 
as the results that the Box algorithm achieved in a considerably faster time.
Referring to the three dimensional contour plot of the objective function of circuit 1 shown in figure 
3.5, it is clear that the evolution strategy is finding combinations of pump and motor displacements that 
achieve the required load speed. It unfortunately does not then recognise that by reducing the pump and 




4.4.2 Using the modified evolution strategy to optimize circuit 2
Although the evolution strategy had not functioned as well as had been hoped, it was decided to use 
it to optimize circuit 2 in order to test how it copes with a highly multi-modal objective function. The 
evolution strategy controlling parameters shown in table 4.13, were set to the values that would cope 
well with a multi-modal function. The results of the tests are shown in table 4.14.
The results of using the evolution strategy to optimize circuit 2 had an average objective function value 
of 0.9588, which is slightly worse than the average value of 0.8796 produced by the Box algorithm 
(table 3.8). The speed requirements were all acceptably achieved and in all cases, the pcfcvs woe  
operating in their linear regions. As with the Box method, the results of consecutive runs of the 
evolution strategy produced considerably different ’optimal’ parameter sets and in some cases, the relief 
valve was cracked. A major drawback of the evolution strategy was that it required an average of 15000 
objective function evaluations before it converged, which meant that each run of the algorithm took 
approximately 24 hours. As a comparison, the Box algorithm required an average of 1300 objective 
function evaluations and took an average of 3.4 hours to run.
4.4.3 Using the modified evolution strategy to optimize circuit 3
The parameters controlling the evolution strategy were set to the values shown in table 4.15. These 
settings reduce the search area after relatively few failures to improve the objective function. Also, the 
number of parameter sets in a generation was reduced from 10 to 6. These measures were aimed at 
reducing the number of objective function evaluations necessary for the algorithm to converge. It was 
felt that the performance of the algorithm would not be degraded because the results of optimizing this 
circuit using the algorithms tested in chapter 3 had indicated that there were relatively few local 
minima. This reduced the need for the random element of the algorithm, which can help the search 
move away from local minima.
The results produced by the evolution strategy are shown in table 4.16. The average objective function 
value is 1.172, which is very similar to the values produced by the Hooke Jeeves and Box methods. The 
evolution strategy required approximately ten times the number of objective function evaluations that 
the Box and Hooke Jeeves methods required, which resulted in very slow run times. The times of the
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individual tests varied considerably. The fastest run converged in 11 hours, the slowest required 42 
hours and the average run time was 25 hours.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
The concept of using a very simplified form of evolution as the basis for optimizing mathematical 
functions appears to work well. The results of optimizing fluid power systems that are documented in 
this chapter suggest that performance of the evolution strategy is similar to that of the Box algorithm. 
Unfortunately, to achieve these results, the evolution strategy requires considerably more objective 
function evaluations. When applying the algorithm to fluid power systems, where each objective 
function evaluation is computationally expensive, this means that the run times are significantly greater 
than those of the Box algorithm.
The results of optimizing the test circuits show that the evolution strategy is prone to locating local 
minima. An investigation of the effect of the controlling parameters of the algorithm showed that 
increasing the number of different parameter sets sampled improved the chances of locating a good 
solution to multi-modal problems. This observation probably applies to all search techniques that employ 
an element of random parameter variation.
In his book, Rechenberg suggests that the performance of the evolution strategy is not significantly 
affected by an increase in the number of optimization parameters. This property may be useful if the 
evolution strategy is applied to fluid power systems which require the setting of several parameters. The 
problems in this section did not require the optimization of enough parameters for this to be evident
A further point to emerge from testing the evolution strategy was that because of the lengthy run times 
of the algorithm, work on improving its performance is very time consuming. It was clear that some 
test problems were required that exhibited similar properties to fluid power systems but required a 
fraction of the time to evaluate the objective function. This would have the important additional benefit 
of testing the optimization algorithms on a wider set of problems. The next chapter describes the 
selection of a set of mathematical test functions and the results of optimizing them using the evolution 
strategy and the Box and Hooke Jeeves algorithms.
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-0.0187 0.0013 -0.0020 0.0027 0.00036 2533
-0.0413 0.0060 -0.0076 -0.0456 0.00387 1070
-0.0242 -0,0087 0.0122 -0.0128 0.00098 3459
-0.0045 -0.0160 0.0005 -0.0226 0.00079 3238
-0.0193 0.0122 0.0027 0.0316 0.00153 3327
Table 4.1 Results of using the evolution strategy to 
minimize equation 4.2, using a=0.1




-0.1475 -0.1278 -0.0627 -0.3376 0.1560 217
0.0098 -0.1270 -0.4543 -0.2586 0.2893 347
-0.2121 -0.1265 -0.0025 0.0726 0.0663 532
0.0595 0.0770 0.3450 -0.0732 0.1339 550
0.3031 -0.3547 0.0050 0.0467 0.2199 464
Table 4.2 Results of using the evolution strategy to 
minimize equation 4.2, using a=l




0.0049 0.0051 0.0003 0.0000 0.00005 9664
0.0005 0.0019 0..516 0.0041 0.00005 4856
0.0025 0.0019 0.0010 0.0000 0.00001 7484
0.0024 0.0003 0.0010 0.00056 0.00001 7240
0.0050 0.0012 0.0002 0.0093 0.00011 6154
Table 43  Results of using the evolution strategy to






Percentage of solutions at each minimum no. of 
obj. fn 
evalsglobal 2nd best worst
0.20 40 20 40 700
0.10 10 40 50 700
0.01 10 10 80 1100
Table 4.4 Results demonstrating a link between ct and the 
tendency to converge to local minima




0.0053 0.0032 0.0024 0.0015 0.00005 669
0.0044 0.0003 0.0020 0.0008 0.00003 597
0.0021 0.0020 0.0002 0.0038 0.00002 800
0.0020 0.0027 0.0030 0.0014 0.00002 622
0.0002 0.0010 0.0006 0.0000 0.00000 721
Table 4.5 Results of using the evolution strategy to minimize 




Percentage of solutions at each minimum no. of 
obj. fh 
evalsglobal 2nd best worst
Variable 65 10 25 700
Table 4.6 Results demonstrating the ability of the evolution 
strategy, using a variable ct, to avoid converging to local minima




0.0013 -0.0054 -0.0030 0.0004 0.00004 243
0.0024 0.0082 -0.0024 -0.0020 0.00008 254
-0.0020 -0.0034 -0.0011 0.0007 0.00002 292
0.0025 -0.0014 0.0023 -0.0006 0.00001 283
-0.0020 0.0034 -0.0026 -0.0005 0.00002 279
Table 4.7 Results of using the evolution strategy to minimize equation 






Percentage of solutions at each minimum no. of 
obj. fh 
evalsglobal 2nd best worst
Variable 40 30 35 150
Table 4.8 Results of using the evolution strategy, with variable o  and 

















226.44 64.26 300.00 56.91 1974
23.19 64.723 300.01 5.80 1894
166.45 831.07 300.00 4.01 1738
136.48 681.35 300.00 3.60 1578
373.94 64.01 300.00 94.32 1163
197.51 986.26 300.00 4.43 1466
184.82 922.88 300.00 4.26 1634
149.17 744.77 299.99 3.78 1482
134.69 672.42 300.00 3.58 1364
121.09 604.44 300.00 3.39 1119
NOTE Starting values for pump and motor displacements 
randomly generated in the range 0.1 £ disp S 1000 cc/rev.
Table 4.9 Results of using the evolution strategy 
to optimize circuit 1
Evolution Strategy Parameter Values
No. in generation 10
Initial standard deviation 50
Final standard deviation 0.1
No. of unsucessful gens 






















173.61 866.87 299.99 4.11 3654
189.93 948.41 299.99 4.33 3883
59.385 296.17 299.99 2.55 4023
184.06 919.07 300.00 4.25 4319
170.43 850.96 300.00 4.07 3424
143.05 714.19 299.99 3.69 4345
190.89 953.20 300.00 4.34 3930
172.32 860.43 299.99 4.09 4199
92.52 64.51 299.99 23.18 5702
85.29 425.63 299.98 2.91 4396
NOTE Starting values for pump and motor displacements 
randomly generated in the range 0.1 < disp < 1000 cc/rev.
Evolution Strategy Parameter Values
No. in generation 10
Initial standard deviation 40
Final standard deviation 0.01
No. of unsucessful gens 






Table 4.12 Results of using the evolution strategy
with altered parameters to optimize circuit 1
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Evolution Strategy Parameter Values
No. in generation 10
Initial standard deviation 20
Final standard deviation 0.005
No. of unsucessful gens 





Table 4.13 Evolution strategy data for 































60.26 77 26 43.08 77.26 12.90 1000.00 300.00 NO 1.204 20610
44.99 58.19 30.43 58.19 9.11 1000.04 300.01 NO 0.887 12173
41.86 47.99 47.95 47.82 14.21 1000.22 300.06 YES 0.961 14462
41.30 50.51 37.64 50.51 11.26 1000.03 300.01 NO 0.883 10648
43.29 56.81 25.67 56.62 7.60 1000.02 299.72 YES 0.832 14371
32.02 44.03 12.27 43.88 3.63 999.90 301.29 YES 0.582 16295
54.69 68.74 43.69 68.74 13.08 1000.01 300.01 NO 1.125 20092
63.55 85.67 31.46 85.67 9.42 1000.00 300.00 NO 1.172 15767
49.67 60.16 47.24 60.16 14.14 1000.00 300.00 NO 1.074 23158
50.36 70.72 15.44 70.73 4.62 1000.07 299.83 NO 0.868 16285
NOTE Starting values for pump and motor displacements randomly generated in the range 1 S disp 5  100 cc/rev. 
Storting values for pcfcv settings randomly generated in the range 1 £  setting £  100 L/min.
Table 4.14 Results of using the evolution strategy to optimize circuit 2
Evolution Strategy Parameter Values
No. in generation 6
Initial standard deviation 10
Final standard deviation 0.05
No. of unsucessful gens 





Table 4.15 Evolution strategy data for 
























8.591 32.384 9.380 0.1102 02377 29.983 1.167 1735
8.557 32.177 9.928 0.1300 02640 29.986 1.167 1609
8.568 34.242 9.322 0.1111 0.2401 29.983 1.167 3158
7.133 34.011 11.489 0.1296 0.2289 29.989 1.181 1822
8.592 37.273 9.335 0.1537 0.1730 29.981 1.167 2081
8.662 32.631 9.482 0.1083 0.2337 29.983 1.168 2033
8.443 31.521 9.048 0.1159 0.2533 29.983 1.168 2568
7.135 33.964 11.467 0.1297 0.2297 29.989 1.181 2463
7.065 33.614 11.323 0.1322 0.2356 29.989 1.181 3448
8.381 31.346 8.985 0.1178 02561 29.982 1.169 2197
NOTE Starting values for pump and motor displacements randomly generated in 
range 0.1 £  disp £ 50 cc/rev. Gain values randomly generated in range 0.01 £  gain 5  20.
Table 4.16 Results of using the evolution strategy to optimize circuit 3
FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 4
Figure 4.1 Nozzle configuration designed by the evolution strategy
Figure 4.2 Standard nozzle configuration
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CHAPTER 5 
MATHEMATICAL TEST FUNCTIONS 
FOR USE WITH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As was discussed at the end of chapter 4, developing optimization algorithms using fluid power circuit 
simulation code as the test problem was very time consuming. For this reason, it was decided to initially 
use a series of mathematical functions to develop an optimization algorithm and to test the algorithm 
on fluid power circuits when its performance appeared satisfactory.
5.2 SELECTION OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
It was considered vital that the mathematical test functions selected have characteristics similar to those 
of fluid power circuits. A review of optimization literature provided several sources of difficult 
mathematical functions. The two best sources were the set of test functions developed by De Jong [44], 
which are fully described by Goldberg [45] and the series of popular problems compiled by Tom and 
Zilinskas [46], which included a set of widely used test problems introduced by Dixon and Scerzo [47]. 
From the available test functions, the following 8 were selected to form a standard test for all the 
optimization algorithms investigated in this thesis. Two and three dimensional contour plots of the 2 
parameter versions of the equations are shown in figures 5.1 to 5.16.
1) Parabola (or De Jong FI) [45]
n
= I ><2 - 5-12* xi *5-12» (5,1)<=i
Minimum is, of(x)=0 at x,=0, i=l,n. For the tests documented in this thesis, n=3 was used.
2) De Jong F2 [45]
oflx) = lOOCx? -  x t f  + (1 -  X,)2 -2.048 £ xt *2.048, i=1,2 <5-2>
Minimum is, of(x)=0 at [1,-1] and [1,1]
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oftx) = £  integer(x) -5.12 s * ,  s5.12, i=l,2,...,5
1=1
(S3)
Minimum is of(x)=-25 at x, < -5, *=1,5.
4) Nash Function [48]
ofix) = (rf + *2)2 + lOO^ + JcfOcf -  3) -  l)2 -10s *, slO, i=1,2 <5-4)
The global minimum is of(x)=0.909 at [0.000, 0.909]. In addition, there are 2 local minima of 
of(x)=3.281 at [1.805,0.144] and [-1.805, 0.144].
5) Hartman function [46]
ofix) = " expf"E “A " Py?
i =i [  y=i
0s *, s i ,  i=l,2,3,4
Where for n=6:
i «a. j=1.6 c i
1 10 3 17 3.5 1.7 8 1
2 0.05 10 17 0.1 8 14 1.2
3 3 3.5 1.7 10 17 8 3
4 17 8 0.05 10 0.1 14 32
i Pii» j=1.6
1 0.1312 0.1696 0.5569 0.0124 0.8283 0.5886
2 0.2329 0.4135 0.8307 0.3736 0.1004 0.9991
3 0.2348 0.1451 0.3522 0.2883 0.3047 0.6650
4 0.4047 0.8828 0.8732 0.5743 0.1091 0.0381
(SS)
Minimum is of(x)=-332 at [0.201, 0.150, 0.477, 0.275, 0.311, 0.657]
6) Rastrigin function [46]
of(x) = xi + x% + cos(18*j) -  cos(18xj) -IsijS, 1=1,2 (5.7)
Minimum is of(x)=-2 at [0, 0]. In addition to the global minimum, there are approximately 50 local 
minima in the permissible region.
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Os x l slO, i=1^,3,4 (5.6)
There are three versions of the above equation (m= 5,7 
or 10). The number of minima corresponds to the 
value of m. The minima are located at points close to 
Ay and have objective function values approximately 
equal to -1/c,. In all three possible forms of the 
equation, the global minimum lies at approximately [4, 
4 ,4 , 4] and has a value of -10.
j A* *\
1 4 4 4 4 0.1
2 1 1 1 1 0.2
3 8 8 8 8 0.2
4 6 6 6 6 0.4
5 3 7 3 7 0.4
6 2 9 2 9 0.6
7 5 5 3 3 0.3
8 8 1 8 1 0.7
9 6 2 6 2 0.5
10 7 3.6 7 3.6 0.5
8) Schwefel function [49]
10
oftc) = Y ^ xi sm(JaBs(x)) -500s x t s500 *=1,2,..., 10 (5* )
t=l
Minimum is of(x)=-4189.83 at x, = 420.9687, i=l,2,...,10. In addition to the global minimum, there are 
many local minima. The second best minima lie at x, -  420.9687, z=l,2,...,10, i * j , Xj = -302.5232.
The test functions were chosen because they have properties that are known to make it difficult for 
optimization routines to locate the global minimum. The simplest of the functions is De Jong FI, which 
is a convex problem and is therefore easy to optimize. This problem is primarily used to test the 
efficiency of an algorithm.
A function is convex if, the straight line connecting any feasible pair of points lies entirely above the 
actual contour surface of the function. Figure 5.17 shows a single parameter, continuous, convex 
function. In the example shown, the equation of the straight line linking the objective function of any 
point between x, and x2 to oftc,) is:
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X  —  X
f j x )  = KoftxJ + (1 -  eOqftr,), a = — — x ^ x  <x2, 0* a si. (5.9)
x2 xx
The actual function value of any point between x, and x2 can be written as:
X  ”  X
oJ(x) = oJ(ax2 + (1 -  a)*,), a =  XjS x <x2, Os a s i. (5.10)
x2 ~ xx
Consequently, for a function to be convex, the following inequality must hold:
q/fax, + (1 -  a ^ )  s aoffrj + (1 -  a)qfa,), Os a si. (5.11)
If the inequality is strict, the function is said to be strictly convex. If a function is convex, it is a uni- 
modal function (a function with no local optima), which means that it is simple to optimize. If /  is 
convex, -/ is said to be concave. Although the above analysis has been applied to a single parameter 
problem, exactly the same rules apply to multi-parameter problems. Figure 5.18 shows a function that 
cannot be classified as either convex or concave, In such cases, the problems are termed non-convex.
De Jong F2 is a non-convex function, with two identical minima positioned away from the centre of 
the search space. De Jong F3 is highly discontinuous, with the minimum lying in one comer of the 5 
parameter search space. The many plateaus of identical function value lead to the danger of local 
minima being located. The Nash function is non-convex, with a global minimum positioned between 
two misleading local minima. The Hartman function is a 6 parameter problem with 4 minima, one of 
which is the global minimum. The Rastrigin function is a 2 parameter highly multi-modal problem. The 
function values of local minima reduce as they near the site of the global minimum. The version of the 
4 parameter Shekel function used (m=10) has 9 irregularly positioned local minima in the region of the 
actual minimum. Function 8, the Schwefel function is a 10 parameter highly multi-modal problem with 
several identical second best minima situated a long way from the global minimum. It was felt that if 
an optimization algorithm can reliably optimize the Schwefel function, it will have a good chance of 
producing consistent results when optimizing fluid power systems.
The results of optimizing these test functions using the evolution strategy described in chapter 4 and 
the Hooke Jeeves and Box methods described in chapter 3 are documented in the next section.
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5 3  RESULTS OF OPTIMIZING MATHEMATICAL TEST FUNCTIONS 
The parameters governing the performance of the optimization algorithms were set to values that gave 
the algorithm a very good chance of locating the global minimum, even if this caused unnecessary 
objective function evaluations. The parameter settings of each algorithm are documented in the 
appropriate table of results. Each test function was optimized 20 times (except the Schwefel function) 
and in each case, the starting parameter sets were randomly generated. The CPU time on a SUN 
SPARC 1 4/60 workstation, the number of objective function evaluations and the number of runs that 
located the global minimum were recorded. When calculating the average run time and the average 
number of function evaluations, only data from runs that had located the global minimum was used. In 
some cases, the average run time quoted is 0.0 seconds. This is because the UNIX command time used 
to record the program execution time only measures to the nearest 0.1 second. Consequently, if the 
program took under 0.049 seconds to run, it was recorded as running in 0.0 seconds.
The results of using the Hooke Jeeves algorithm to optimize the test functions are shown in table 5.1. 
The algorithm performed well with the three De Jong functions, which did not contain any local minima 
(De Jong F2 contains two identical minima), but failed to perform consistently with the multi-modal 
functions. The performance deteriorated as the number of local minima increased, which showed that 
the algorithm has a tendency to converge to the first minimum it encounters. If there are relatively few 
minima, the chances that the minimum located is the global minimum are fairly high. The algorithm 
failed completely to minimize the highly multi-modal Schwefel function. The objective functions of the 
parameter sets to which the algorithm converged were not even vaguely close to the second best 
minima.
The results of using the Box algorithm to optimize the test functions are shown in table 5.2. They are 
very similar to the Hooke Jeeves results, with the exception that the algorithm failed completely to 
optimize De Jong F3. The reason for this failure was the discrete nature of the objective function which 
results in a large number of plateaus of identical objective function value (see figure 5.5). When several 
of the parameter sets that make up the simplex lie on one of these plateaus, it becomes difficult to move 
away, because it is highly probable that the reflected parameter set will also lie on the plateau.
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Eventually, all the parameter sets that make up the simplex will lie on the same plateau and because 
the algorithm will be unable to locate a parameter set with an improved objective function value, it will 
eventually assume that the search has converged.
Table 5.3 shows the results of using the evolution strategy to optimize the test functions. The routine 
copes well with the De Jong functions, but requires significantly more objective function evaluations 
than the Hooke Jeeves method. The performance of the algorithm with the multi-modal functions 
indicated that it is more likely to locate global minima than either Box or Hooke Jeeves. The 
performance with the Schwefel function confirmed Rechenberg’s assertion that the performance of the 
evolution strategy, relative to traditional algorithms, improves as the number of parameters to be 
optimized increases. Unlike Box and Hooke Jeeves, the runs of the evolution strategy that did not locate 
the global minimum did locate good local minima.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
It is noticeable that the evolution strategy required a considerably greater number of objective function 
evaluations than either Box or Hooke Jeeves. For simple convex problems it would be overkill to use 
the evolution strategy. The tests on the multi-modal functions show that the evolution strategy has a 
far greater chance of locating the global minimum, particularly as the number of parameters and the 
number of local minima increases. With the simpler multi-modal functions, there is the option of 
running either the Hooke Jeeves or Box algorithm several times and taking the best answer. For 
instance, when optimizing the Shekel function, it is more probable that 10 runs of the Box algorithm 
will locate the global minimum than 1 run of the evolution strategy, although both will require 
approximately the same number of objective function evaluations. This is not the case with the Schwefel 
or Rastrigin functions. The results of optimizing fluid power circuits 1 and 2 have shown that several 
consecutive runs of the Box and Hooke Jeeves algorithms do not produce similar results. This indicates 
that it is worth using an algorithm such as the evolution strategy, which requires a greater number of 
objective function evaluations, but does significantly improve the probability of finding the global 
minimum, or at worst, a good local minimum.
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Whilst searching for literature on evolution strategies, many references were found to genetic algorithms 
which are also optimization techniques based on biological evolution. It emerged that evolution 
strategies are predominantly used in Germany, whilst genetic algorithms are used in Great Britain and 
the United States. As none of the optimization techniques tested up to this point have been capable of 
consistently optimizing fluid power systems, it was decided to investigate genetic algorithms. The 
outcome of this initial investigation is documented in chapter 6.
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De Jong FI 20/20 0.0 211
De Jong F2 20/20 0.0 289
De Jong F3 20/20 0.0 199
Nash 17/20 0.0 176
Hartman6 13/20 0.1 555
Rastrigin 6/20 0.0 196
Shekel 10 6/20 0.1 347
Schwefel 0/30 — —
Run Data:
Initial step size for parameter i= 0.5(bUi - bl^ 
Minimum step size 0.00001
Table 5.1 Results of optimizing mathematical test 











De Jong FI 20/20 0.0 159
De Jong F2 20/20 0.0 204
De Jong F3 0/20 — —
Nash 7/20 0.0 192
Hartman6 17/20 1.3 743
Rastrigin 4/20 0.1 202
Shekel 10 8/20 0.8 635





^ = 0 .0 0 1
Table 52  Results of optimizing mathematical test 





















De Jong FI 20/20 0.64 585 2 1.00 0.0005 0.5 20
De Jong F2 20/20 7.48 8750 6 0.40 0.00001 0.5 30
De Jong F3 20/20 3.66 1678 10 1.00 0.001 0.7 50
Nash 20/20 3.90 3668 10 10.0 0.0005 0.7 50
Hartman6 15/20 13.93 5622 10 0.50 0.0005 0.7 50
Rastrigin 20/20 2.95 2781 10 1.00 0.0005 0.7 50
Shekel 10 12/20 12.7 6671 10 5.00 0.0005 0.7 50
Schwefel 8/30 93.2 20575 20 500.0 0.0005 0.7 50
Explanation o 
a* and af_- 
No. unsucces 
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Table 53  Results of optimizing mathematical test 
functions using the evolution strategy
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Figure 5.1 ’2 D’ view of De Jong FI function Figure 5.2 ’3 D’ view of De Jong FI function
Figure 5.3 ’2 D’ view of De Jong F2 function Figure 5.4 ’3 D’ view of De Jong F2 function
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Figure 5.7 ’2 D’ view of Nash function
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Figure 5.9 ’2 D’ view of Hartman function
Figure 5.11 ’2 D’ view of Rastrigin function
Figure 5.8 ’3 D’ view of Nash function
Figure 5.10 ’3 D’ inverted Hartman function
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Figure 5.13 ’2 D’ view of Shekel function Figure 5.14 ’3 D’ inverted view of Shekel function




aof(x2) + (l-a )o f(x l)
of(ax2 + ( l-a )x l)
Figure 5.17 Single parameter continuous, convex function
of(x)
Figure 5.18 Single parameter continuous, non-convex function
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INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ALGORITHMS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms, which were first developed by Holland [24] in the early 1970’s, are search 
techniques based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. A survival of the fittest 
approach is combined with a structured yet randomised information exchange to form a robust algorithm 
that efficiently uses historical information to generate new search points.
Although genetic algorithms (GAs) and evolution strategies are based on similar concepts, there is a 
fundamental difference in the way they represent the parameters of the problem to be optimized. As 
chapter 4 described, evolution strategies represent each parameter as a decimal value. GAs represent 
each parameter as a binary sequence. The binary sequences of each parameter are then joined together 
in a predetermined order, so that each parameter set is represented by a single sequence of binary digits. 
This method of representing a parameter set means that the processes of biological evolution can be 
more closely modelled.
In biology, the characteristics of an individual are defined by the chromosomes (in humans there are 
23) present in every cell. At the lowest level, the properties of a lifeform are governed by four basic 
chemicals. A number of these are linked together in various orders to form a DNA strand. A very long 
strand of DNA is called a gene and many thousands of genes joined together in a supercoiled form 
make up an individual chromosome. The structure of the chromosome determines what proteins are 
formed, which consequently governs the physical characteristics of the lifeform. In GAs, the binary 
string representing all the parameters in a parameter set can be thought of as the chromosomes, each 
parameter is an individual chromosome and each binary digit making up the binary string representing 
a parameter is analogous to a gene.
Generally, GAs work with a population consisting of many parameter sets (typically between 30 and 
100). Each of these parameter sets is known as an individual and each new set of individuals is known 
as a generation. When the objective function value of each individual in a generation has been
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calculated, the parents of the next generation are selected. Because the GA is being used for function 
minimization, individuals with low objective function values have a greater probability of being 
selected. Individuals selected as parents are randomly paired and two children parameter sets are formed 
using the genetic operators of crossover and mutation. The algorithm runs for a predetermined number 
of generations, after which, the individual with the lowest objective function value is assumed to be the 
optimum parameter set. The algorithm does not use convergence criteria because of the random nature 
introduced by mutation. The flowchart shown in figure 6.1 summarizes the operation of a simple GA.
6.2 BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
6.2.1 Population representation
Genetic algorithms represent a parameter set as a continuous binary string, formed by joining together 
the individual parameters in binary form. For example, if optimizing a three parameter problem, each 
individual parameter of a set (x}, x2, x3) may be represented using a 5 digit binary sequence:
0<x<l, i=l,3
x, = 0.7097 = 1 0 1 1 0 x2 = 0.8065 = 1 1 0 0 1 ^  = 0.1613 = 0 0 1 0 1  
The parameter set is therefore represented by this 15 digit sequence: 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0  1.
6.2.2 Conversion of binary sequence to a decimal parameter sets
Genetic algorithms, which operate primarily on binary sequences, have to convert each of these 
sequences into a decimal parameter set in order to assess its performance. To do this, the upper and 
lower boundary values, m, and of each parameter and the number of bit positions, sh allocated to each 
of the parameters must be known. To decode a binary sequence, the string must first be split into the 
sequences that represent each parameter. The first binary digits will represent the first parameter (x/), 
the digits in the positions from Sj+1 to s}+s2 will represent parameter 2 etc. Each binary parameter (x;b)
can take a value between 00..... 0 and 11..... 1, with exact number of digits being defined by ss. When
converted directly to a decimal value (x*), x* = 00.....0 corresponds to x,- = 0 and x* = 11......1
corresponds to x, = 2" - 1. The decimal values are now scaled so that x, = 0 corresponds to the lower 
boundary, /,-, of the parameter and x, = 2" -1 corresponds to the upper boundary, u,. The scaled decimal 





For example, the string 1 0 1  1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1  represents a 3 parameter problem (0<x<l, 
*=1,2,3), with each parameter being represented by a 5 bit binary sequence. To decode the decimal 
parameter values, the binary string is first be split into 3 binary sequences:
x f  = 1 0 1 1 0 x2b = 1 1 0 0 1 x3b = 0 0 1 0 1
x f  is then converted to a decimal value. In this case, x, = 22. The maximum value of each binary
parameter string, is 2" - 1. In this example, j, equals 5 for all 3 parameters. Therefore, the
maximum decimal value of x f  is,x/"“  = 25 - 1 = 31. Using equation 6.2, the scaled decimal value of 
parameter 1 can be calculated: x /  = 0 + [(22/31) * (1-0)] = 0.70968 (to 5 d.p.)
Treating x2b and x f  in a similar manner produces: x f  = 0.80645 and x f  -  0.16129.
Studying equation 6.1 shows that the number of binary digits, s;, representing each parameter determines 
its accuracy. Genetic algorithms work with discrete parameter sets and the binary string length 
determines how many different settings of a particular parameter can be used by the algorithm. In the 
above example, there are 32 possibilities progressing in increments of («, - /,)/(2"-l) for each parameter. 
By manipulating the boundary values and string lengths of each parameter, it is possible to increment 
each parameter by a convenient amount. The following method was developed for setting boundary 
values and binary string lengths. It is assumed that the user has an idea of the amount by which each 
parameter is to be incremented. For parameter i, this is denoted by Acc{. The following equation, which 
is derived from equation 6.3, is used to provide an estimate of the appropriate binary string length:
•ogio
s, = -------
<«* -  **) + J
Accl (6.2)
log10 2
It is highly unlikely that the value of s, will be an integer value, as it must, so it is rounded up or down 
and either the accuracy or the boundary values of the parameter are adjusted using:
Acc, = (" ‘ ~ l i  (63)
'  2 s  -  1
For example, in the 3 parameter problem documented above, each parameter is represented by a 5 bit
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binary string. Since the upper and lower boundaries for each parameter are 1 and 0 respectively, 
equation 6.3 shows that each parameter is incremented in steps of 0.0322581. It many cases, it would 
be more convenient to use steps of 0.0100. To achieve this, equation 6.3 indicates that a string length 
of 6.658 is necessary. Rounding down to 6 and maintaining the accuracy will necessitate the value of 
U; - 1; being reduced. Rounding up to 7 will mean that u,- - /,- has to be increased. In some cases, the 
boundary values will be fixed, in which case an inconvenient value for Acc{ will have to be accepted.
6.2.3 Objective function evaluation
To create the next generation, the fitness of each member of the current generation has to be assessed. 
In biology, many factors play a role in deciding the fitness of an individual. In the case of optimization, 
the objective function value measures the fitness of a parameter set.
6.2.4 Selection of the next generation
The next generation of a population is created by selecting the fitter individuals of the population as 
parents and producing new individuals by using genetic operators. The objective function value, of, of 
each individual in a generation consisting of ni individuals is ranked according to its fitness using:
of.




This example assumes function maximization. The procedure for function minimization simply involves 
multiplying each objective function value by -1. The probability of an individual being selected as a 
parent is proportional to its rank. This parent selection strategy means that it is possible for a very unfit 
individual to be selected as & parent This is allowed because of the possibility that although the 
individual is unfit, elements of its binary sequence may be worth preserving. Also, the properties of 
offspring produced by the combination of fit and unfit individuals tend to differ radically from those 
of the parents. This is a useful factor in preventing the location of local minima. If a non-elitist strategy 
is being followed, all individuals in a generation are replaced. If an elitist strategy is used, a 
predetermined number of the fittest individuals are carried forward, unchanged, into the next generation. 





In nature, the chromosomes from both parents divide and join, so the child receives sections of 
chromosomes from both parents. Crossover performs a similar function on the binary strings of the 
parent parameter sets. Crossover occurs with a probability Pc, which typically is set to a value between 
0.6 and 0.8. If crossover is not to occur, each child is identical to a parent If crossover is to occur, the 
position of crossover is randomly chosen and is identical for both parents. In the following example, 
crossover is to occur after the ninth b it
parent! = 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 ^ 1  0 0 1 0 1  childx = 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0^0 1 0 1 0 0
parent = 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0  1^0 1 0 1 0 0  child2 = 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0  1^1 0 0 1 0 1
During the early generations, crossover is the most powerful operator, ensuring that beneficial binary 
string sequences survive and multiply and that undesirable sequences die out.
6.2.6 Mutation
After a significant number of generations, crossover no longer plays an important role because the 
majority of the population consist of similar if not identical binary string sequences. Hence, it is 
unlikely that crossover between two parents will generate significantly different children. At this stage, 
mutation becomes important. In nature, the mutation of chromosome genes usually leads to a negative 
effect, with the individual having weakened characteristics and consequently dying out. Occasionally 
however, the mutation has a positive effect and the individual becomes more suited to the environment 
Genetic algorithms employ mutation in a similar way. After a number of generations, it is possible that 
all individuals have an identical value at a particular position in their binary strings. This means that 
some information has been lost which is undesirable. Mutation of the child binary sequence provides 
a mechanism for recovering this information. Each individual bit of a binary string is mutated (its value 
changed from 0 to 1 or vice versa) with a probability Pm (Typically Pm is between 0.001 and 0.01).
6.2.7 Terminating the algorithm
It is possible that after a number of generations during which, the fitness of the population members 
has remained static, an individual is created that is superior to previous individuals. Due to this ability 
to suddenly progress after a series of unsuccessful generations, it is very difficult to specify any
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convergence criteria. Usually, the algorithm is terminated after a predetermined number of generations. 
The actual number of generations is based upon previous knowledge of the user. If sufficient data is 
saved when stopping the algorithm, it is possible to restart it if the results prove to be unacceptable.
6.2.8 Other genetic operators
The genetic operators of selection, crossover and mutation are simple yet powerful forms of genetic 
manipulation. The application in genetic algorithms of other operators such as, dominance, inversion, 
deletion, marriage restriction and translocation have been investigated and are well documented by 
Goldberg [45]. In general, these low level operators have much less influence on the genetic algorithm 
than selection, crossover and mutation and in some cases degrade the performance of the algorithm.
63  REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Although GAs have only recently been developed, there has been a considerable interest in investigating 
how and why they work and using them to optimize difficult problems. The following sections 
document relevant published work.
De Jong [50] introduces genetic algorithms as a method for adaptive system design. The work analyses 
the reproductive plans of genetic algorithms and explains why they are so effective at finding optimal 
solutions of problems. A comparison is made between genetic algorithms, random search methods and 
state of the art optimization methods, when applied to parameter optimization problems. The results 
show that the genetic algorithm performs much better than the random search technique, highlighting 
the fact that genetic algorithms use accumulated information to advance the search. The optimization 
methods outperformed the genetic algorithm when the surface of the problem was continuous, convex 
and quadratic-like. When the surface became discontinuous, noisy and multi-modal, genetic algorithms 
proved themselves to be far superior. De Jong also investigates the use of genetic algorithms for 
controlling systems whose response characteristics vary with time. Grefenstette [51] describes the main 
parameters controlling the performance of genetic algorithms. He then uses a genetic algorithm to find 
the best settings for these parameters. These results are widely used by researchers into genetic 
algorithms. De Jong and Spears [52] investigate the influence of multi-point crossover on the 
performance of the genetic algorithm. A link is found between the population size and the number of
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points at which crossover occurs. Experiments on a multi-modal test function show that the optimum 
number of points of crossover decrease as the population size increases. This is due to the fact that a 
small population can rapidly converge to a non-optimum solution, whilst a large population contains 
a diverse number of solutions. Multi-point crossover has a disruptive effect and can therefore maintain 
diversity in a small population. Hesser and Manner [53] attempt to theoretically derive an equation for 
the optimum mutation probability of a genetic algorithm. The derived equation links mutation 
probability to population size and the length of the string describing the population member. The 
derived results compare well with those arrived at by other researchers.
Several papers have been published that use genetic algorithms as a tool for optimizing a particular 
problem. In many of these cases, the algorithms have been adapted to improve their performance. These 
alterations however, often do not adhere to the biological rules on which genetic algorithms are based. 
Androulakis and Venkatasubramanian [26] use genetic algorithms to find the optimal configuration of 
a heat exchanger network. They introduce a method that combines the characteristics of genetic 
algorithms with those of trajectory and clustering techniques. This new technique is compared with other 
optimization methods, but not with other genetic algorithms. Rao et al. [5] use genetic algorithms to 
find the optimal placements for actuators in actively controlled structures. The algorithm consistently 
found the global minimum, although the population size used was rather small. Deb [28] uses a genetic 
algorithm to find the most cost effective dimensions of a weld joining a load carrying beam to a second 
beam. The objective function is highly non-linear and includes non-linear constraints. The genetic 
algorithm produced a near optimal solution, which compared favourably with results produced by other 
optimization methods. Stoffa and Sen [54] use genetic algorithms for the geophysical problem of 
inverting plane-wave seismograms. This process is used to derive compressional wave velocity and rock 
layer density from seismic reflection data. The aim of the genetic algorithm is to find values for the 
parameters of a model that make the model results match the actual results as accurately as possible. 
The effects of elitism, objective function value scaling and mutation and crossover probabilities were 
also investigated. Jankiow and Michalewicz [55] develop what they claim to be a genetic algorithm for 
numerical optimization. The algorithm however uses floating point rather than binary numbers to 
represent the parameter values. This form of parameter representation is used by evolution strategies, 
not genetic algorithms. As well as the standard genetic operators of selection, mutation and crossover,
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the method uses extra operators in an attempt to improve its ability to perform local fine tuning. The 
results presented indicate that the algorithm outperforms a commercial optimization package. Schaffer 
[56] uses a genetic algorithm to optimize multi-objective functions. The concept of Pareto optimality 
is introduced and a selection procedure implemented that ensures that non-dominated members of a 
population have an increased chance of being used to form the next generation.
Goldberg [45] has carried out much work in the field of genetic algorithms. His book describes genetic 
algorithms and the theories behind them in detail. A comprehensive summary of the work by other 
authors is also included. Goldberg sticks closely to the biological theories on which genetic algorithms 
were originally based and investigates advanced biological operators. Several applications of genetic 
algorithms are documented and possible future developments, such as parallel algorithms, are briefly 
mentioned.
The literature reviewed above indicated that GAs perform very well in comparison with other 
optimization techniques. Even taking into account the fact that researchers into optimization techniques 
tend to champion a particular method, the results reported for the GA indicate that it is worth further 
investigation.
6.4 PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Over the last six years, literature reporting on the use of parallel genetic algorithms has been published. 
Standard genetic algorithms represent each generation as a single population consisting of many 
individuals, each generation of a parallel genetic algorithm consists of several smaller subpopulations 
containing, in total, the same number of individuals as the single population. The subpopulations are 
completely independent, with each operating as a self contained genetic algorithm. At certain intervals, 
the subpopulations exchange data in a process known as migration. During migration, each 
subpopulation allows its least fit individuals to be replaced by an equivalent number of fit individuals 
from another subpopulation. This introduces diversity into the subpopulation and prevents the algorithm 
converging prematurely. This method has parallels in nature, where members of the same species have 
developed differently on different continents. Crossbreeding of the species can produce offspring with 
the best properties of both species.
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Parallel computers, otherwise known as transputer surfaces, are computers containing several linked 
microprocessors called transputers that operate concurrently. In some cases, the execution times of 
computer programs that involve a considerable number of numerical operations can be significantly 
reduced by allowing each transputer to simultaneously perform a different section of the job. In many 
however, splitting a task that is usually performed sequentially on a single microprocessor can be very 
difficult and involve frequently passing data calculated on one transputer to other transputers. The time 
saved by simultaneously using several processors is often lost because of the extra communication effort 
involved. Tasks that are particularly difficult to implement in parallel are those where the next 
calculation depends on data from the previous calculation. Because the parallel genetic algorithm uses 
several independent subpopulations, which very rarely need to communicate, it is possible to 
simultaneously run each subpopulation on a separate transputer, therefore significantly reducing the run 
time of the algorithm. This will be of particular benefit when optimizing fluid power systems, which 
has already been shown to be a time consuming task.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a considerable interest has recently been taken in the 
performance of parallel genetic algorithms. Macfarlane and East [57] investigate three types of genetic 
algorithm. The first type is a single population algorithm implemented in parallel, the second and third 
types are multi-population algorithms that differ in their method of migration between the populations. 
The results indicate that the multi-population algorithms are faster and more reliable than the single 
population version. The run times for the algorithms decreased linearly with the number of transputers. 
Muhlenbein et al. [58] optimize mathematical functions with the aid of a parallel algorithm. The method 
uses an elitist selection strategy, includes convergence criteria and uses hill climbing techniques to fine 
tune the results. A comprehensive list of test functions is included and the test procedure clearly 
documented. The results presented compare well with those arrived at by other techniques, particularly 
as the number of parameters increases. The effect of increasing the number of processors used and 
consequently the number of subpopulations was investigated, with a superlinear speed up being reported. 
Starkweather et al. [59] report on the development of a genetic algorithm capable of optimizing several 
difficult problems. Although using multiple subpopulations, the program is run on a serial machine, so 
is defined as a distributed algorithm. The effect of dividing a large subpopulation into many smaller 
subpopulations and introducing migration is also investigated. The authors report that the distributed
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algorithm produced better results than a single population genetic algorithm using the same number of 
total objective function evaluations. An adaptive mutation operator was introduced, which linked the 
mutation probability of an individual to the similarity of its parents. This led to an improvement in the 
performance of the algorithm. Cohoon et al. [27] apply distributed genetic algorithms to designing the 
layout of very large scale integrated circuits. The theory of punctuated equilibria is used instead of 
migration. This involves periodically mixing the members of a subpopulation with a certain number of 
members of a neighbouring subpopulation and probabilistically reducing the subpopulation to its original 
number of members. The theory behind this is that it can initiate progress in subpopulations where all 
the members have become similar. The algorithm uses four different crossover operators, none of which 
follow biological principles. The results obtained using this algorithm were generally an improvement 
on results obtained using other methods. Fogarty and Huang [60] investigate the effect of the type of 
transputer network used on the speed of the parallel genetic algorithm. Gorges-Schleuter [61] 
investigates in more detail, a parallel algorithm tested by Macfarlane and East [57]. This algorithm does 
not use subpopulations, but maps a single population onto a grid or torus. Selection and reproduction 
then occur on a local basis between neighbours on the grid or torus. A good individual can then spread 
throughout the network. This is known as the diffusion model. In the case of Gorges-Schleuter, one 
member of the population is mapped onto one transputer of a transputer network. This has the 
advantage of using the transputer network more efficiently, particularly if the time to evaluate the 
function value varies, as the processors operate independently of each other. This algorithm is best 
suited to larger transputer networks.
6.5 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
To understand and develop a genetic algorithm, a good understanding of the mathematical theories of 
how and why such algorithms work is helpful. A mathematical analysis of genetic algorithms was first 
described by Holland [24] and is further documented by Goldberg [45]. The mathematical analysis relies 
on the concept of schemata (singular schema), which is based on the idea that within the binary string 
representing an individual, there are certain portions of the string that are dominant For example, if 
optimizing a single parameter problem represented by a five bit binary sequence (minimum at x=0.9, 
0<x<l), any strings with a first bit of 1 (ie 1****) will result in a value of the parameter x  that is 
greater than 0.5 and will be superior to strings starting with a 0.
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A schema is a similarity template describing subsets of influential bits or series of bits within an
individual’s binary string. Rather than a binary system (0,1), schemata uses a ternary (base 3) system 
of 0,1,*. The * means that the bit can be either 1 or 0. Using the ternary system, the schema 1*01* can 
represent 22=4 strings ie, 11011, 11010, 10010 and 10011. The schema ***** represents 2s = 32 
different strings ranging from 00000 to 11111. In this case, there are 35 = 243 schemata capable of 
describing a string or strings.
To analyze the number of schemata in a population, the number of schemata in an individual is first 
investigated. In the string 11111 there are 25 schemata (the individual bit can be 1 or *). Generally, 
there are 2l schemata for a particular string length /. Hence a population of N  parameter sets contains 
between 2l and N2l schemata. In a single function evaluation, many schemata are processed. This is 
known as implicit parallelism. The aim of future analysis is to look at the efficiency with which the 
genetic algorithm uses a schema and the effects of selection, crossover and mutation.
When analysing schema, two properties are defined:
i) Order
The number of defined bits (not *) in the string is known as the schema order. The order of the schema 
//=** 11*01 is 4 (o(//)=4).
ii) Defining length
This is the distance between the first and last defined bits of the schema. In the example H=** 11*01, 
the defining length 8(//)=7-3=4.
Using schemata, it is possible to predict how many copies of an individual schema will be present in 
the next generation. In a population at time t, there are m examples of the schema H.
m = m(Hj) (65)





It is assumed that an entire population is replaced, so in the next generation, there will be m(H,t+l) 
examples of schema H. Hence:
ifj
m(Hf+1) -  N  £ L -  (6.1)
E A
1-1
In the above equation, the parameter k represents the number of individuals that contain the schema H. 
f(H) is defined as the average fitness of all strings containing the schema H  at time t. Hence:
r /j  (6.8)
.■. m(Hjt+l) = m(Hj) N
n  (6.9)
D !i-i
The average fitness of the entire population is:
N
f  =  —J av N
(6.10)
Hence, equation 6.9 can be rewritten as:
m(Hf+1) = m^Hyt) ^  (6.11)
fa v
This equation shows that the number of certain schema carried into the next generation is related to the 
average fitness of strings containing the schema and the average fitness of the population. It should be 
noted that there are many more schemata than individual population members. These schemata are 
therefore processed in parallel.
Selection causes above average schema to proliferate and below average schema to die out. It is 
possible to analyze the rate of growth of a schema.
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Assuming that the average fitness of schema H  remains above average by an amount c:
(6.12). A W  = < & v + / « v  * > 0
= /ov(l+‘)
Hence, equation 6.11 can be written as:
m(Hj+l) = m(Hj) (1+c) (6.13)
Starting at f=0, equation 6.13 becomes:
m(Hj) + m(H,0) (1+c/ (6*14)
This is a geometric progression and describes how selection allocates exponentially increasing trials to 
above average schemata.
Selection ensures that fit schemata are present in the next generation. It does not introduce new 
schemata. This task is performed by crossover and mutation.
Crossover can however destroy a schema. For example, the schema is more likely to broken
at crossover than **10***. The probability of a schema H being destroyed is related to its defining 
length 5(H) and the string length.
Ht = i****o* h(H,) = 5
H2 = **10*** S(//2) = 1
The probability, Pd, of a schema being destroyed is:
p m \  - 6(H>) -  5 - 5
-  Tm )- - 7=1 - 6
P/*n - - _L - 1
^  ^  (M ) 7-1 6
(6-15)
The probability of a schema surviving is Ps = 1 - P# Since crossover occurs with probability Pc, the
probability of a schema surviving can be written as:
P(H) > 1 -  Pr^ -  (6.16)
(/-l)
Hence, the number of a schema in the next generation is dependant on the probability of the schema
surviving crossover. Equation 6.11 now can be written as:
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m(Hj+1) * m(Hj) m
fan
1 -  P 6(H)
c ( M ) .
(6.17)
Mutation can also disrupt existing schemata and is therefore also included in the analysis. Each bit in 
the population member mutates with probability Pm. The probability, Pbj, of a bit surviving is:
P„ = (1 -  P J  (6.1S)
The probability of a schema surviving mutation (Pt) depends on its order. For a schema of order 
o(//)=3, the probability of survival is:
p. - a - w  - pJ
As the order increases, the probability of survival decreases.
(6.19)
Generally:
p. -  a  -  PJ™
For values of Pm «  1, the equation approximates to:
Ps = (1 -  o(H)Pm) 
This term is now also included in equation 6.17.
(6.20)
(6.21)
m(Hj+1) * m(Hf) AH)
fan
1 -  P 6(H)
c (M )
(1- o(H)PJ (6.22)
Rearranging equation 6.22 produces:
m(Hj+1) ^ m(HJ) AH)
fan
i  -  p  M Q  -  o(H)P + p p W M F )  
c ( /- i)  M (/- i)
Neglecting the final term, equation 6.23 becomes:
(6.23)
m(Hj+1) ^ m(Hj) AH)
fan
1 -  p  -  o(H)Pm
c (/-l) w
(6.24)
This equation shows that short, low order, fit schema have an exponentially greater chance of survival.
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It should be noted that if crossover and mutation were not included, the number of a schema in the next 
generation would be as shown in equation 6.8. Crossover and mutation reduce the number of a 
particular schema in the next generation, but in doing so introduce different, hopefully new schemata, 
thereby continuing the search and reducing the possibility of premature convergence to a suboptimal 
solution. Goldberg [45] estimates that in every population, the order of JV3 schemata are processed. This 
implicit parallelism is perhaps the most powerful feature of genetic algorithms.
The above theory is by no means a conclusive analysis of the behaviour of genetic algorithms. It does 
offer an insight into how genetic algorithms operate and why they are successful. Many researchers are 
currently attempting to gain an improved mathematical understanding of genetic algorithms, but as yet 
no theory superior to that described above has been published.
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Figure 6.1 Flowchart of a genetic algorithm
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GENETIC ALGORITHM
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Rather than use a commercial or public domain genetic algorithm, it was decided to develop a version 
from scratch. The main reasons for this were:
i) It would enable a greater understanding of how these algorithms operate.
ii) Experience with using other optimization techniques had shown that modifications 
had been necessary to improve their performance with fluid power circuits.
iii) It is much easier to modify an algorithm that has been written in house and for which 
all source code is available.
iv) Because the technology is in its infancy, no single agreed best algorithm has yet emerged. 
The genetic algorithm was coded in Fortran and run on SUN workstations. During the development 
phase, the algorithm was mainly used to optimize the mathematical functions described in chapter S.
The initial development stages of the algorithm involved producing a standard genetic algorithm as 
described in section 6.2. The first problem encountered whilst using the standard GA to optimize multi­
modal functions was a tendency to converge to suboptimal minima due to the formation of ’super 
individuals’. This problem is reported by Goldberg [45] and is confirmed by results documented in 
section 7.4.2. Super individuals are usually formed during the early stages of the GA when the objective 
functions of the individuals in a population tend to differ widely. If a very small proportion of the 
individuals are significantly superior to any other individual, the selection procedure will ensure that 
a considerable proportion of the individuals in the next generation will either be identical or similar to 
these so-called super individuals. The loss of diversity within the generation will generally lead to a 
super individual being selected as the minimum. Goldberg [45] suggests a method of scaling objective 
function values to prevent the best individual differing significantly from the average objective function 
value of the generation. The method is described in detail in section 7.2.8.
The GA was updated to enable the use of parallel subpopulations and migration. This alteration was 
motivated by the promising results reported in several publications (see section 6.4), which indicated
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that an algorithm using parallel subpopulations had a greater probability of finding the global minimum 
than a single population algorithm, particularly if the overall population size is small.
Studying the results of using the GA to minimize some of the multi-modal mathematical test functions 
showed that it is very effective at locating the region of a minimum, but slow at locating the precise 
position of that minimum. It was decided to adapt the parallel genetic algorithm (PGA) so that after 
completing a preset number of generations it performs a direct search, using the best parameter set 
found by the PGA as the starting point This would in effect be a fine tuning process which would 
reduce the number of objective function evaluations necessary to precisely locate the minimum. The 
tests documented in chapter 5 show that direct search methods themselves have little chance of locating 
the minimum of a highly multi-modal function. However, once the PGA has located the region in which 
the minimum lies, the process of precisely locating the minimum is identical to minimizing a convex 
objective function, a task that direct search methods can perform in very few objective function 
evaluations.
A further modification made to the algorithm was the addition of a facility to read in and save 
information about the individuals in a generation. The original intention was to enable the PGA to be 
restarted using data from a previous run if the results proved to be unsatisfactory. It also made it 
possible to stop the PGA during the course of a run, change certain controlling parameters and restart 
it using data from the most recently completed generation.
12  DETAILS OF THE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM
This section details the PGA developed for this project The initial development was carried out on a 
SUN workstation, so although the program uses parallel subpopulations, it actually runs in serial. A 




A number of controlling parameters need to be specified by the user before the PGA can start. A 
separate data input utility was written to prompt the user for the appropriate information, ensure that 
nothing is omitted and allow existing input data to be easily altered. Once complete, the data input 
program writes a data file that can be read in by the PGA. The input file contains the following
information:
i) Number of parameters to be optimized.
ii) Number of subpopulations.
iii) The number of individuals in each subpopulation.
iv) The binary string length for each parameter.
v) Upper and lower boundary values for each parameter.
vi) The probability of crossover and mutation for each subpopulation.
vii) Interval (in generations) after which migration occurs.
viii) Number of subpopulation members to replace when migrating.
ix) Minimum step length for Hooke Jeeves search (for each parameter).
X ) Generation intervals at which to perform Box direct searches.
xi) Number of individuals on which to perform Box direct search.
xii) Whether to start using previously saved data.
xiii) Whether to save data after each generation.
xiv) Number of generations which the PGA is to complete.
7.2.2 Starting using saved data
The algorithm can be started Using data saved during a previous run. It is possible to significantly 
change the input file, provided that certain key variables remain unchanged. The variables that cannot 
be altered are:
i) The number of parameters being optimized.
ii) The number of subpopulations.
iii) The length of the binary string representing each parameter.
iv) The number of individuals in a subpopulation.
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7.2.3 Creating the initial subpopulations
The data describing the parameter sets in a generation is contained in a two dimensional array, 
SUBPOP(S,i). The variable S represents the subpopulation number and * represents the individuals 
position within the subpopulation. This referencing system ensures that subpopulation data is kept 
separate.
If previously saved data is not to be used, the binary sequences representing the initial subpopulation 
members must be randomly generated. The length of the binary strings that are to represent each 
parameter set is calculated by adding together the user specified string length of each individual 
parameter and a value for each bit position randomly assigned. The random values are chosen by using 
the NAG [40] routine G05DYF to choose a 0 or 1 with equal probability.
7.2.4 Generating random numbers
A number of processes in the GA rely on random number generation. It is probably an impossible task 
to make a computer, a machine that is based on logic, produce truly random numbers. Computer based 
random number generators actually produce a series of numbers that appears random, but if given the 
same starting number or seed will produce the same sequence. The sequence will also periodically 
repeat. Such sequences are known as pseudo-random. An example of a pseudo random number 
generating algorithm is the linear congruential method:
jci|+i = (axn + b) mod m (7.1)
By selecting good values for the integers a, b and m, a pseudo random series is generated that repeats 
only after a very long sequence of numbers. The length of this sequence is known as its period. The 
actual sequence is determined by the seed value fo). The NAG routines used in the genetic algorithm 
programs are based on variations of this method. It is possible to provide a seed number for the NAG 
routine, or to allow it to take a seed from the system clock, which in effect makes the sequence non- 
repeatable. Knuth [62] provides a detailed discussion of random numbers and methods for producing 
and analysing them. A study of pseudo-random sequences produced by the NAG routines failed to 
reveal any sign of even very long series of numbers repeating.
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7.2.5 Evaluating the objective function
At various stages during the program, the objective function values of the subpopulation members are 
evaluated. The binary strings representing the parameter sets are converted to decimal values using the 
procedure described at the beginning of section 6.2.2 and in particular, equation 6.1.
Having converted the binary string of an individual into a decimal parameter, the objective function is 
calculated by calling the subroutine OBFN(x/>/». The variable x  is an array containing the decimal 
parameter values of an individual. On returning from the subroutine, the variable o f  will contain a value 
for the objective function and n specifies the number of parameters. The number of parameters is 
specified for the case where a function with a variable number of parameters is to be optimized (e.g. 
equation 5.2). The code for the subroutine OBFN can be kept separately from the main PGA program. 
This means that it is not necessary to recompile the source code of the GA if just the objective function 
is changed.
7.2.6 Main program loop
Having declared and assigned values to variables, created the initial generation and evaluated the 
objective function values of individuals in the generation, the main program loop is entered. This loop 
carries out the procedures described in the following sections and is repeated once for each generation.
7.2.7 Migration
As described in section 6.4, migration is a genetic operator used in PGAs only. It involves sending a 
certain number of the best members of one subpopulation to replace the corresponding number of the 
least fit individuals in another subpopulation. Migration occurs at preset generation intervals and at each 
interval, the information is swapped between different subpopulations. A migration scheme similar to 
that suggested by Starkweather et al. [59] was used. This scheme allows each subpopulation to exchange 
data with each other subpopulation once during the course of the optimization run. For example, at the 
first migration interval, subpop#l (subpopulation number 1) receives data from subpop#2, subpop#2 
receives data from subpop#3 etc. At the second migration interval, subpop# 1 receives data from 
subpop#3, subpop#2 receives data from subpop#4 etc. At the final migration interval, subpop#l receives 
data from the final subpopulation, subpop#2 receives data from subpop#! etc. If the algorithm has S
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subpopulations and is to run for G generations, the migration interval is (G/(S-1)) generations. It is only 
possible to migrate at integer generation intervals, requiring the interval value to be rounded up or down 
as appropriate. Due to the rounding of the migration interval, it is possible that a subpopulation will 
communicate with all but one of the other subpopulations, or communicates with one subpopulation 
twice. The number of individuals swapped during migration and the migration interval are determined 
by the user defined input file.
7.2.8 Choosing the next generation
This procedure selects the parents of the next generation, pairs them and using the parent pairs, creates 
new individuals using crossover and mutation. It must be emphasized that each subpopulation is treated 
separately during the entire selection procedure. GAs have been developed with function maximization 
in mind, in this case however, the aim is function minimization. Minimizing a function is identical to 
maximizing the same function multiplied by -1. Therefore, the first step is to modify all objective 
function values by multiplying them by -1. When selecting the parents of the next generation, the fitness 
of each individual relative to other members of the subpopulation has to be known (equation 6.4). 
Things can become awkward if some of the modified objective function values are negative and some 
are positive. To overcome this, the lowest modified objective function value in a subpopulation is found 
and subtracted from all other objective function values. This ensures that the minimum modified 
objective function value in a subpopulation is always zero.
Before selecting parents, the modified objective function values have to be scaled in order to prevent 
highly fit individuals being over selected. The scaling method used is linear scaling as suggested by 
Goldberg [45]. This introduces a linear relationship between the actual objective function value and the 
corresponding scaled value (of5) using the following equation:
ofs = a o f + b
The constants a and b are selected so that the average fitness of the individuals in the subpopulation 
is not altered by the scaling process. In addition, a constant C is selected so that the maximum scaled 
objective function value is C times the average unsealed value of the subpopulation (typically, C = 2):
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Figure 7.1 shows this process diagrammatically. As the GA progresses and the objective function values 
become similar, it is possible that the minimum objective function value (<ofs produced by the scaling 
process is negative (figure 7.2), which as mentioned earlier, causes problems when ranking each 
individual for selection as a parent. If this occurs, the condition dictated by equation 7.3 is dropped and 
the following condition introduced:
o f l iz  =  0  ( 7 -4 )
To carry out objective function scaling, the best the average (<?/**) and the worst modified 
objective function values need to be known. Equations for the values of the multipliers a and b are 
derived using equations 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. Taking the specific cases of of = o f ^  which when scaled 
produces of8^  and substituting equation 7.3 in 7.2 yields:
c  of„  = a o f^  + b <7S)
Also, taking the case of o f = o f^  and utilizing the definition ofm -  o fs„, equation 7.2 becomes:
ofav = Qf„ = a ofm + b (7*6)
Rearranging equation 7.6 produces:
b  =  °fa v (l  ~ a )  <7 *7 )
Substituting equation 7.7 into 7.5 and rearranging produces an expression for a:
a  = ° ^ C ~ (7.8)
-  ° f J
Substituting equation 7.8 into 7.7 produces an expression for b:
b ,  o f jo fm  -  C o f j  (79)
( ° f m  -  ° f J
The possibility of the minimum scaled function value being less than zero must be tested for,
o&in = a of^  + b >  0 (7-10>
Substituting the expressions for a and b into equation 7.2:
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o f J C  -  1 )0 /^  + o f j p f ^  -  C o /J  o (7 U )
( o fu n  -  O f J  ( O f ^  -  o f j
ofm -  0 is a trivial solution. After rearranging, the necessary condition for o f^ n being positive is:
o f  >  ( C  °fg y  ~  °fm  J  (7.12)
Jnm (C -  1)
If of^n is less than or equal to zero, the condition = Cofm is dropped and of5^  = 0 introduced. 
The equations for the multipliers a and b are now derived in the following manner
q/Sin = a °/min + h, °fLn = 0 (by definition) 
b = -a  o f ^
o fa v  = « °/ov + b, o fiv  = °fav (by definition) 
• • %  = a  °fa v  + b
Substituting the value of b from equation 7.13 into 7.14 produces:
a  °I” -----
(«/„ - of.J




b = °/gv (?
Knowing values for a and b, the modified objective function values can be scaled using equation 7.2. 
The fact that linear scaling ensures that the maximum scaled objective function value is C times the 
average value, has the added advantage of accentuating the difference between the objective function 
values of a subpopulation when they are similar, as occurs after the completion of a significant number 
of generations. At this stage, increasing the probability of fitter individuals being selected is beneficial.
Having scaled the objective functions of the individuals in a subpopulation, the parents of the next 







Having calculated a rank for each subpopulation member, the rank is multiplied by the number of 
members, N, in the subpopulation. This calculates a selection weighting for the individual. The integer 
value of the selection weighting specifies the number of times the individual will definitely be included 
in the parent pool for the next generation. Once this has been carried out for each individual, there will 
not be enough parents in the parent pool (due to taking only the integer part of the result). The 
remaining places are allocated by, starting with the first subpopulation member, generating a uniformly 
distributed random number between 0 and 1 (using the NAG routine G05DAF). If this value is less than 
the fractional part of the individuals selection weighting, it is included in the parent pool. This is 
repeated with subsequent individuals until the parent pool contains the correct number of individuals. 
By guaranteeing selection to an individual with a rank greater than 1, the parent selection strategy 
employs a form of elitism.
Once the appropriate number of parents have been chosen, the individuals selected are randomly paired. 
Each pair produces two child binary strings using first crossover and then mutation. Crossover is 
performed with a probability Pc, which can be different for each subpopulation. To decide whether 
crossover is to occur, a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 is generated by the NAG 
routine G05DAF. If this is less than Pc> crossover is performed. The site at which the binary strings of 
the parents crossover is decided using the NAG uniformly distributed random number generating routine 
G05DYF. If crossover is not selected, each child will be identical to one of the parents. When all the 
child binary strings have been created, mutation is carried out. For each bit of the binary strings of the 
newly created subpopulation members, the NAG routine G05DAF generates a random number between 
0 and 1. If this random number is less than the mutation probability, Pm, for the particular 
subpopulation, the value for the bit is flipped (ie 1 becomes 0 and vice versa). Once mutation has 
finished, the new subpopulation is complete. The processes of objective function modification and 
scaling, parent selection and pairing and child production by crossover and mutation are repeated for 
each subpopulation. Once the child individuals of all subpopulations have been produced, the subroutine 
returns to the main routine where the objective function values for the new generation are computed.
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7.2.9 Direct search methods
The PGA was written in such a way that either the Hooke Jeeves or Box direct search methods could 
be used to fine tune the results. The possibility of using both direct search algorithms was included in 
the PGA because it was not known which would be most appropriate for the fine tuning task.
The first option available to the user is, on completion of the final generation, to carry out a number 
of Hooke Jeeves searches using the fittest individual in each subpopulation as a starting point The 
version of the Hooke Jeeves method used is that documented in section 3.7. The minimum step size 
(minstepD for each parameter is defined by the user in the PGA input data file (section 7.2.1). The 
initial step size for each parameter is calculated by:
stepi = 64 minstepi (7.18)
If a stage of the Hooke Jeeves search fails to locate an improved point, the step sizes are reduced by 
a factor of four.
The step size setting procedure was developed using the assumption that the parameter set located by 
the PGA is very close to the global minimum. A consequence of this is that the region of the objective 
function in which the Hooke Jeeves algorithm is searching can be considered to be convex. Assuming 
that the objective function region is convex, when a set of step sizes fails to improve the objective 
function value, it means that the search is very close to the location of the minimum, but overshooting 
i t  At this point, small step sizes enable the location of the minimum to be rapidly found. For this 
reason, the parameter step sizes are quickly reduced by using a reduction factor of four instead of two 
as recommended by Hooke and Jeeves.
As a second option to the user, the PGA was programmed to enable a number of Box searches to be 
performed at predetermined generation intervals. Each search uses the parameter set of the fittest 
individual in a subpopulation as the basis for calculating values of the other parameter sets in the 
simplex. The randomly generated parameter sets of the simplex members (x„) are based on the 




In the above equation, n is the number of parameters in a parameter set and u, and /, represent the upper 
and lower boundaries of each parameter xx. This ensures that the search is in the region of the minimum. 
Once a Box search is complete, the fittest parameter set in the simplex is coded into a binary string,
originated (the objective function value is also updated). It is possible to repeat this procedure for the 
fittest individual in each subpopulation, or to carry it out on a lesser number of fitter subpopulations.
is specified in the input file.
7.2.10 Saving data
If required, the binary strings, decimal parameter sets and objective function values of the subpopulation 
members along with relevant data such as number of subpopulations, subpopulation size, and binary 
string lengths are saved in a data file after every generation. This data file is overwritten when the next 
generation is saved. The data file can be used to restart the program if a system crash occurs, or if the 
results when the program terminates are not satisfactory. This facility is particularly useful if objective 
function evaluation takes a long time.
7.2.11 Storing the best individuals
Some reproduction schemes allow a number of the fittest individuals in a population to progress 
unaltered into the next generation. The scheme used in this PGA ensures that some of the fitter 
individuals are selected as parents, but does not prevent crossover and mutation subsequently altering 
the binary data. It is therefore possible that a highly fit individual can be lost during reproduction. In 
order to keep a record of these fit individuals, a subroutine compiles an array for each subpopulation 
containing a the fittest individuals so far located. This array is updated after the completion of every 
generation.
which replaces the least fit individual in the subpopulation from which the starting parameter set
The number of individuals on which the search is carried out and the search interval (in generations)
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7.2.12 Terminating the program
The program terminates when the algorithm has processed a preset number of generations. The arrays 
storing the fittest individuals produced by each subpopulation during the course of the program are then 
searched and a table of the top ten individuals along with the total number of objective function 
evaluations is output Presenting a list of the top solutions is useful, because it shows the location of 
local minima in multi-modal functions and shows different combinations of parameters in multiobjective 
optimization problems.
73  INITIAL TESTING OF THE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The first step after having developed and validated the PGA documented in the previous section, was 
to define values for the PGA controlling parameters and to study the performance of certain aspects of 
the algorithm, in particular, the migration process and the use of direct search procedures. The results 
of these investigations are documented in this section.
7.3.1 Choice of controlling parameter settings for the parallel genetic algorithm 
A fact that emerges when studying literature reporting on research into GAs is that their performance 
is relatively insensitive to the values assigned to the controlling parameters listed in section 7.2.1. This 
robustness, which was confirmed when developing and testing the GA documented in this and 
subsequent chapters, is a property that is considered as being a major advantage of GAs. It does 
however cause problems for researchers investigating the optimal values for controlling parameters 
because significantly different controlling parameter sets often produce near identical results. The results 
of an extensive investigation by Greffenstette [51] are generally accepted as being adequate for single 
population GAs, although Goldberg [45] recommends using significantly different values. No definitive 
data existed for the optimal controlling parameter values of a PGA, primarily because no standard PGA 
exists. Defining a set of general controlling parameters that work well for a many different problems 
is extremely difficult because the parameters interact and their effectiveness is problem dependent Time 
did not permit a full investigation at this stage. The values defined in the following section are based 
on values used by other researchers and a limited series of tests on mathematical functions. Whilst the 
controlling parameters were found to operate acceptably, it must be remembered that they are not 




In addition to the version of the PGA running in serial on SUN workstations, a version to run in parallel 
on a Meiko transputer surface was also developed concurrently. The Meiko version of the algorithm 
was designed to run a subpopulation on each available transputer. Hardware restrictions limited the 
number of subpopulations to 12. To enable direct comparisons between the serial and parallel versions 
of the PGA, the number of subpopulations of the serial algorithm, which has no upper limit, was also 
set to 12.
Population size
As the mathematical analysis of GAs shows, they operate by efficiently sampling as many schema as 
possible. Therefore, increasing the number of binary strings in a population will increase the number 
of schema that are sampled. The diverse binary data of a large population will also prevent premature 
convergence. Goldberg [63] related population size to binary string length using the equation:
pop = 1.65 2021Ungtk (7-2°)
This equation produces realistic results for relatively short binary strings, but becomes unrealistic if the 
string length exceeds 50 bits. The actual choice of population size is usually determined by the length 
of time that the user is prepared to wait for the algorithm to complete the required number of 
generations. For single population GAs, Greffenstette recommends using 80 and Goldberg recommends 
30 individuals per population. When setting the subpopulation size of a PGA, it is important to ensure 
that each subpopulation contains sufficient individuals to maintain diversity. Periodic migration assists 
this by introducing fresh individuals from other subpopulations. A series of tests indicated that between 
30 and 50 individuals per subpopulation provided acceptable results. Using larger subpopulation sizes 
did not appear to improve the performance of the algorithm, whilst using very small subpopulations 
tended to cause the location of local minima.
Number of generations
As a GA completes generations, the number of schema will tend to reduce as fit sequences proliferate. 
Eventually, the individuals in a generation will be similar, although the random nature of mutation 
makes it is virtually impossible for all individuals to converge to a single binary structure. Usually, the 
PGA is run for enough generations to ensure that there is a fair similarity amongst the individuals in
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a subpopulation. The introduction of direct search techniques after completion of the final generation 
reduces the number of generations necessary because it removes the need for the PGA to precisely 
locate the position of the minimum. The number of generations it takes the PGA to reach a sufficiently 
converged state depends on the properties of the problem being optimized. If the problem is multi­
modal, many fit, but sub optimal, schema will exist In such cases, it requires a considerable number 
of generations for the schema of the genuine minimum to become sufficiently dominant If the problem 
is uni-modal, fit schema will rapidly dominate, therefore requiring only a few generations to dominate.
Mutation and crossover
If used effectively, mutation and crossover will ensure that the objective function values of the fitter 
individuals in a subpopulation will improve after every generation. The probabilities assigned to these 
genetic operators determine the number of schema to be processed. A high crossover and mutation 
probability will cause child individuals to differ significantly from their parents and therefore ensure 
that many schema are processed during the course of the algorithm. The disadvantage is that it is 
possible that fit schema are destroyed at a faster rate than they are created, causing the algorithm to 
behave in a manner similar to a random search. Defining low crossover and mutation probabilities 
results in a significant proportion of the fitter individuals of the previous generation progressing 
unchanged into the next generation. Because fit schema have a much greater chance of surviving 
between generations, they will be subject to more variations and consequently a greater chance of 
improvement than schema in a disruptive subpopulation. This has the advantage that the average 
objective function value of the subpopulation is unlikely to get worse, but the disadvantage that only 
a limited number of schema will be processed. There is therefore, an increased chance of locating local 
minima. For single population GAs, the crossover and mutation probabilities must be selected to ensure 
that a large number of schema are sampled without the fitter schema being too rapidly destroyed. The 
values used for crossover and mutation are dependent on the population size. Higher probabilities tend 
to be used with smaller populations in order to ensure that a sufficient number of schema are processed. 
Grefenstette recommends a crossover probability of 0.45 and a mutation probability of 0.001 for a 
population of 80 individuals, whilst Goldberg [45] suggests using 0.6 for crossover and 0.0333 for 
mutation in conjunction with a population of 30 individuals. In their survey of several types of parallel 
algorithm, Macfarlane and East use a crossover rate of 0.7 and a mutation rate of 0.005 on varying sizes
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of subpopulation, as does Tanese [64].
Because each subpopulation of the PGA operates as an independent GA, it was decided to assign 
different crossover and mutation probabilities for each subpopulation. Some were given low probabilities 
of crossover and mutation and others were assigned high probabilities. Using this idea, which has not 
been tested by other researchers, it was hoped to gain the advantages associated with both high and low 
crossover probabilities. The subpopulations operating with high probabilities will ensure that a large 
number of schema are processed. The process of migration will enable the fittest individuals located 
by the disruptive subpopulations to be passed on to subpopuladons with lower crossover and mutation 
probabilities, where they will have a greater chance of surviving and improving. To test the 
effectiveness of using different crossover and mutation probabilities, the PGA was used to optimize the 
mathematical test functions whilst using the mutation and crossover probabilities shown in table 7.1 and 
the conservative values shown in table 7.2. Although each function was optimized at least 20 times 
using each set of probabilities, the results were inconclusive because near identical results were 
produced using both sets of probabilities. To reach any definite conclusions, a lengthy series of tests 
would be necessary. It was decided to use the mutation and crossover probabilities shown in table 7.1 
for future tests as it was felt that they would enable more schema to be sampled, therefore making the 
PGA more effective at optimizing multi-modal functions.
Migration
Researchers into PGAs have measured the optimal migration interval using several different methods. 
Muhlenbein et al. [58] recommend migrating at generation intervals equal to half the subpopulation size 
and Starkweather et al. [59] recommend that migration should occur after the PGA has performed a 
number of objective function evaluations equal to five times the subpopulation size. The most 
comprehensive study was carried out by Tanese [64] who studied migration in general and more 
specifically, the effect of the migration interval (measured in generations) and the number individuals 
selected for migration. Tanese concluded that both migrating relatively frequently and sending a small 
percentage of the subpopulation and migrating infrequently and sending a large number of individuals 
worked equally well. The results of Tanese and Starkweather et al. both report that migrating too often 
impairs the performance of a PGA. This is because frequent communication between subpopulations
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will cause the PGA to behave as a single population GA, removing the population diversity that is the 
main advantage of a PGA. Infrequent migration will mean that the subpopulations are effectively 
isolated. Consequently, the lack of fresh individuals from other subpopulations will cause rapid 
convergence to inferior minima.
Because a major aim of the PGA was that it should require a minimal number of objective function 
evaluations, it was decided to migrate frequently. The method devised, which involves each 
subpopulation communicating once with every other subpopuladon during the course of the run, is 
described in more detail in section 7.2.7. As a general rule, the minimum migration interval was 
restricted to 3 generations, which implies that the PGA must run for a minimum of 40 generations. In 
some cases where the PGA was set to run for fewer than 40 generations, the migration interval was set 
to 3. The number of individuals sent for migration was generally set to ten percent of the subpopulation 
size, which was in general agreement with the work of Starkweather et al. and Tanese.
7.3.2 The effect of direct search techniques
The purpose of the direct search routines is to fine tune the results of the PGA, a task which is time 
consuming for the PGA to perform itself. Table 7.3 shows the output from the PGA after optimizing 
the Schwefel function over 40 generations without the aid of direct search. The results show that the 
top individuals of the PGA are in the region of the minimum (o/=-4189.83 at *=420.97, i=l,...,10), but 
not precisely at i t  Table 7.4 shows that the results of the PGA have improved after it has completed 
80 generations, although it has still not precisely located the minimum. Table 7.5 shows the results of 
using the PGA to optimize the Schwefel function for 30 generations and then performing a Hooke 
Jeeves direct search on the top parameter set in each generation. As can be seen, the top individuals 
located by the PGA with direct search all lie precisely at the minimum. The PGA with direct search 
required approximately the same number of objective function evaluation that 40 generations of the 
PGA without direct search required. Tables 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 show similar results obtained when using 
the PGA to optimize the ShekellO function (o/=-10.5363 at x=4.00, z=l,...,4). These results show that 
the use of a direct search method after completion of the final generation does considerably reduce the 
number of objective function evaluations necessary to precisely locate the global minimum.
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When the direct search routine was originally implemented, only one search using the overall fittest 
individual was carried out It was found that in some multi-modal cases, using the fittest individual as 
the start of the direct search did not always lead to the global minimum. By performing searches using 
the fittest individual in each subpopulation, the chances of locating the global minimum are increased. 
This is illustrated by Table 7.9, which shows results of optimizing the ShekellO function using Hooke 
Jeeves on the fittest parameter set in each subpopulation. It can be seen that 3 of the subpopulations 
have located the global minimum (0^-10.5363 at **=4.00, i=l,...,4), whilst the others have located local 
minima. The objective function values of the subpopulations that found the global minimum need not 
necessarily have been the lowest before the direct searches woe performed. The results shown in 
table 7.9 were achieved by deliberately running the PGA for insufficient generations. If the PGA had 
run for a greater number of generations, the fit individuals would have been propagated by migration 
and practically all subpopulations would have located the global minimum. In such cases, it can be 
argued that performing several direct searches causes unnecessary objective function evaluations, 
although if objective function evaluation is rapid, it is probably worth the extra computational effort, 
particularly if the objective function is multi-modal.
In addition to automatically performing several Hooke Jeeves searches after the completion of the final 
generation, the facility to carry out Box searches at preset generation intervals was added to the PGA 
(see section 7.2.9). The idea behind this was that introducing fit individuals located by the direct search 
back into a subpopulation would add fit schema and therefore aid the development of the subpopulation. 
When tested, it was found that results achieved using intermediate Box searches were no improvement 
on results achieved without using it. A closer investigation into the effect of using Box showed that 
objective function value scaling, which ensures that the maximum objective function value is no more 
than twice the average objective function value, was limiting the difference in objective function value 
between the individual located by Box and the other individuals in the subpopulation. This observation 
highlighted the possibility of ’super individual’ formation, a fact overlooked when the decision to 
include the Box option was made. Using Box during the early stages of the PGA will introduce 
individuals that are significantly fitter than other individuals in the subpopulation, which can lead to the 




7.4 USING THE PGA TO OPTIMIZE MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS 
The PGA was used to minimize the mathematical test functions documented in section 5.2. The PGA 
controlling parameter data that was used is shown in table 7.10 and the crossover and mutation 
probabilities are shown in table 7.1. In all cases, a Hooke Jeeves direct search was used to fine tune 
the best parameter set in each subpopulation after completion of the final generation. The intermediate 
Box search was not used. The results of running these tests cm a SUN SPARC 1 4/60 workstation are 
shown in table 7.11, which also includes data about the length of binary string that represented each 
parameter of the function being optimized and the resulting minimum amount by which each parameter 
could be incremented. This value was used as the minimum Hooke Jeeves step size. It should be 
emphasized that the binary string length documented refers to one parameter of a parameter set Taking 
the Schwefel function as an example, each of the ten parameters being optimized was represented by 
17 bits. The length of binary string representing each parameter set was therefore 170 bits.
7.4.1 Discussion of results
The fact that the PGA found the minimum of the three De Jong functions was not surprising, because 
it used the Hooke Jeeves method, which on its own can locate the minimum of these functions, to fine 
tune the results. To use a GA to optimize uni-modal functions such as the De Jong functions is overkill, 
GAs are intended for use when traditional optimization techniques become unreliable. A positive aspect 
to come from optimizing the De Jong F2 function, which has two identical minima (at [1,1] and [1,-1]), 
was that as table 7.12 shows, the PGA always included both minima in the list of the top individuals 
found. The ability of the PGA to consistently find the global minimum of the 10 parameter, multi­
modal, Schwefel function when Box and Hooke Jeeves completely failed to locate any good local 
minima demonstrates its power. The 31000 function evaluations necessary to find the minimum of the 
Schwefel function may seem excessive, but a search of all possible parameter combinations would 
require 1.5X1021 function evaluations to return an answer of the same accuracy.
These results indicate that the PGA can successfully find the global minimum of multi-modal functions 
and functions with properties which make them difficult for traditional techniques to optimize. 




7.4.2 Additional testing of the parallel genetic algorithm
To illustrate points raised earlier in this chapter, the following tests were carried out on the 
mathematical functions:
i) Use a single population GA with the same number of members as were in all the PGA 
subpopulations.
ii) Run a single population GA with a small population size.
iii) Run the PGA with no migration between the subpopulations.
iv) Run the PGA using migration after every generation.
The De Jong functions were omitted from the tests because the Hooke Jeeves method, which the PGA 
uses for fine tuning the results, can consistently locate their minima. Consequently alterations to the 
PGA have no effect on the final results. In the two tests that involve using a single population, the 
algorithm was run for sufficient generations to ensure that the objective function was evaluated 
approximately the same number of times as when the standard PGA optimized the functions (see 
table 7.11). The crossover and mutation probabilities for the single population algorithm were set to 0.5 
and 0.005 respectively.
Table 7.13 shows the results of running the PGA with the number of subpopulations set to one. The 
number of individuals in the population was set to 480 for the Shekel and Schwefel functions and 360 
for the Nash, Hartman and Rastrigin functions (12 times the subpopulation size used by the standard 
PGA). The performance of the algorithm is only marginally better than that of the Hooke Jeeves 
method.
The poor performance of the single population GA was due to the use of a large population over a 
limited number of generations. This means that fit schema do not have sufficient time to develop and 
prosper. A second series of tests was carried out using a population size of 80 as recommended by 
Greffenstette [51]. The number of generations for the PGA to complete was appropriately increased. 
The results documented in table 7.14 show that although the performance of this version of the single 
population GA is superior to the previously tested version, it is still inferior to that of the PGA.
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To investigate the effect of migration interval, the PGA was first tested using migration after every 
generation and then using no migration. Apart from the alterations to the migration settings, the 
controlling parameter data was as shown in table 7.10. The results in tables 7.15 and 7.16 confirm that 
migrating too frequently or infrequently degrades the performance of the PGA.
7.4.3 The use of multi-point crossover
The tests documented in the previous sections all used single point crossover. Work by De Jong [52] 
has indicated that when the binary string representing a parameter set is long, crossing over more than 
once ensures that more schema are processed and can therefore increase the probability of the PGA 
locating the global minimum. Using the same two parent strings quoted in section 6.2.5, 2 point 
crossover operates as follows:
parenq = 1 0 1 1  0 1 1 0 0  1 0 0 1 0 1  child! = 1 0 1 1  1 1 1 0 1  1 0 0 1 0 1
t  t  t  t
parent  = 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0 1  0 1 0 1 0 0  child2 = 1 0 0 0  0 1 1 0 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
T t  t  T
When a multi-point crossover scheme was initially programmed, it was found that it tended to disrupt 
the end of the binary string more than the beginning. This was because the first crossover point was 
randomly chosen at any point along the string. The second point was then selected from bit positions 
between the first crossover point and the end of the string. If a third crossover point was required, this 
would be selected from positions between the site of the second crossover point and the end of the 
string. To prevent this uneven disruption of the binary string, a method of dividing the string into a 
number of sections, corresponding to the number of crossover points required, and selecting a crossover 
site in each section was devised. For example, if a string is 20 bits long and 2 point crossover is 
required, it is divided into two 10 bit sections. The first crossover point is selected from bit positions 
1 to 10 and the second point from bit positions 11 to 20.
To investigate the effect of multi-point crossover, the PGA was set up to optimize the Schwefel 
function, where the binary string representing a parameter set is 170 bits long. The PGA was set to run 
for 20 generations with 20 individuals in a subpopulation, which was insufficient to guarantee single 
point crossover reliably locating the global minimum. The brief series of tests involved the PGA 
optimizing the Schwefel function 60 times using: 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 point crossover. The results shown
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in table 7.17 indicated that both 4 and 6 point crossover were more likely to locate the global minimum 
than 2 and 8 point crossover and significantly more likely to locate the global minimum than single 
point crossover. These tests indicated that 6 point crossover was slightly superior to 4 point crossover, 
although the results were too similar to be conclusive. Whilst it is certain that multi-point crossover is 
superior to single point crossover, it does appear that it is possible to crossover at too many points, 
although De Jong [52] does suggest that in some cases, using a large number of crossover points is 
beneficial. As a general rule however, using one crossover point for every 20 to 30 bits of the binary 
string was found to work well.
7.5 CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion of the investigation into GAs is that the parallel subpopulation version using 
migration and direct search fine tuning is by far the best optimization technique tested so far. A price 
to pay for this performance is that the PGA requires a significant number of objective function 
evaluations. For the application of the PGA to fluid power systems, where each objective function 
evaluation can take many seconds, this is a critical aspect. The results of optimizing fluid power circuits 
using the evolution strategy indicate that the serial version of the PGA would take in excess of 24 hours 
to optimize test circuit 3. The inherently parallel nature of the PGA led to an investigation into the 
possibility of saving a considerable amount of time by implementing it on a parallel transputer surface. 
The parallel implementation of the PGA and the results of using it to optimize several fluid power 
circuits are documented in the next chapter.
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Table 7.1 Mutation and crossover Table 7.2 Conservative mutation and
probabilities for PGA subpopulations crossover probabilities for PGA
subpopulations
**** End of Generation **** 40 
top 5 function values are, 
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values








































40. 11. -0.415761E+04 












Table 73  Results after 40 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Schwefel function without using direct search
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**** End of Generation **** 80



















































No. of function evaluations 38880
Table 7.4 Results after 80 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Schwefel function without using direct search
**** End of Generation **** 30 





















































No. of function evaluations 21934
Table 7.5 Results after 30 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Schwefel function using direct search
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**** End of Generation **** 40
top 5 function values are,
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values
40. 8. -0.104692E+02 3.98550 4.02150 4.00050 4.00200
40. 7. -0.102813E+02 3.99750 3.98100 4.04400 4.01550
40. 7. -0.102622E+02 3.99750 4.02600 4.04400 3.98550
40. 6. -0.102534E+02 3.99750 4.02750 4.04400 4.01400
40. 3. -0.102422E+02 4.01550 4.01550 4.04400 4.02450
No. of function evaluations 19680 
PROGRAM ENDED
Table 7.6 Results after 40 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Shekel 10 function without using direct search
**** End of Generation **** 80 
top 5 function values are,
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values
80. 4. -0.105258E+02 3.99300 4.00650 3.99750 4.00200
80. 4. -0.105258E+02 3.99300 4.00650 3.99750 4.00200
80. 7. -0.105224E+02 3.99900 4.00350 4.01100 3.99900
80. 4. -0.105208E+02 4.00350 4.01250 4.00050 4.00200
80. 4. -0.105143E+02 4.00500 3.99450 3.98700 4.00200
No. of function evaluations 38880 
PROGRAM ENDED
Table 7.7 Results after 80 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Shekel 10 function without using direct search
**** End of Generation **** 30
top 5 function values are,
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values
30. 1. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
30. 2. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
30. 3. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
30. 4. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
30. 5. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
No. of function evaluations 16363
PROGRAM ENDED
Table 7.8 Results after 30 generations of using the PGA to optimize the 
Shekel 10 function using direct search
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**** £nd of Generation **** 30
top 10 function values are,
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values
20 1. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
20. 3. -0.105363E+02 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
20. 4. -0.105363E402 4.00050 4.00050 3.99900 3.99900
20. 9. -0.517565E+01 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950
20. 2. -0.517565E+01 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950
20. 12. -0.517565E+01 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950 7.99950
20. 8. -0.512848E+01 1.00050 1.00050 1.00050 1.00050
20. 11. -0.512848E+01 1.00050 1.00050 1.00050 1.00050
20. 3. -0.385798E+01 4.14750 3.58800 4.06350 3.94650
20. 5. -0.383542E+01 4.99500 4.99350 3.00750 3.00600
No. of function evaluations 9138 
PROGRAM ENDED
Table 7.9 Results of using the PGA to optimize the Shekel 10 function using direct search. 








No. of subpopulations 12 12
No. of individuals in a subpopulation 40 30
No. of generations to complete 30 (Shek) 
40 (Schw)
20
Migration interval 4 3
No. to send when migrating 4 3








of obj. fit 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
De Jong FI 20/20 28.1 9575 0.000156 16
De Jong F2 20/20 17.9 9095 0.000125 15
De Jong F3 20/20 28.9 8218 0.010010 10
Nash 20/20 19.9 9214 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 20/20 54.1 39383 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 20/20 17.3 8195 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 20/20 64.0 16409 0.001221 13
Schwefel 30130 258.4 31296 0.007630 17
Table 7.11 Results of optimizing mathematical test
functions using the Parallel Genetic Algorithm
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**** End of Generation **** 20 
top 10 function values are,
gen subpop obj. fn. Parameter values
20. 4. 0.236006E-08 0.99995 0.99995
20. 11. 0.930106E-07 0.99970 -0.99969
20. 3. 0.827174E-06 0.99909 0.99909
20. 8. 0.471537E-05 0.99783 0.99783
20. 5. 0.483311E-05 1.00220 -1.00220
20. 9. 0.94754IE-05 1.00308 1.00308
20. 1. 0.11206IE-04 1.00335 1.00335
20. 6. 0.258887E-04 1.00509 -1.00509
20. 2. 0.942958E-04 1.00971 1.00971
20. 7. 0.113724E-03 0.98934 0.98934
No. of function evaluations 10859 
PROGRAM ENDED
Table 7.12 Results of using the PGA to optimize the De Jong F2 function. 








of obj. fn 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
Nash 17/20 25.2 11676 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 15/20 15.7 11326 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 12/20 20.8 9491 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 6/20 94.4 24544 0.001221 13
Schwefel 0/20 251.0 30388 0.007630 17
Data: Pe= 0.5, PM= 0.005. For Shekel and Schwefel, population size = 480, otherwise 360.
Table 7.13 Results of optimizing mathematical test functions using 
a single population Genetic Algorithm
Function
Name





of obj. fh 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
Nash 15/20 24.9 9427 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 9/20 73.9 12568 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 17/20 19.2 8525 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 8/20 61.0 14716 0.001221 13
Schwefel 15/20 377.0 31742 0.007630 17
Table 7.14 Results of optimizing mathematical test functions using a single 










of obj. fh 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
Nash 20/20 16.8 8121 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 14/20 87.5 14828 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 20/20 16.6 7913 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 17/20 63.0 16198 0.001221 13
Schwefel 20/20 230.2 26879 0.007630 17
Table 7.15 Results of optimizing mathematical test functions using 








of obj. fh 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
Nash 20/20 20.2 9754 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 20/20 62.1 53356 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 20/20 17.4 8226 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 20/20 64.7 16620 0.001221 13
Schwefel 10/20 299.2 34772 0.007630 17
Table 7.16 Results of optimizing mathematical test functions using 
a Parallel Genetic Algorithm using no migration.
Number of points of crossover
1 2 4 6 8
Percentage of runs that 
locate global minimum
10 60 65 70 60
Table 7.17 Performance of PGA using multi-point crossover 
when optimizing the Schwefel function
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Figure 7.2 Linear function scaling when individuals of low fitness
are scaled to negative values
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CHAPTER 8
RUNNING AND TESTING THE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM 
ON A MULTI-PROCESSOR COMPUTER SYSTEM
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the parallel genetic algorithm (PGA) described in the previous chapter was programmed and 
tested as a serial program, it was designed so that it could function in an almost identical manner on 
a parallel computer. This chapter describes the modifications made to the PGA in order to enable it to 
run on a Meiko transputer surface. The results of using the PGA to optimize mathematical functions, 
fluid power test circuits and additional optimization problems are documented and discussed. In 
addition, methods of improving the execution times of Bath#? dynamic simulation code are investigated.
8.2 IMPLEMENTING THE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM ON A TRANSPUTER 
SURFACE
The parallel version of the PGA was developed to run on a Meiko transputer surface consisting of 40 
T800 transputers. Five of the transputers are for system use and of the remaining transputers, 23 have 
4MB of memory each and 12 have 8MB each. It is possible to program the Meiko using OPS (Occam 
Programming System), a parallel language, or to use standard Fortran or C and a library of 
communications subroutines called CS-Tools (Communicating Sequential Tools). This provides a library 
of communication primitives which, when included in a program written in a conventional language, 
allow it to communicate with programs running on other transputers. To run a parallel program, separate 
code is written for each transputer program and the names given to the code are included in a file 
known as a PAR file. The CS-TOOLS command ’mrun’ will simultaneously start all programs in the 
PAR file and set up any necessary links between transputers.
The conversion of the serial program to a parallel program involves running each subpopulation as a 
self contained genetic algorithm on a separate transputer. Figure 8.1 shows how a parallel algorithm 
using 3 subpopulations is distributed onto 4 transputers. As this figure shows, the only communication 
between the transputers is when individuals are migrating and after completion of the final generation. 
The initial aim was to have a transputer structure as shown in figure 8.2. This structure allows one
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transputer to control the action of all the subpopulations. Unfortunately it is not possible to use this 
structure on the Meiko due to the hardware limitation that each transputer can only have 4 bidirectional 
links to other transputers. To overcome this problem multiplexing transputers were introduced as shown 
in figure 8.3. This method is an inefficient manner in which to use transputers, but no other solution 
was immediately apparent Due to usage of the Meiko machine, it is not possible for one user to 
regularly use more than 17 transputers, so the PGA program was developed to run 12 subpopulations 
using 17 transputers in total (figure 8.3). To implement the PGA on the Meiko, a separate fortran 
program for each transputer is required. Fortunately, the coding for the 12 subpopulations and the 4 
multiplexing programs is almost identical. The three distinct programs necessary to run the algorithm 
are described in the following sections.
8.2.1 Main communications program (COMM MAIN)
This program controls the general operation of the PGA, in particular, the starting, migration and 
termination procedures. When run, it registers its presence and checks that the multiplexing transputers, 
with which it directly communicates, are present. If these are not present, the program is aborted. The 
input data file is read and output to the screen for the user to inspect. A flag is then sent to the 
multiplexing transputers to indicate that the algorithm is ready to start The program then waits for each 
of the multiplexing transputers to send it a flag indicating that an action is required. One flag indicates 
that the subpopulations are ready to migrate, the other that the subpopulations have completed the 
required number of generations. When migration is selected, the binary strings and objective function 
values of the top individuals from each subpopulation are sent via the multiplexing transputers. The 
subroutine MIGRATE then decides the destination subpopulations of the migrating individuals and 
sends the appropriate data to the relevant subpopulations via the multiplexing transputers. The migration 
destination is decided in the same manner as described in section 7.2.7. Once the migration process is 
complete, the program again waits for flags from the multiplexing transputers. If the flags from the 
multiplexers indicate that the subpopulations have completed the required number of generations and 
are terminating, the subroutine FINISH flags the multiplexers, which in turn flag the subpopulation 
transputers, to send the decimal parameter set and objective function values of the top two individuals 




This program acts as a communications link between COMM_MAIN and 3 subpopulations. It checks 
that the necessary subpopulation programs have successfully registered their presence and waits for a 
signal from COMM_MAIN before sending flags to the 3 subpopulations telling them to start The 
program then waits for all 3 of the subpopulations to send flags indicating that they are either ready to 
migrate or terminate. If migration is required, the necessary data is received from the subpopulations 
and passed on to COMM_MAIN. After a short delay, the new individuals for each subpopulation are 
received from COMM_MAIN and then passed back to the relevant subpopulation. If the subpopulations 
indicate that they are terminating, the multiplexing program receives the top two individuals from each 
subpopulation and passes it on to COMM_MAIN. There are four versions of this program, COMM1, 
COMM2, COMM3 and COMM4. They differ only in their names and transputer addresses of the 
subpopulations with which they communicate.
8.2.3 Genetic algorithm subpopulation program
As study of figure 8.1 shows, this program functions in an almost identical manner to the serial version 
of the PGA program documented in section 7.2. The main difference is the addition of communications 
subroutines to allow data to be sent to and received from the controlling transputer via a multiplexer.
When starting, the initialisation routine of the program first registers the program name and receives 
a transputer identification number. The program then checks for the presence of the appropriate 
multiplexing routine and waits for a flag from it before proceeding. The input file is then read. All 
subpopulation programs read the same file and select the appropriate data from it. The subpopulation 
then functions as an individual genetic algorithm. The differences between the subpopulation program 
and the serial version of the parallel genetic algorithm are documented in the following sections.
Twelve almost identical versions of the subpopulation program had to be written. The only differences 
between the programs were: the identifying name that each subpopulation registers on the transputer 
network, the transputer network name of the multiplexing transputer with which the particular 
subpopulation communicates (subpopulations 1 to 3 communicate with COMM1, subpopulations 4 to 




Generating random numbers proved to be an unexpected problem. The NAG routines generating the 
random number sequences use the system clock to generate a seed number. Because the subpopulations 
start almost simultaneously, it was found that the random number generators in subpopulations that 
started at the same time were starting with the same seed and consequently, each subroutine was 
producing the same pseudo random sequence of numbers. This meant that several of the twelve 
subpopulations were producing identical results. To overcome this problem, it is necessary to generate 
a different random starting seed for each subpopulation. Hus is done by allocating a unique number to 
each subpopulation. Each subpopulation then generates a random number using the system clock as the 
seed and divides this by the unique number. This number is then used as the seed for the random 
number generators of the particular subpopulation.
Migration
The subpopulation program selects the individuals to be sent for migration, waits for a signal from the 
multiplexing routine and sends them. It then waits to receive the new individuals sent to it by the 
COMM_MAIN program via the appropriate multiplexing transputer.
Direct search methods
Each subpopulation performs a Hooke Jeeves search on its best individual after completion of the final 
generation. In the serial version of the PGA, performing a Hooke Jeeves search on the best individual 
in each subpopulation can be unnecessary and time consuming. When running in parallel, performing 
a Hooke Jeeves search on the best individual in each subpopulation takes no longer than performing 
a single search on the overall best individual.
Saving data





After the preset number of generations have been completed, each subpopulation compiles a list of its 
top members and writes these to a unique file for inspection by the user. The top two individuals along 
with the number of objective function evaluations carried out are sent via the multiplexing transputer 
to the COMM_MAIN routine, which outputs the total number of function evaluations performed and 
a sorted table of top individuals.
83  COMMUNICATING BETWEEN TRANSPUTERS
Developing a parallel program, even with the aid of the CS-Tools software, is certainly not a user- 
friendly process. Debugging tools do not exist and the communications subroutines operate at a very 
simplistic and inflexible level and are unhelpful if things go wrong. To ensure that the transputers are 
all at the same stage and to prevent corruption of data, a system of assigning a unique flag value for 
each different communications processes was developed. For example, if a subpopulation wants to 
migrate, it sends an integer value of 1 to the multiplexing program. The multiplexing program waits 
until it has received a flag from each of the three connected subpopulations and compares them. If they 
differ, something is out of sequence, so the multiplexer aborts the entire PGA, outputting an appropriate 
error message. If the three flags are all equal to one, the multiplexer sends a flag of value 2 to the first 
subpopulation, which first checks that the flag that it has received is of the correct value and then 
returns the data about the individuals being sent for migration. Once the expected amount of data has 
been received from a subpopulation, the multiplexing routine flags the next subpopulation to send data. 
When data has been received from all three subpopulations, a similar sort of flagging procedure (using 
different flag values) operates between the multiplexer and the transputer running the COMM_MAIN 
program in order to transmit the migrating data to COMM_MAIN.
This form of communication between transputers is complex, but necessary to ensure that data 
transmitted, the amount of which has to be precisely defined, is not corrupted. During the development 
stages of the parallel programs, these checks often trapped errors and consequently helped debug the 
programs. Once the programs had been debugged, the continued presence of the checking routines 
helped give confidence that everything was functioning as intended.
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8.4 INITIAL TESTING OF THE PARALLEL VERSION OF THE PGA
8.4.1 Minimizing the mathematical test functions
When the Meiko version of the parallel algorithm had been validated, it was used to minimize the 
mathematical test functions described in section 5.2. The tests were carried out using the mutation and 
crossover probabilities shown in table 7.1 and the controlling parameters documented in table 7.10. 
Comparison of the results shown in table 8.1 with those produced using the serial version of the PGA 
(shown in table 7.11) confirms that both versions perform similarly. It is worth noting that although the 
results record that consecutive runs of the PGA always located the global minimum of the Shekel 10 and 
Schwefel functions, the random nature of the PGA means that it cannot be absolutely guaranteed to 
always locate the global minimum of a function. The most interesting aspect of these tests was that 
much less time was saved by running the algorithm in parallel than expected. In fact, the PGA took 
longer to minimize the Rastrigin and Nash function when running on Meiko than when running on a 
SUN SPARC 1 4/60 workstation. As the next section shows, the longer than expected run times were 
due to the extra time necessary to communicate between the transputers.
8.4.2 An investigation of the execution time improvements when running in parallel
A series of tests were carried out to investigate the time saving that could be expected from running 
on the Meiko machine. The first tests involved evaluating the six nested loops shown in table 8.2. Each 
loop was run on a sperate transputer using the configuration shown in figure 8.4. On a signal sent from 
the controlling transputer via the multiplexers, the 6 transputers performing the nested loops were 
started. On completion of the nested loop, the final result is sent back to the controlling transputer 
which, when it has them, outputs all 6 results. The average run time of this configuration was 273 
seconds (based on 10 consecutive runs). Running the 6 loops in serial on a single Meiko transputer took 
614 seconds. Ideally, the parallel version would have been 6 times faster, but in fact was 2.25 times 
faster than the serial version. A factor in this is that the parallel machine is only as fast as the transputer 
performing the slowest process. To estimate the maximum speed up, the loop shown in table 8.3 (/ = 
1000) was run 6 times consecutively in serial and then in parallel on 6 transputers. In this case, the 
parallel version was found to be 4.13 times faster. It was thought that the time saving would improve 
if the amount of processing carried out by a transputer increased, without increasing the amount of 
communication necessary. Increasing the value of / for the loop shown in table 8.3 to 5000 indicated
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that the parallel version was 4.22 times faster and further increasing / to 10000 indicated that the 
parallel version was 4.24 times faster. These tests show that even a small amount of communication 
between transputers has a noticeable effect on the time saving. They also show that increasing the 
amount of processing, whilst maintaining the same amount of inter-transputer communication, improves 
the efficiency of a parallel program relative to the same program running serially. This fact indicates 
that the time saved by running the PGA in parallel will be significandy greater when optimizing fluid 
power circuits, which require a considerable amount of processing to produce an objective function 
value, than when optimizing the mathematical test functions.
In the work documented above, the efficiency of a parallel program is calculated by comparing it with 
a serial program performing the same task on a single transputer. To estimate the time that would be 
saved by optimizing fluid power circuits in parallel on the Meiko instead of serially on a workstation, 
the difference in speed between a transputer and the microprocessor of a workstation must be taken into 
account. A series of tests showed that a SUN SPARC 1 4/60 processor is approximately 1.35 times 
faster than a Meiko T800 transputer, although it must also be noted that SUN workstations are generally 
multi-user, multi-tasking systems, which can rarely devote all the available processor power to a single 
job. Meiko transputers do not multi-task and therefore always devote all the available processor power 
to a single job.
It was clear that running 12 subpopulations in parallel on the Meiko would not be 12 times faster than 
running them in serial on a workstation, as had been initially hoped. It appears that a speed up factor 
in the region of 5 to 6 (Meiko compared with a workstation) would be realistic. The best way to find 
out the time saved by running in parallel is to carry out a series of tests with fluid power circuits. The 
results of these tests are documented in the next section.
8.5 USING THE PARALLEL VERSION OF THE PGA TO OPTIMIZE FLUID POWER 
CIRCUITS
8.5.1 Optimizing circuit 1
After a considerable amount of development work, the Meiko version of the PGA was used to optimize 
the fluid power test circuits described in section 3.2. The settings of the controlling parameters of the
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PGA used when optimizing circuit 1 are shown in table 8.4. The results of running the algorithm for 
30 generations using single point crossover are shown in table 8.5. The average objective function value 
of these results was 1.98X106, which is better than the value of 2.28x10s achieved using the Box 
algorithm (table 3.7). This improvement however, was not as good as had been hoped for. In order to 
enable the PGA to process more parameter sets, 3 point crossover was introduced. As table 8.6 shows, 
this alteration significantly improved the performance of the algorithm, reducing the average objective 
function value to 1.45x10s. The work in chapter 3 demonstrates that the Hooke Jeeves algorithm is not 
well suited to minimizing the valley like contours of the objective function of this test circuit. As an 
experiment, the Box method was used to fine tune the results after completion of the final generation. 
The results in table 8.7 show that this change further improved the performance of the PGA, reducing 
the average objective function value to 1.34x10s. The PGA took an average of approximately 90 
minutes to complete a run on 17 Meiko transputers. As a comparison, the serial version of the PGA was 
run under identical conditions to those used to produce the results shown in table 8.6. The program, run 
on SUN SPARC 1 4/60 workstations, required an average of 6.25 CPU hours to produce results which 
were in agreement with those produced on the Meiko. These results indicate that the Meiko was running
4.3 time faster than the workstation. It must be remembered that the times quoted for the workstation 
refer to the amount of time which the processor devoted to the job, in multi-tasking situations, this is 
almost always less than the time the job actually takes.
The work described in this section shows that the PGA performed better than all of the previously tested 
optimization algorithms. It still however, did not locate the global minimum, which was disappointing 
considering how well the PGA had performed when minimizing the mathematical test functions. The 
use of the Box method to fine tune the results instead of the Hooke Jeeves algorithm worked well in 
this example. In most cases however, to use the Box method would result in an unnecessary number 
of objective function evaluations, particularly if a large number of parameters are being optimized. It 
is probably better to use the Hooke Jeeves method as a matter of course and only use the Box method 
if the problem proves to be awkward. The comparison of the time taken to run the program in serial 
and parallel shows that the Meiko version saves a considerable amount of time.
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8.5.2 Optimizing circuit 2
The PGA, using the starting data shown in table 8.8, was used to optimize circuit 2. The results, which 
are shown in table 8.9, were very disappointing. The average objective function value of the optimal 
parameter sets is 0.9473, which is actually worse than the average value of 0.8796 produced by the Box 
algorithm (see table 3.8). An additional problem was that the PGA took an average of 26.5 hours to 
complete each run. A study of the results produced by the PGA showed that the algorithm was actually 
spending most of the time using the Hooke Jeeves method to fine tune the results. As it was set up, the 
PGA required 9360 objective function evaluations (i.e. individual simulation runs) to complete the 
specified number of generations. In the results displayed in table 8.9, the average number of objective 
function evaluations that each run of the PGA required was, 33137, which indicates that over two thirds 
of the function evaluations were carried out by the Hooke Jeeves algorithm. The Hooke Jeeves 
algorithm had been included in the PGA to improve the results by carrying out a few direct search 
steps, it was not intended that it would require more objective function evaluations than the main search 
procedure of the PGA. These results indicate that the number of generations that the PGA had been 
programmed to complete was insufficient. To increase the number of generations would have resulted 
in the PGA taking even longer to complete, which was considered to be an undesirable option. An 
alternative approach was to reduce the number of possible parameter combinations by altering the binary 
coding of the parameters. From table 8.8, it can be seen that each parameter was coded by a 15 bit 
binary string, which means that each parameter has 215-1 = 32767 possible values. Since there are 5 
parameters, there are 32767s = 3.7773X1022 possible parameter combinations. The manner in which the 
pump and motor displacements had been coded meant that they were being incremented in steps of 0.01 
cc/rev. This an unrealistic approach because manufacturers do not supply units in such small size 
increments (although it is possible to obtain variable displacement units). There is no point in specifying 
a pump size of, for example, 34.39 cc/rev if this cannot be obtained. Consequently, the coding of the 
pump and motor displacements was amended to alter the unit sizes in steps of 0.5 cc/rev. The increment 
of the nominal flow rates of the pressure compensated flow control valves, which in practice are set by 
a continuously variable dial, was not changed, although the upper boundary value was lowered. As a 
result of these changes, the pump and motor displacements were each coded by an 8 bit binary string 
and the pcfcv nominal flow rates were coded by 14 bit binary strings. This resulted in there being 
number of possible parameter combinations being reduced to 4.4505xl015. The PGA was run using the
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data shown in table 8.10, which apart from the alterations to the parameter boundaries and coding was 
unchanged from that shown in table 8.8. The results of optimizing circuit 2, which are shown in 
table 8.11, show that the performance of the PGA significantly improved. The average objective 
function value of the optimal parameter sets was 0.7350, which is considerably better than results 
produced by the Box algorithm. Additionally, the average run time of the algorithm was reduced to 7.17 
hours and the average number of objective function evaluations reduced to 11921. The main reason for 
the improvement in the run time of the PGA was the reduction in the number of objective function 
evaluations carried out after completion of the main genetic search section of the algorithm. This 
indicates that the genetic search section of the PGA was coming very close to locating a reasonably 
good locally optimal parameter set and consequently requiring a relatively low number of direct search 
steps to precisely locate the local minimum.
The results in this section illustrate that problems can occur if the number of possible parameter 
combinations is large. Careful setting of parameter boundaries and binary string lengths can significantly 
reduce the time taken to complete the algorithm and also improve the quality of the results. Despite the 
fact that the PGA produced very good, locally optimal parameter sets, each run of the algorithm 
produced a different parameter set, none of which were even remotely similar.
8.5.3 Optimizing circuit 3
To optimize circuit 3, the PGA was run on the Meiko using the data listed in table 8.12. As the first 
6 results shown in table 8.13 indicate, the PGA took between 24 and 28 hours to complete the 30 
generations specified. Although some of the parameter sets produced by the PGA are different, they all 
have virtually identical objective function values, which shows that they are all in the region of the 
absolute minimum. The last 2 sets of data shown in table 8.13 were produced by running the PGA for 
20 instead of 30 generations. It can be seen that this did not adversely effect the results, but did reduce 
the time taken to complete the PGA to approximately 14 hours. Studying the results shows that 3 of 
them are in fact the same, which is the first time that any of the optimization algorithms have returned 
identical results when working with fluid power circuits. The results produced by the PGA are better 
than those produced by either the Box or Hooke Jeeves algorithms, although the time taken to produce 
them is a definite drawback.
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8.6 REDUCING THE EXECUTION TIME OF FLUID POWER SIMULATION CODE
8.6.1 Introduction
As the previous section shows, the PGA produces reasonable results, but requires a significant number 
of objective function evaluations, and consequently time, to do so. For the mathematical functions, this 
is not a problem, as was demonstrated by the PGA being able to perform the 30,000 objective function 
evaluations necessary to consistently minimize the Schwefel function in an average of 150 seconds. For 
fluid power circuits however, each objective function evaluation requires a dynamic simulation to be 
run, which can take several seconds, if not minutes to complete. This means that the PGA can take 
hours or even days to optimize a fluid power circuit. The results documented in the previous section 
show that the PGA did not repeatedly produce the same parameter set for any of the problems. Running 
the algorithm for a greater number of generations would improve the probability of the PGA returning 
more consistent results, but would considerably increase the run time of the PGA. Several methods for 
reducing the simulation run time were investigated and are documented in the following sections.
8.6.2 Reasons why dynamic simulation can be a slow process
Dynamic simulation involves advancing the time variable of the circuit models by small increments and 
calculating relevant system parameters after each increment. If a component is modelled by a 
differential rather than an algebraic equation, incrementing time by too large a value produces incorrect, 
numerically unstable results. This is a particular problem when a system parameter is changing rapidly, 
as is often the case with fluid power circuits. In such cases, the time increment has to be very small, 
which means that it takes a long time to model the system. As mentioned in chapter 2, Bath/p uses a 
variable step length integrator called LSODA, which monitors the characteristics of the differential 
equations that model the system and sets an appropriate time increment If the state of the circuit being 
simulated is not changing rapidly, the time step can be reasonably large. If the circuit should for some 
reason start rapidly changing, the time increment will be lowered to an appropriate value. A 
consequence of this is that circuits such as test circuit 1, where the system parameters do not change 
very rapidly can be simulated very quickly by using large time increments. Test circuit 3 takes a lot 
longer to simulate because as figure 3.7 shows, the incorrect setting of component parameters causes 
the load position to oscillate about its required position. If this occurs, the feedback loop causes the 
modulating directional control valve to open and close rapidly, which in turn causes the pressure in the
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pipes between the directional control valve and the motor driving the load to change rapidly. These 
dynamics within the fluid power circuit mean that the integrator sets the time increment to a small value 
in order to produce accurate results. A further source of delay when simulating fluid power circuits is 
the frequent occurrence of discontinuities. A discontinuity occurs if the behaviour of a model abruptly 
changes. Examples are, the opening or closing of a pressure relief valve, an actuator reaching its 
maximum or minimum extension and the pressure of the fluid in the pipes dropping below atmospheric 
pressure, which causes the fluid to boil in a process known as cavitation. If a discontinuity occurs, the 
LSODA integrator locates the precise time when it occurs and restarts the simulation process from this 
point This ensures that the discontinuity is accurately modelled, but causes an extra delay. Many fixed 
step length integrators ignore discontinuities, which leads to the system being modelled inaccurately.
8.6.3 Improving the speed of the Bath/p LSODA integrator
The LSODA integrator performs several checks to ensure that the time increment it is using is 
producing accurate, numerically stable results. The default settings for these tests are set to ensure that 
the simulation produces very accurate results. When operating in conjunction with the PGA, such 
extreme accuracy is not necessary, particularly during the early generations, when the parameter sets 
are diverse and many come nowhere near to enabling the circuit to achieve the specified performance.
LSODA operates by producing states, Y„...,Yn from the derivatives Y ;,...,r  „. For example, the angular 
velocity of a rotary load is calculated using the applied torque, T and the inertia of the load, /. The 
value of Y / is calculated using the following equation:
LSODA returns a value Yh which corresponds to the angular velocity 0) of the load. The position, 0, 
of the load is calculated from the angular velocity using:
y.' = — = o) =y. (8.2)
dt 1
The value of Y2 returned by the LSODA corresponds to the position of the load.
Before LSODA can advance the value of time, the accuracy of the states Yh...,Yn must be checked. To
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do this, the absolute error e, for each state Yt is estimated. If the estimated error meets the following 
criteria, the value of the state is considered to be sufficiently accurate.
| £, | S T, - *4 Y, | (83)
Three error tests are available: absolute, relative and mixed. For an absolute test, x2 = 0, x; is the 
integrator tolerance defined by the user (default lxlO'5). This defines an accuracy in terms of decimal 
places. For a relative test, x, -  lxlO'20, x2 is the integrator tolerance defined by the user (default 1x10' 
5). X; should be zero, but is set to a small value because problems occur if Yt approaches zero. This 
defines an accuracy in terms of significant figures. The mixed error test combines the above two 
methods. In this, xy = x2. If IT,I »  1, the method is effectively relative, if IYJ «  1, the method is 
effectively absolute.
Increasing the integrator tolerance for the mixed error test from lxlO"5 to lxlO'2, which it was thought 
would reduce the time taken for the simulation to run, in some cases actually increased the simulation 
time. Conversely, lowering the tolerance to lxlO'8 sometimes actually reduced the simulation run time. 
It is thought that this unexpected behaviour occurs because the use of larger tolerances can introduce 
noise into the numerical solution, which consequently excites the system and causes spurious oscillations 
which are entirely numerical in origin. The oscillation of state variables reduces the time increment of 
LSODA, which increases the run time of the simulation. Because it was found to be very difficult to 
predict what effect altering the integrator tolerance would have, it was decided to leave the tolerance 
at its default value of lxlO'5.
8.6.4 Using a different integration method
It was known that the LSODA integrator produces very accurate results, it was not known if a less 
accurate fixed step length integration method would run in a faster time. LSODA was first replaced by 
the modified Euler method [65] and then by the commonly used fourth order Runge-Kutta method [65]. 
These methods both use a fixed time increment and ignore the occurrence of discontinuities. To 
compare the 3 integration methods, an identical version of test circuit 2 was simulated using each 
method. It was found that when using a time step greater than 0.001 seconds, both the Runge-Kutta and 
Euler methods produced unrealistic results that were clearly numerically unstable. Table 8.14 compares 
the results of using the different methods to simulate circuit 2. The load speeds coy and (02 were used
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to gauge the accuracy of the results. It was assumed that the results achieved by LSODA were the most 
accurate. This was validated by the fact that the results produced using the other two methods became 
more similar to the LSODA results as the integrator time increment was reduced. As table 8.14 shows, 
the LSODA method is at least 45 times faster than the fastest, stable, fixed time increment method. 
These tests show how numerically difficult fluid power circuits are and also how efficient LSODA is 
at simulating them.
Having discovered that commonly used integration algorithms are highly unlikely to outperform 
LSODA, a literature search for information about rapid integration algorithms was undertaken. It was 
thought that real time integration algorithms, such as those used for flight simulators, may provide some 
ideas of how to rapidly simulate fluid power circuits. Very little informative literature was available and 
it was found that flight simulators achieve real time simulation by using very powerful parallel 
computers.
The results in this section indicate that the LSODA integration method is probably the most efficient 
integration technique currently available for simulating fluid power circuits.
8.6.5 Steady state solutions
For some applications, only the final steady state performance of the circuit is important. In such cases, 
it is possible to use a steady state solution algorithm, which ignores discontinuities and system 
dynamics, to simulate the circuit The steady state solution algorithm developed for use with Bathfp uses 
the same simulation code and models as LSODA. It employs a modified backward Euler method [65] 
which attempts to find convergent solutions using large time steps of the order of lxlO6 seconds. A 
steady state is assumed to have been reached if the values of all state variables of the circuit or their 
derivatives are unchanged through successive time steps. If this is not the case, the step length is 
reduced and the process repeated using the same initial time. The main advantage of the steady state 
solver is that it runs much faster than LSODA, as was demonstrated when circuit 1 was optimized under 
identical conditions to those used to produce the results shown in table 8.6, with the exception that the 
steady state solver was used instead of LSODA. The results of these tests, which are shown in 
table 8.15, show that the PGA ran on average 2.5 times faster when using the steady state solver.
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The disadvantage of this method is that time considerations and dynamics cannot be included in the 
objective function. Figure 8.5 shows the first parameter set documented in table 8.15 when simulated 
dynamically. It can be seen that the requirement that the rotary load speed should be 300 iev/min is 
achieved, but not within the 7 seconds as required by the design specification. In fact, the pump and 
motor displacements shown in table 8.15 are all so small, none of them generate enough torque to reach 
the required load speed within 7 seconds, which is the reason why the power requirements are so low. 
Circuit 3, which requires that the rotary load is at specified positions during the course of the run could 
not be optimized using the steady state solver, because the results produced by the steady state solver 
do not contain this information. The results in this section show that using a steady state solution 
algorithm does provide a means to simulate a circuit rapidly, but is only of use when the dynamic 
behaviour of the circuit are of little or no importance.
8.6.6 Hardware considerations
Experience during the course of this project has shown that improvement in the capabilities of computer 
workstations provide the best possibilities for reducing the time taken to simulate fluid power circuits. 
At the start of this project, SUN SPARC 1 4/60 workstations were the fastest machines available for 
general use. Three years later, SUN 10 workstations are starting to become readily available. To 
quantify the sort of time saving that can be expected, a standard test was carried out on various 
machines. The test involved simulating the position control circuit (circuit 3) nine times, with each 
simulation using different, randomly chosen, component parameters. Table 8.16 shows the results of 
these tests, which are shown graphically in figure 8.6. The timings quoted are all CPU times, which 
refer to the amount of time that the microprocessor devoted to the particular job. If the machine is a 
multi-user machine, the actual time taken to complete the job is often greater than the CPU time. The 
results show that a SUN 10 machine runs, depending on the clock speed, either 4.5 or 6.5 times faster 
than a SUN SPARC 1 station and either 5.6 or 8.2 times faster than a Meiko transputer. It is interesting 
to note that when simulating Bath/p circuits, a 50 MHz SUN 10 is not significantly slower than a Cray 
YMP super computer. This was a surprising result, but further investigation revealed that the Cray can 
achieve spectacular reduction in the run time of computer code if it can be split into several smaller 
subsections in a process known as vectorization. The vectorization process is automatically performed 
by the operating system and each subsection of code is run on a separate processor. Vectorization can,
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for example, be successfully applied to computational fluid dynamics code, which includes many 
independent nested loops, but cannot be applied to Bathfp simulation code. When the operating system 
attempted to vectorize the Bathfp code, it reported that it was not vectorizable and would have to be 
run on a single processor
Recent tests have shown that a SUN 10 40 MHz workstation required an average of 3820 seconds to 
optimize circuit 1, which is faster than the average of 5340 seconds which the parallel version of the 
PGA required when running under identical conditions on the Meiko. Versions of the 50 MHz SUN 10 
machine using 4 parallel microprocessors are available, which if used to run the PGA, would lead to 
very significant improvements in the run time of the PGA.
8.7 APPLICATION OF THE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM TO OTHER PROBLEMS
8.7.1 Introduction
During the course of this project, the PGA was applied to optimization problems that arose in work 
being carried out by researchers at the University of Bath Engineering Design Centre. This section 
briefly documents the results of applying the PGA to three problems.
8.7.2 Design of the controller for a hydraulic soap press
Figure 8.7 shows a hydraulic circuit designed to shape bars of soap. The main design requirement of 
the circuit was that the actuator should follow the profile shown in figure 8.8. Because of the elasticity 
of the soap being shaped, it is necessary for the actuator to extend to its maximum stroke, retract 
slightly, extend once more to its maximum stroke and then retract completely. This sequence is shown 
in more detail in figure 8.9. As figures 8.8 and 8.9 show, the actuator must complete the cycle in 0.3 
seconds and the extend-retract-extend sequence at full stroke must occur in 0.05 seconds. The hydraulic 
components of the circuit had already been purchased and were therefore not included as optimization 
parameters. The aim when optimizing the circuit was to find values of the lead-lag controller parameters 
k , a  and t ,  that would enable the actuator to perform in the required manner. It was accepted that, 
using the type of controller specified, the time delay that would occur between the demand being 
applied to the actuator and it responding to this demand could not be overcome.
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The objective function for the circuit was designed to measure how closely the response of the actuator 
matches the applied demand signal. A problem with this was that the system time lag means that the 
demand and response values at a specific time cannot be directly compared. To overcome this, the time 
lag is removed by shifting the actuator response profile so that it fits as closely as possible over the 
demand profile. The Bath/p simulation code for the circuit was adapted so that it writes the actuator 
position and the demand value to a file at regular time intervals. The data written at a particular time 
is called a sample and the time increment between recording data is known as the sample interval. After 
completion of a simulation, the number of samples by which the response profile has to be shifted to 
best match the demand profile is calculated using the discrete form of the cross correlation function 
(CCF) [66]:
r^(mT) -  D(n)R(m+ri) (8-4)
~ »=i
In the above equation, D represents the demand profile, R the response profile, N  is the number of 
sampled data points, T is the sample interval and m is the number of sample intervals by which the 
response is shifted. The value of m that maximizes r^mT) corresponds to the number of sample 
intervals by which the response must be shifted. The value of rv (mT) was initially used as the final 
objective function value. This proved to be unsatisfactory because it did not penalise the actuator being 
in an incorrect position after the demand profile had returned to zero. This was due to the product of 
D(n)R(m+n) being zero when D(n)=0, irrespective of the value of R(m+n). The possibility of using an 
offset value to overcome this problem was investigated, but rejected because it was felt that whilst the 
CCF was good at finding the system time lag, it did not provide a particularly good measure of the 
similarity of the demand and shifted response profiles. To overcome this problem, the CCF was used 
to find the amount by which to shift the response profile and the similarity of the two profiles measured 
using a least squares fit:
Of = £  (8-5)
1=1
Although this method of calculating the objective function is complicated, the time required is 
insignificant when compared with the time taken to complete each dynamic simulation.
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The circuit was first optimized using the Hooke Jeeves method. The results of these tests, which are 
shown in table 8.17, demonstrate that the circuit is time consuming to optimize, with each objective 
function evaluation taking approximately 4.5 minutes on a SUN SPARC 14/60 workstation. The results 
also show that consecutive runs of the optimization algorithm produce identical values of a  and very 
similar values x. It appears to be the value of system gain, k, that is hard to define. Despite the fact 
that the results of using the Hooke Jeeves algorithm indicated that using the PGA to optimize the circuit 
would be a very time consuming process, it was decided to try the PGA. The PGA, using 12 
subpopulations each containing 30 individuals, was run in parallel on the Meiko for 40 generations. The 
best parameter set found by the PGA, which took 4 days to complete 40 generations, was [£=1865.4, 
x=0.03, ot=1.15], which is identical to the set which produced the lowest objective function value 
located by the Hooke Jeeves tests (table 8.17). A close up of the system response profile produced using 
controller parameters returned by the PGA and the demand profile is shown in figure 8.10. This figure 
also shows the inherent time delay between the demand signal and the actuator response. An engineer 
at the University of Bath Engineering Design Centre also attempted to design the controller. He took 
3 days to complete the task and the response of the circuit using his controller parameters [£=1900.0, 
t=0.05, a=1.01] is shown in figure 8.11. The objective function value of the solution produced by the 
PGA was 1.11x10"*, compared to a value of 1.30x10"* for the solution produced by the design engineer. 
When figures 8.10 and 8.11 were compared, the smoother manner in which the controller recommended 
by the designer enables the actuator to execute the extend-retract-extend phase when fully extended 
makes it slightly preferable to the PGA solution, although the PGA solution does actually provide a 
better match to the demand profile. This highlights the problem of precisely defining the design 
requirements. It is difficult to mathematically define the requirement that the shape of the actuator 
response profile matches the demand profile as closely as possible and that the actuator profile in the 
region of the oscillation is smooth.
When setting the controller gains, no stability tests were carried out, although subsequent tests proved 
the stability of the solutions to be acceptable. An interface between Bathfp and a stability analysis 
program is currently being developed and in the future, when optimizing controller settings, it is hoped 
to include stability criteria in the objective function.
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The results of using the PGA to optimize the soap press circuit show that optimization algorithms can 
compete with fluid power designers, provided that the objective function is precisely defined. The 
results also highlight the fact that using the PGA to optimize fluid power circuits can be a slow process. 
In this case, running the Hooke Jeeves method took considerably less time than the PGA and two of 
the runs found parameter sets that were superior to the values suggested by the designer. It is clear that 
of all the optimization algorithms tested, the PGA has the best probability of finding the minimum. 
However, the lengthy time necessary to complete each run of the PGA may well make it more attractive 
to run a less reliable but faster algorithm several times. Using the SUN 10 50 MHz 4 micro-processor 
workstation mentioned in section 8.6.6, the run time of 4 days would be reduced to below one day, 
which would mean that the PGA would complete the task in a faster time than the designer, thereby 
making its use a much more viable prospect.
8.7.3 Optimization of the simulation of a human respiratory system
The aim of work currently being carried out by Tomlinson et al. [67] at Bath is to simulate the human 
respiratory system using Bath/p. Figure 8.12 shows the models developed for this purpose. A possible 
use of the simulation program is to tune it to replicate the breathing characteristics of a particular patient 
and then model the effect that a certain course of treatment would have on that patient The models of 
the parts of the body involved in the respiration process are very complicated and it has proven to be 
very difficult to make the simulation results match experimental data. The main measure of the 
effectiveness of the simulation model is how well it reproduces the lung volume/volume flow rate 
graph, an example of which is shown in figure 8.13. This graph shows the flow rate of air through the 
nose (the mouth is assumed to be closed) as the lungs first inhale and then exhale. The flow rate into 
the lungs is assumed to be negative and the lungs are assumed to start from their fully exhaled state. 
Over a period of several months, it had proved impossible for the author of the respiratory models to 
set the parameters of the models so that they reproduced the breathing cycle shown in figure 8.13 and 
it was suggested that using the PGA might be of help.
The first problem was to decide which simulation parameters would most influence the results. The 
models are controlled by well over 100 parameters, of which it was estimated that between 20 and 25 
would influence the breathing loop. Of these, it was thought that 10 would have a major influence. A
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second problem was that the required lung volume/flow rate data was not directly available. The lung 
volume/time and flow rate/time data was however available. The simulation code was altered so that 
during its course, the lung volume and nose flow rate are saved to a file at regular time intervals. On 
completion of the simulation, the flow rate through the nose is extracted from the data at the same lung 
volumes as the experimental data was measured. This is done by finding the time at which the 
simulated lung volume matches one of the experimental lung volumes and then finding what the 
simulated flow rate through the nose at that time is. In cases where the required lung volume was not 
present in the recorded data set, interpolation methods were used to estimate the required values. This 
enables the experimental and simulated data to be directly compared. The third problem with optimizing 
the performance of the breathing simulation was that due to the complexity of the models and the 
number of state variables (70), each simulation can take up to 60 minutes, which indicated that the PGA 
could take a month to complete. Because attempts to manually set the parameter values had been 
unsuccessful, it was decided that using the PGA would be worthwhile.
The PGA was set up to optimize 10 parameters, running 12 parallel subpopulations, each containing 
30 individuals, for 40 generations on the Meiko. It was immediately apparent that the PGA was 
progressing very slowly. An investigation of the parameter sets that had been saved to a data file 
showed that some of the sets with low objective function values were in fact reproducing an asthmatic 
condition, as shown in figure 8.14. This figure shows that for most of the breathing loop, the simulated 
data matches the experimental data fairly well. During the latter stages of the exhalation phase however, 
the lungs have expelled all the air before reaching their fully exhaled volume. This means that despite 
being practically empty, the lungs are trying to exhale, which causes the oscillations shown in 
figure 8.14. These oscillations mean that the simulation runs very slowly. The algorithm was left 
running and eventually took 7 weeks to complete. The performance of the optimal parameter set 
returned by the PGA is shown in figure 8.15. It can be seen that the simulated data matches the 
experimental data very well.
This example shows the ability of the PGA to deal with multi-parameter optimization problems. The 
fact that the PGA took 7 weeks to complete the required number of generations was inconvenient, but 
was considered worthwhile because several months spent manually manipulating the controlling
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parameters had failed to produce results that even vaguely matched the experimental data. An 
examination of the simulation code indicates that some modifications would significantly reduce the 
time taken to simulate each breathing loop. In particular, some of the 70 state variables are unnecessary 
and could be removed. Unfortunately, time did not permit this aspect to be further investigated. This 
example also shows that the PGA can be applied to a variety of optimization problems without itself 
having to be modified. All the information that the PGA requires about a problem is the number of 
parameters, the parameter boundary values and an objective function value.
8.7.4 Applying the PGA to system identification
A project carried out by Schmitz [68,69] involved identifying the transfer function of a system on the 
basis of experimental data. The system to be identified was the closed loop hydraulic transmission 
shown in figure 8.16. A pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) was applied to the swash controller 
of the variable displacement pump and the effect on the speed of the load being driven by the 
transmission recorded. A PRBS is an input signal that randomly switches between 2 values at preset 
intervals. Such a signal, an example of which is shown in figure 8.17, is used because each step 
contains all possible input frequencies. If a transfer function produces the same output as the 
experimental rig when a PRBS is applied, it is highly probable that the transfer function will also 
correctly model the experimental rig when other less complex input signals are applied.
The optimization process involves applying the same PRBS signal that was applied to the experimental 
rig to the input of a time discrete (Z) transfer function [70]. The output signal from the transfer function 
is then compared with output from the hydrostatic transmission. A time discrete transfer function was 
used because the data from the experimental rig was only available in discrete form. The general form 
of the transfer function was:
C q  = V 8 * t y 1 * V 6 + bsz 5 * W  * * ¥ 3 + b2z 2 + V  + *>0 (g 6)
R ajz9 + <jgZ8 + OjZ7 + ag? + asz 5 + a4z4 + + ag.2 + axz + 1
The number of z terms in the denominator determines the order of the equation. Specifying what order 
transfer function to use is a common problem when undertaking system identification. Initially, the order 
was set to 5, which meant that the optimization process involved setting the parameters at to a5 and b0 
to b4. The similarity between the experimental data, which is shown in figure 8.18 and the simulated
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data was measured using the following equation:
o / = i > g 10< i + <«, -  s / )  w-7)
i=i
The experimental data was recorded at sample intervals of 0.03 seconds, as was the simulated data. 
Each experimental sample is denoted by Rt and each simulated sample is denoted by 5,. The number 
of samples recorded is represented by N. Equation 8.7 is used as the objective function because using 
only the square of the difference between the simulated and experimental data tended to result in 
objective function values greater than 1x10", which is the largest number with which the workstation 
can cope. Using the logarithm function as shown, kept the objective function value down to a 
manageable size. The value of 1 was added to the square of the difference between the simulated and 
experimental data to prevent the objective function value having a negative value, which is possible if 
the experimental and simulated data is similar. Using equation 8.7, a perfect match between the two sets 
of data would result in the objective function value being zero.
The PGA, using 12 subpopulations each containing 40 individuals, was run for 30 generations. Each 
of the 10 parameters being optimized was represented by a 15 bit binary string. The results, which took 
between 3 and 5 hours on the Meiko to produce, were both reasonably consistent and very good. 
Figure 8.19 shows that the performance of the transfer function produced by the PGA is very similar 
to that of the hydrostatic transmission. When run several times, each run of the PGA produced a 
different, but not completely dissimilar, optimal parameter set These parameter sets all had virtually 
identical objective function values, which indicates that there are several equally good solutions to the 
problem. As an experiment, the order of the transfer function was set to 9, as shown in equation 8.6, 
as it was thought that the constants multiplying any unnecessary terms would tend to zero. Several runs 
of the PGA did repeatedly set the value of some terms close to zero, although these were not 
necessarily the highest order terms.
The results of using the PGA to optimize 10 parameters of a 5th order transfer function again 
demonstrate that the PGA is particularly good at optimizing multi-parameter systems. The problem of 
setting the order of the transfer function was not overcome, although limited tests indicated that setting 
the order too high produces better results than setting it too low. A possible option, that was not
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investigated, is to include the order of the transfer function as an optimization parameter.
8.8 CONCLUSIONS
The results documented in this chapter show that the parallel genetic algorithm performed better than 
any other optimization algorithm investigated. They also show that the PGA can be applied, without 
modifications, to a variety of optimization problems. A major drawback when using the PGA to 
optimize dynamically simulated fluid power circuits is the time taken to complete the necessary number 
of objective function evaluations. The failure of the PGA to consistently produce the same answer when 
optimizing the three fluid power test circuits was disappointing, particularly because the results of 
optimizing the mathematical test functions had been so good. The next chapter documents the 
investigation into why fluid power circuits were proving so difficult to optimize and alterations to the 
PGA that attempt to deal with these problems.








of obj. fn 
evals
Minimum increment 
of a parameter 
value
Binary string length 
of each individual 
parameter
Nash 20/20 26.2 8678 0.000153 17
Hartman 6 20/20 49.8 38084 0.000122 13
Rastrigin 20/20 24.4 8106 0.000122 14
Shekel 10 20/20 57.5 20997 0.001221 13
Schwefel 30/30 156.0 29537 0.007630 17
Table 8.1 Results of optimizing mathematical test functions 
using the Parallel Genetic Algorithm on Meiko
Loop 1 Loop 2
do i = 1, 100
do j = 1,1000 do i = 1,3000
do k = 1,400 do j = 1,1000




Loop 3 Loop 4
do i = 1,1000 do i = 1,1000
do j = 1,10000 do j = 1,8000
result = result - i - j result = result + (i*j)
continue continue
continue continue
Loop 5 Loop 6
do i = 1,4440 do i = 1,2000
do j  = 1,8002 do j = 1,11008
result = result - i - j result = result + (i*j)
continue continue
continue continue
Table 8.2 Functions used to test the speed of Meiko transputers
Loop
do i = 1, 1
do j=1,20000
result = result + (i*j) 
continue 
continue
/ = 10000, 5000 or 1000
Table 8.3 Loop to test performance of Meiko
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Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For Circuit 1
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation 
Run for 30 generations 
Migrate every 3 generations 
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating 
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1 
Code each parameter as a 19 bit binary string 
Upper bound for both parameters = 525.2870 
Lower bound for both parameters = 1.0 
























80.3340 400.8450 300.00 2.84 1.72809 12048 5384
73.3680 366.0420 300.00 2.74 1.66851 12064 4896
75.8160 378.2730 300.00 2.78 1.70054 12495 3932
18.7570 64.7480 300.00 4.69 2.81658 12253 4186
77.0570 384.4730 300.00 2.79 1.70364 11878 5621
12.9030 65.1370 300.00 2.16 1.34516 12041 4224
73.2090 365.2480 300.00 2.74 1.65352 12064 3906
26.2680 64.7020 300.00 6.66 3.94245 12020 4123
26.0350 129.5650 300.00 2.10 1.28967 12009 3733
Table 8.5 Results of the PGA (on Meiko) using single point 























25.3350 126.0710 300.00 2.10 1.30607 11851 4703
14.3340 71.6340 300.00 1.62 1.10782 12564 4123
26.3450 131.1100 300.00 2.11 1.32649 12578 6981
79.4370 396.3630 300.00 2.83 1.71288 11726 5723
25.9110 128.9470 300.00 2.10 1.28855 12349 5169
73.3600 366.0020 300.00 2.74 1.67104 12240 5320
59.9690 299.1000 300.00 2.56 1.57164 12454 5466
59.5630 297.0720 300.00 2.56 1.53897 12061 5580
44.9090 223.8600 300.00 2.36 1.42507 12521 4580
59.7490 298.0010 300.00 2.56 1.55702 11727 5749
Table 8.6 Results of the PGA (on Meiko) using multi-point

























24.3570 121.1750 300.00 2.08 1.24566 14016 3768
24.6420 122.598 300.00 2.09 1.25161 13526 4588
57.8270 288.4010 300.00 2.53 1.51988 14560 5093
14.1020 70.32430 300.00 2.42 1.44971 14767 2858
17.4260 86.54370 300.00 1.87 1.12173 13435 4969
79.7260 397.8070 300.00 2.83 1.70424 13052 3649
27.7640 138.2030 300.00 2.13 1.27502 12505 5445
24.1560 120.1760 300.00 2.07 1.25969 11889 5191
25.1640 125.2120 300.00 2.09 1.28238 13076 4924
31.8990 158.8620 300.00 2.18 1.30946 12661 5131
Table 8.7 Results of using the PGA (on Meiko), a Box search and 
multi-point crossover to optimize circuit 1.
Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For Circuit 2
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
Run for 25 generations
Migrate every 3 generations
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Code each parameter as a 15 bit binary string
Upper bound for all parameters = 327.770
Lower bound for all parameters = 0.10
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.01
































31.08 26.23 67.66 26.23 20.27 999.17 300.17 NO 0.971 33924
54.54 74.04 24.37 73.81 7.23 1000.08 299.84 NO 0.991 33112
34.96 45.07 24.08 45.08 7.21 1000.13 300.09 NO 0.701 33430
27.32 26.84 31.59 26.43 9.23 981.03 296.50 YES 0.683 36555
29.41 28.97 50.10 28.98 15.00 1000.35 299.% NO 0.813 34537
41.17 46.89 49.02 46.89 14.67 1000.12 299.99 NO 0.961 34365
68.02 90.77 35.56 90.47 10.54 1000.07 300.02 NO 1.264 28197
34.31 26.31 83.46 26.32 24.99 999.51 300.14 NO 1.125 32878
29.37 27.82 53.62 27.86 16.03 1002.16 299.51 NO 0.843 32150
34.39 26.59 82.69 26.66 24.67 1000.83 300.37 NO 1.122 32224
Table 8.9 Results of using the PGA to optimize circuit 2
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Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For Circuit 2
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
Run for 25 generations
Migrate every 3 generations
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Code pump and motor displacements as 8 bit strings
Upper bound for pump and motors = 128.50
Lower bound for pump and motors =1.0
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.5
Code pcfcv nominal flow rates as 14 bit strings
Upper bound for pcfcv nom. flows = 163.84
Lower bound for pcfcv nom. flows = 0.01
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.01
































35.50 40.50 41.00 40.39 12.15 1000.21 299.82 YES 0.824 11834
22.50 25.00 28.50 24.51 8.43 991.34 300.84 YES 0.631 11937
35.50 44.00 30.50 43.94 9.15 998.85 300.55 NO 0.761 11785
50.00 69.00 18.00 68.76 5.34 1000.03 300.46 YES 0.886 11590
34.50 45.00 21.50 44.81 6.35 999.20 298.37 NO 0.685 11748
38.00 46.00 35.00 45.86 10.38 1000.75 301.11 YES 0.825 11924
31.00 40.50 19.00 40.35 5.60 999.71 297.58 YES 0.626 12023
32.50 35.00 45.00 34.93 13.38 999.14 300.61 NO 0.818 12109
39.00 53.50 15.00 53.30 4.44 999.69 300.68 YES 0.704 11984
26.00 31.50 22.50 31.44 6.65 1000.16 298.39 YES 0.589 12276
Table 8.11 Results of using the PGA, programmed to specify discrete pump 
and motor displacements, to optimize circuit 2
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Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For Circuit 3
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
Run for 40 generations
Migrate every 4 generations
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Use 2 point crossover
Code pump and motor parameters as 9 bit binary strings
Code system gain parameter as a 12 bit binarystring
Upper bound for pump = 27.55 cc/rev
Lower bound for pump = 2.00 cc/rev
Upper bound for motor = 45.55 cc/rev
Lower bound for motor = 20.00 cc/rev
Upper bound for gain = 20.575
Lower bound for gain = 0.100
Min. Hooke Jeeves step for pump and motor= 0.05 cc/rev 



























8.600 32.450 9.4050 0.1099 0.2366 29.983 1.167 15843 101204
8.600 32.300 9.3450 0.1103 0.2391 29.983 1.167 15532 92787
8.550 32.200 9.3050 0.1734 0.2392 29.983 1.167 15515 86904
8.600 32.800 9.5550 0.1694 0.2291 29.984 1.168 15701 94248
8.600 32.300 9.3450 0.1103 0.2391 29.983 1.167 15951 99750
8.550 32.100 9.2700 0.1118 0.2427 29.983 1.167 15721 89908
8.600 32.300 9.3450 0.1103 0.2391 29.983 1.167 8638 51438
8.555 32.050 9.2500 0.1119 0.2436 29.983 1.167 8497 49923
Table 8.13 Results of using the PGA, on Meiko, to optimize circuit 3






LSODA variable 164.72 310.70 18
Modified
Euler
0.0001 155.30 315.73 820
0.00001 160.63 312.88 7632
Runge- 
Kutta 4
0.0001 151.86 317.91 1637
0.00001 160.07 312.64 14736
Table 8.14 Comparison of simulating an identical circuit 

























9.7320 48.1120 300.00 1.89 1.13578 13203 1316
9.4570 46.7400 300.00 1.89 1.13386 13657 2090
9.1530 45.2190 300.00 1.89 1.13176 12836 1811
8.2560 40.7410 300.00 1.88 1.12573 13659 1710
7.4670 36.7980 300.00 1.87 1.13533 13835 2040
9.5420 47.1660 300.00 1.89 1.13444 12388 1594
7.2340 35.6320 300.00 1.87 1.11924 13459 2101
9.0530 44.7200 300.00 1.89 1.13107 13455 1638
7.5170 37.0440 300.00 1.87 1.12098 12383 2105
9.7320 48.1120 300.00 1.89 1.13578 12907 1727
Table 8.15 Results of using the PGA (on Meiko), a Box search and multi­





















206.50 306.40 448.07 472.35 1980.12 2117.07 2506.42
Table 8.16 Time taken for different computers to complete an identical task






1328.8 0.025 1.15 2.023 181 29526
1880.8 0.025 1.15 1.115 139 29094
1559.5 0.025 1.15 1.527 151 35762
1891.5 0.030 1.15 1.115 121 28519
1328.9 0.025 1.15 2.023 175 48295
Run Data: 1090.4 £ k £ 1909.5. o©VIVIo 70. 0.84 £ VIVI8
Table 8.17 Results of using the Hooke Jeeves method to
optimize the lead-lag controller parameters of a hydraulic press
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Figure 8.7 Diagram of soap press circuit
*10
Figure 8.8 Actuator demand profile
*10
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Figure 8.11 Response of hydraulic press when using parameterset specified by a fluid power designer
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Figure 8.14 Simulated breathing loop showingan asthmatic condition Page 173
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Figure 8.15 Performance of the breathing cycle using parameter values produced by the PGA





















Figure 8.19 Response of transfer function produced by the PGA (dashed line) and ideal response (solid line)
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CHAPTER 9
DEVELOPMENT OF A GENETIC ALGORITHM CAPABLE OF SOLVING 
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
9.1 INTRODUCTION
The fact that consecutive runs of the PGA failed to consistently locate similar parameter sets when 
optimizing fluid power circuits was disappointing. This chapter documents the reasons why the PGA 
produced inconsistent results and alterations to the parallel genetic algorithm that enable it to better cope 
with optimizing fluid power circuits. At the end of the chapter, the results of using the modified PGA 
to optimize various test problems are documented and discussed.
9.2 MULTI-OBJECTIVE NATURE OF FLUID POWER CIRCUITS
Comparing the objective functions used for fluid power circuits and mathematical functions showed that 
the major difference between them is the fact that the objective functions for fluid power circuits are 
formed by adding several terms together. An example is the following objective function which was 
used when optimizing circuit 2:
20 20
Qrv ^ M l Q
* ■  • / - f e• I 1req I * 2req
*=16 L ^  J *=16 1 H
dt + —  + ——  + —— + pen. + pen-
D.T o r
(9.1)
The formulation of the above equation is described in detail in section 3.3.2. It can be seen that 
equation 9.1 is made up of 7 independent terms, some of which conflict. Terms that conflict include 
the speed requirements and the specification that the motor displacements are as small as possible. 
Reducing the size of one of the motor displacements to a very low value will not only lower the value 
of the term of the objective function that measures the motor displacement, but also prevent the load 
driven by that motor reaching the desired speed, therefore increasing the value of the speed penalty 
term.
oft ‘  * C v l) 3 * (*3-1)* 4 (*4-!)5
of2 = (x,-3)2 ♦ (Xj-3)3 4 (i,-3 )4 4 (x4-3 )3
of,j -  (xr 1)2 * (X .-7)3 * C*3-7)4 * (x4-7 )5 (92)
ofT = absipf^ + abs(ofJ + abs(of3)
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In an attempt to recreate the problems associated with optimizing fluid power circuits, the set of 
equations shown in problem 9.2 was used. The equations of,, of2 and of3 each calculate the value of a 
term of the objective function. The actual objective function value, ofT, is calculated by adding the 
absolute values of the 3 individual terms. The aim of the optimization is to find the minimum value for 
ofT, which ideally would equal zero. This is a conflicting condition because finding a set of parameters 
that result in any one of of„ of2 or of, being equal to zero excludes the other two having zero values. 
The PGA, using the data shown in table 9.1, was used to optimize the problem 9.2. As the results in 
table 9.2 show, the PGA produced very inconsistent results. Because the PGA has no problem 
individually optimizing each of the equations of„ of2 and of3, these results indicate that it is the multi­
objective, conflicting nature of the objective function that is formed by adding the 3 individual equations 
together that makes problem 9.2 difficult to optimize. Such multi-objective, conflicting objective 
functions are frequently used when optimizing fluid power circuits.
93  DEALING WITH MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
When dealing with multi-objective, conflicting problems, it is often suggested that using weighting 
factors for each term of the equation can help produce a good answer. Experience during the course of 
this research programme has shown that using a weighting factor for each term of the objective function 
does not work very well. For example, in problem 9.2, the equation for ofT may be written as:
ofT = yvxabs(ofd + wtftbsipfy + w3abs(of3) (93)
For equations with k  objectives, the values of the weighting factors, w, are usually calculated so that:
J > ,  -  1 (9.4)
i-1
It was found that weighting factors do not enable an optimization algorithm to consistently return the 
same optimal parameter set. It was also felt that setting the values of weighting factors is an arbitrary 
process, usually achieved by varying them until an acceptable answer is produced by the optimization 
technique. More importantly, weighting factors neglect the fact that there are actually many solutions 
to multi-objective, conflicting problems, none of which can be described as being mathematically better 
than any other. As an example, if trying to find a motor to drive a load at a specified speed, with the 
added requirement that the motor displacement should be small. The condition may arise where a
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displacement of 100 cc/rev produces a load speed that is 0.2 rev/min slower than specified. An 
alternative solution may be a motor displacement of 95 cc/rev that produces a speed 0.4 rev/min slower 
than required. The question is: which solution is better? The first solution is closer to achieving the 
speed requirement, but uses a larger motor than the second solution. The answer really depends on the 
preference of the designer. The concept that several solutions, none mathematically preferable to the 
other, exist for a multi-objective, conflicting problem is known as Pareto optimality [18]. If optimizing 
a 2 objective problem, a plot similar to that shown in figure 9.1 can be obtained by plotting the first 
objective, o f  against the second objective, of2. Each point shown on the plot represents the individual 
objective function terms of a single parameter set The points joined by the line shown in figure 9.1 are 
termed ’non-dominated’. A point, jc\ is non-dominated if no other point, x, exists where all the 
individual objective function terms of x  are lower than those of x*. For continuous objective equations, 
the non-dominated points typically form a curve, often called the Pareto optimal front, similar to that 
shown in figure 9.2. Points lying on this line are also known as Pareto optimal points. For a parameter 
set to be Pareto optimal, it must meet the following requirements:
A parameter set x* with objective function values oj{x*)=[ofj(x*),...,ofk(x*)]T, where k equals the 
number of objectives, is a Pareto optimal, or non-dominated, solution if no other parameter set x  exists 
such that of£x) < of{x*) for all and offx) < offx*) for at least one
An analysis of the results produced when using the PGA to optimize circuit 2, showed that several of 
the top parameter sets found by a single run of the algorithm were in fact Pareto optimal with respect 
to one another. This fact had been disguised because only the overall objective function value had been 
displayed.
It was decided to attempt to apply Pareto optimal principles to the optimization of fluid power circuits. 
Using these principles, it was hoped that it would be possible to present the user with a selection of 
non-dominated solutions, which will enable him/her to understand the effect of conflicting design 
criteria and select the most suitable solution for the particular task. The following section describes 




9.4 SURVEY OF WORK INVOLVING MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
A survey of literature relating to the multi-objective nature of design problems revealed that the limited 
amount of research that had been published related to the optimization of structural objects, gear trains 
and four-bar linkages. Structural optimization is a typical multi-objective, conflicting problem because 
the aim is usually to find the lightest solution with an acceptable strength. Koski [12], Osyczka [13] and 
Hajela and Shih [14] document methods that locate Pareto optimal solutions to structural problems. All 
three papers use a single objective function, formed by adding weighted, dimensionless values for each 
individual objective function term together. For example, the dimensionless value, off of objective 
function term j, is typically calculated using:
off = °f ‘ ~ 0j^ ° (9-5)
o f *  -  “J f "
The overall objective function value for k objective function terms is then calculated using:
° fT = £  wf l f f  (9*6)
i=1
To locate a number of Pareto optimal parameter sets, the objective function, ofT, is minimized several 
times, each time using different weighting values. This will result in a different optimal parameter set 
being located which, most probably, will be Pareto optimal with respect to any other parameter sets that 
have been located. Rhyu and Kwak [9] and Santoro [10] both use this method to optimize the design 
of four-bar linkages. In the case documented by Rhyu and Kwak, the optimization objectives were to 
minimize the mechanical error of the linkage whilst keeping manufacturing costs to a minimum. Freiheit 
and Rao [11] use a variation of the weighting function method to minimize the weight and maximize 
the strength of the teeth (and therefore reliability) of an 18 speed gear box. Again the method locates 
a single Pareto optimal solution. It is impractical to use the weighting function approach to produce 
several Pareto optimal solutions for a fluid power circuit, because optimizing a circuit just once takes 
a significant amount of time.
Dhingra et al. [15] use fuzzy logic to calculate the objective function for a four-bar linkage optimization 
problem. Their technique involves defining minimum and maximum acceptable values for each 
objective function term. A membership function, p(ofy, which is calculated in the manner shown in
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equation 9.7, is assigned to each objective term.




I, cft £ o/r
i f  °f, * <sT“
(9.7)
This method only differs from the dimensionless weighting method of equation 9.5 if the user-defined 
maximum and minimum permissable objective function values differ significantly from the actual 
maximum and minimum values of the objective function terms. In addition to the linear membership 
function shown in equation 9.7, the paper also investigates the use of exponential, quadratic and 
hyperbolic functions. No definite conclusions about which is best to use were made in the paper.
To calculate the membership function values, a maximum and minimum value for each objective 
function term, of, must be defined. Once this has been done for all objective function terms, a 
parameter set that minimizes the maximum value of the membership function values is searched for. 
The approach of minimizing the highest value of a set of objectives is known as the minimax method. 
Written mathematically, the problem is formed as:
minimize X
(9.8)
subject to: A. ^ p(o/j), for all i =
This method was briefly tried with fluid power circuits, but found to be no better than using weighting 
functions. This was mainly because of the way the method tries to minimize the highest of the 
membership function values. It does not take account of the fact that some membership function values, 
for example the speed of a load being driven by a hydraulic motor, should be very close to zero. A 
membership function of 0.5 for the motor displacement may be perfectly acceptable, whilst a value of 
0.3 for the load speed would mean that the load is being driven at a speed considerably different to the 
required speed, which would be totally unacceptable. It was found that the fuzzy method tended to 
return an optimal parameter set that produced membership functions of similar values (e.g. 0.2), which 
in the context of the motor example documented above meant a small motor that drives the load 
considerably slower than the required speed. The only apparent way to overcome this problem was to 
introduce weighting functions, which has already been shown to be an unacceptable method.
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Schaffer [56] reports on using a GA to locate several Pareto optimal parameter sets during the course 
of a single run. He points out that the fact that GAs work with populations of parameter sets, rather than 
a current ’best* solution as most direct search optimization techniques do, makes them particularly 
suited to multi-objective optimization tasks. By comparing the individual objective function values of 
all the individuals in a population, any Pareto optimal individuals can be located and given a high 
priority for use as parents of the next generation. This has the advantage that each objective function 
term of a particular parameter set can be treated separately, thereby removing the need for weighting 
functions. Schaffer applied his version of the multi-objective GA to the optimization of control 
problems. The limited tests appear promising and indicate that it would be worthwhile to investigate 
the application of a multi-objective GA to fluid power circuits. The work by Schaffer was the only 
published material relating to the use of GAs to find several Pareto optimal solutions to multi-objective 
problems. Consequently, very little information was available about how to convert a single objective 
GA into a multi-objective GA. The following sections document the conversion of the PGA discussed 
in the previous two chapters.
9.5 DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTI-OBJECTIVE PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The GA developed to solve multi-objective optimization problems is based on the single objective PGA 
(SOPGA) documented in chapters 7 and 8. It was decided to convert the parallel version of the GA for 
two reasons: firstly, the algorithm will operate considerably faster when distributed over several 
transputers and secondly, it was felt that using parallel subpopulations would help maintain a diverse 
population, as had been the case when optimizing single objective problems. The main alterations made 
to the PGA involved altering the manner in which it selects the parents of the next generation in order 
to encourage the selection of Pareto optimal parameter sets. Additionally, changes to the migration 
mechanism were necessary and a subroutine for finding and storing Pareto optimal parameter sets had 
to be introduced. The following sections document changes made to the existing SOPGA.
9.5.1 Program initialisation
In addition to the data specified in section 7.2.1, the number of objective function terms that are to be 
optimized must be included in the data file that is read by the multi-objective PGA (MOPGA).
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9.5.2 Evaluation of objective function terms
The binary string that represents each individual is converted into a decimal parameter set using the 
procedure described at the beginning of section 6.2.2 and in particular, equation 6.1. The values of the 
objective function terms produced by the parameter set are calculated by calling the subroutine 
OBFN(x,0/,n), in which the optimization problem has been coded. The variable x  is an array containing 
the decimal parameter values. On returning from the subroutine, the array 0/w ill contain values for each 
of the objective function terms, n specifies the number of parameters being optimized.
9.5.3 Dealing with Pareto optimal parameter sets
It must be remembered, that because individuals are Pareto optimal (PO) with respect to other 
individuals in the same generation, this does not necessarily mean that there are no other parameter sets 
that will dominate them. In such cases, the individuals are said to be members of a local PO set By 
operating several subpopulations, the chances of the algorithm converging to a global, rather than local, 
PO set of solutions are improved. Associated with each subpopulation is an array storing a set of PO 
individuals located during previous generations. On completion of a generation, a new stored PO set 
is produced by combining the PO parameter sets found during the course of the generation with those 
stored from previous generations. Members of this new array are then compared and any dominated 
solutions deleted. On completion of the final generation, each subpopulation sends its array storing the 
PO individuals located during the course of the run to the controlling transputer. This combines all the 
arrays, eliminates dominated solutions and outputs the final PO set for the user to inspect
9.5.4 Migration
When operating with parallel subpopulations, migration is an important mechanism for sharing 
information about good parameter sets between the subpopulations. Migration involves each 
subpopulation sending a specified number of parameter sets to another subpopulation at preset 
generation intervals. When the SOPGA selects individuals for migration, it does so on the basis of 
objective function value. Because the MOPGA operates on parameter sets that have several independent 
objective function terms, it is no longer possible to select the individuals that are to migrate on the basis 
of a single objective function value. The MOPGA was programmed to only allow the PO parameter sets 
in a subpopulation to migrate. If the number of individuals required for migration is greater than the
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number of PO individuals in the subpopulation, only the currently available PO individuals are sent. If 
the number of PO individuals in a subpopulation exceeds the number required to migrate, the PO 
individuals that are to migrate are randomly selected. When a subpopulation has received new 
individuals via migration, it must be decided which of the existing individuals in the subpopulation are 
to be replaced by the newly received individuals. This is a problem because there is no longer a single 
measure of how fit or unfit an individual is. The problem was overcome by searching the individual 
objective function values of all individuals in the subpopulation and finding the best (lowest) value of 
each objective function term, off*. The set of values: 0//""1, of2m u t o ff1"1, where k equals the number 
of objectives, is used to represent a ’best case’, or utopian individual. The distance between the utopian 
objective function set and the objective function terms of each of the parameter sets in the 
subpopulation is then calculated using the following equation:
In this equation, k represents the number of objective functions, ns is the number of individuals in the 
subpopulation and off™ is the maximum value of the particular objective function term, which is used 
to remove effects due to the individual objective function terms being of different orders. Having 
calculated the value of D, for each individual, those dominated individuals furthest from the utopian 
point are replaced by the newly migrated individuals.
9.5.5 Parent selection
The parent selection procedure presented the most difficulties when converting the SOPGA to solve 
multi-objective problems. Previously, parent selection had been based on the single objective function 
value associated with each parameter set. The problem now was how to select the parents on the basis 
of separate objective function terms. As with the SOPGA, each subpopulation is treated separately when 
selecting parents. The selection strategy employed guarantees that a certain proportion of the parents 
are PO individuals from the previous generation. The remaining parents are selected on the basis of the 
scaled values of their objective function terms. When the objective function calculating subroutine, 
OBFN(jt,0/,fl), is called, it returns the array o f  which contains each of the objective function terms for 





have been calculated, the individual objective function terms are scaled using linear scaling as described 
in section 7.2.8. When being scaled, the values of each objective function term are treated separately:
o.fy = ofy + bt j  = 1,2,... i^s <9-10)
In the above equation, ns represents the number of individuals in the subpopulation and i represents the 
number of the objective function term. The values of a{ and bit which are different for each objective 
function term, are calculated using the procedure described in section 7.2.8. When all the values of an 
objective function term have been scaled, the highest scaled value, oft,max, is found and the values of 
the objective function terms are further scaled using:
■ J L  j -  (911)
The scaling process maps the values of the objective function terms onto the range [0,1]. It also, if 
necessary, reduces the difference between the average function value and the extreme function 
(maximum and minimum) values of each objective function term. This prevents an individual being 
over selected as a parent, particularly during the early stages of the algorithm when the population tends 
to contain individuals with widely differing objective function values. Once all function values have 
been scaled, the values of all the objective function terms of an individual are added to form a single 
measure of fitness:
oJT -  J = 1A - > ns <9-12>
i = l
The parents of the next generation are then selected using the method described in section 7.2.8. Once 
the parent selection procedure is complete, the parents are paired and the child individuals formed using 
the genetic operators of crossover and mutation in an identical manner to that used for the SOPGA.
9.5.6 Use of direct search methods
When optimizing single objective problems, the SOPGA uses a Hooke Jeeves search to Tine tune’ the 
best results. Because such direct search methods are not suited to optimizing multi-objective problems, 
it was not known whether it would be worthwhile to use such a method in conjunction with the 
MOPGA. However, since using Hooke Jeeves with the SOPGA had the positive effect of reducing the
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number of objective functions necessary to minimize a problem, it was decided to investigate whether 
the Hooke Jeeves method would have a similar effect with multi-objective problems. For use with 
multiple objectives, Hooke Jeeves was altered to only progress to a new parameter set if this set 
improved all of the objective function terms. The modified Hooke Jeeves method was programmed to, 
in turn, use each of the final PO parameter sets of a subpopulation as a starting point A limited series 
of tests indicated that the adapted method does still aid the MOPG A in locating the precise site of a PO 
parameter set, although this proved to be very difficult to quantify. A consequence of the requirement 
that an alteration to a parameter value should improve the values of all objective function terms if it 
is to be accepted was, that the algorithm tended to converge after relatively few objective function 
evaluations. In many cases, the modified Hooke Jeeves algorithm failed to improve on the starting 
parameter set
9.5.7 Other factors
The capability to save data after the completion of each generation was maintained, with the data saving 
subroutine being updated to save the values of each objective function term of a parameter set As with 
the SOPGA, no convergence criteria are included in the MOPG A, which means that the user has to 
estimate the number of generations that the algorithm is to complete. If the option to save data after 
each generation is used, the MOPGA can be restarted if the results prove to be unsatisfactory.
9.5.8 Parallel implementation on Meiko
The same transputer structure as shown in figure 8.3 and the same basic communications protocol as 
described in section 8.3 are used. The communications procedure between the transputers had to be 
changed to allow for changes to the migration process and data manipulation on completion of the final 
generation. The migration procedure had to be changed to allow for the possibility that a subpopulation 
may not contain the number of PO individuals required to migrate. To cater for this eventuality, the 
migrating subpopulations first transmit the number of individuals that they are going to send to the 
multiplexing transputer. Similarly, when sending migrating individuals to the subpopulations, the 
multiplexing transputers first transmit the number of individuals that are to be sent
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On completion of the final generation, the array containing the information about the PO individuals 
found by the subpopulation is sent to the multiplexing transputers. Each multiplexing transputer receives 
3 PO arrays, which are combined and sorted to eliminate any dominated individuals. The newly created 
PO array is then sent to the main controlling transputer, which combines and sorts the arrays from each 
multiplexer before outputting the final set of PO solutions.
9.6 COMMENTS ON THE PARENT SELECTION PROCEDURE
The fact that some parents are selected on the basis of a single fitness value contradicts the aim of 
treating the various objectives separately. During testing with multi-objective mathematical functions 
(for example problem 9.2), several parent selection methods were tested, but none performed better than 
the method described above. One of the methods investigated involved selecting a proportion of the 
parents on the basis of each objective function. For example, a subpopulation of ns individuals requires 
ns parents to be selected. If it is specified that 10% of the parents are to be PO individuals, 0.9ns 
individuals must be selected on the basis of the values of the k objective function terms. It was found 
that selecting 0.9ns/k parents on the basis of each individual objective function term did not work. It 
appears that combining individuals that perform well with respect to one objective with individuals that 
are fit with respect to another objective does not produce children that are fit with respect to both 
objectives. Another possible method, similar to that suggested by Santoro [10], involves defining a 
utopian point as described in section 9.5.4 and calculating the distance of each parameter set from the 
utopian point using equation 9.9. The individuals closest to the utopian point have the greatest 
probability of being selected as parents. This was very briefly investigated and the results indicated that 
this parent selection method tends to produce PO individuals that lie in a small region of the PO front 
The main aim of the MOPG A is to locate a set of PO individuals that span the PO front Certainly, the 
best parent selection method to do this is one that ensures that individuals on, or close to, the PO front 
are favoured. Analysis of the results achieved using the method defined by equation 9.12 indicated that 
it did tend to favour PO individuals.
During the development phase of the MOPGA, the main emphasis was on developing an algorithm and 
parallel computer code that works. Unfortunately, time did not permit a comprehensive study of parent 
selection methods to be undertaken.
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9.7 INITIAL TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOPGA
9.7.1 Defining values for the controlling parameters of the MOPGA
When first testing the algorithm, the controlling parameters that were used for the SOPGA were 
generally used. The crossover and mutation probabilities and migration interval were as described in 
section 7.3.1 and the number of subpopulations was set to 12. In addition to the parameters used for 
the SOPGA, an extra parameter defining the number of PO individuals in the current subpopulation that 
are to be guaranteed of inclusion in the parent pool had been introduced. This was initially set to 20% 
of the number of individuals in the subpopulation. Early testing had shown that it was highly unlikely 
that 20% of the subpopulation members would be PO, which means that guaranteeing that 20% of the 
parents are PO individuals already ensures better than average propagation of the PO individuals. In 
addition, the method by which the remaining parents are selected does not exclude the selection of PO 
individuals. It was felt that guaranteeing the selection of too many PO individuals would cause the 
MOPGA to concentrate on specific areas of the PO front
9.7.2 Observations about the behaviour of the MOPGA
The MOPGA was first used to solve problem 9.2. As a result of a series of initial tests, it was apparent 
that:
i) The algorithm has to be run for a greater number of generations than the SOPGA.
ii) The quality of the results is often related to the number of PO individuals located.
iii) The mutation probability plays an important role.
When optimizing single objective problems, it was often found there was an optimal number of 
generations that the SOPGA should evaluate. To demonstrate this, problem 9.2 was again optimized 
using the SOPGA. All controlling parameters were identical to those shown in table 9.1, with the 
exception of the number of generations to complete, which was set to 100. As the results in table 9.3 
show, increasing the number of generations that the SOPGA evaluates has very little effect. In the case 
of the MOPGA however, increasing the number of generations did improve the quality of the results. 
This is because, although it has little chance of finding them all, the MOPGA is searching for all non­
dominated solutions to a particular problem and completing a greater number of generations means that 
more parameter combinations are evaluated, which consequently improves the chances of locating good 
non-dominated individuals. Generally, the number of generations that the MOPGA was programmed
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to run for depended on the amount of time that the user was prepared to wait for the results.
Successive runs of the MOPGA returned different PO parameter sets. Comparison of these sets showed 
that the results from some runs of the MOPGA were dominated by those from others. This indicates 
that the MOPGA cannot be guaranteed to locate global rather than local PO parameter sets. It was 
noticed that if the MOPGA returned a small number of PO parameter sets, these were often superior 
to those taken from large PO parameter sets. To further investigate the relationship between the quality 
of the results and the number of PO individuals, problem 9.2 was optimized several times using the 
controlling parameter data shown in table 9.4. It is difficult to display the results of optimizing multi­
objective problems that have more than 2 objectives. The results shown in table 9.5 display what were 
considered to be the 2 parameter sets that best achieved the requirement that all 3 objective function 
terms should be as close as possible to 0. By adding together the values of the individual objective 
function terms, these results can be directly compared with those achieved using the SOPGA, which 
are shown in tables 9.2 and 9.3. Taking the sum of the 3 objective function terms as a measure, it can 
be seen that the results in table 9.5 are significantly better than all but 1 of the 10 sets of results shown 
in table 9.2. Seven of the parameter sets shown in table 9.5 were better than the best (o^=2.0686) 
shown in table 9.2. The best parameter set shown in table 9.5 had a total objective function value of: 
o/ t=0.0946. A disadvantage of using the MOPGA to optimize problem 9.2 was that it required 
approximately 10 times as many objective function evaluations as the SOPGA did.
To demonstrate the effect of increasing the number of generations that the MOPGA evaluates, the 
MOPGA was again used to optimize problem 9.2. The conditions were identical to those shown in 
table 9.4, with the exception that the number of generations to complete was set to 500. What were 
considered the best 2 results from each run are shown in table 9.6. The results in table 9.6 show that 
increasing the number of generations does improve the performance of the MOPGA. When running the 
MOPGA to produce the 6 PO parameter sets for table 9.6, the program twice aborted because the 
number of stored PO parameter sets exceeded the size of the array that stored them. This problem is 
further discussed in the next section.
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The results shown in tables 9.5 and 9.6 do confirm that the MOPGA does tend to produce better results 
when the number of PO parameter sets located is small. This tends to indicate that the algorithm has 
located, and concentrated on, a few well performing individuals. It appears that if the number of PO 
parameter sets is large, the MOPGA has had trouble finding any fit individuals to concentrate on.
It was noticed that subpopulations with low mutation probabilities tended to produce large numbers of 
PO parameter sets. To investigate the effect of the mutation probabilities, problem 9.2 was optimized 
using identical data to that shown in table 9.4, but this time using the crossover and mutation 
probabilities shown in tables 9.8 and 9.9. It was found that the quality of the results noticeably 
decreased as the mutation probability increased. It was therefore decided to continue using the crossover 
and mutation probabilities shown in table 9.7.
9.7.3 Problems associated with an excessive number of PO parameter sets 
As the results shown in table 9.5 and 9.6 demonstrate, the MOPGA can sometimes locate a large 
number of PO individuals. If this is the case, the algorithm tends to run very slowly because comparing 
newly located PO parameter sets with all of those located and stored during previous generations is time 
consuming. In some cases, the number of stored PO individuals exceeded 2000, which was the 
maximum dimension of the storage array, thereby causing the program to abort. When running on the 
Meiko, the available memory meant that each subpopulation was capable of storing a maximum of 1000 
PO individuals, which on occasions was exceeded. To reduce the number of PO individuals stored by 
the MOPGA, a limiting facility was introduced. This assumes that the user has a vague idea of what 
is an acceptable value for each objective function term. If the number of stored PO individuals exceeds 
a user defined maximum value (typically 500), the objective function term values of the stored PO 
parameter sets are output and the user is prompted to enter a maximum permissible value for each term. 
The number of parameter sets that fall within this criteria is output and the user prompted to accept or 
reject the maximum permissible values that have been entered. If accepted, PO parameter sets with an 
objective function term exceeding the maximum value are deleted from the stored array and future PO 
parameter sets only considered for inclusion if they fall within the limiting criteria. If the user rejects 
the maximum permissible objective function term values, they are re-entered and the acceptance 
procedure repeated. If, during subsequent generations, the number of stored PO individuals again
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exceeds the user defined maximum, the user is again prompted to enter reduced maximum permissible 
values for each objective function term.
9.7.4 The concept of major and minor objective function terms
An additional problem, that led to the formation of very large PO parameter sets was the introduction 
of the condition that a parameter being optimized should be as small as possible. This often occurs 
when designing fluid power circuits where space, efficiency and cost constraints require that the circuit 
components, in particular motors and pumps, are as small as possible. It was found that parameter sets 
that specify small pump and motor displacements were included as PO parameter sets despite the fact 
that they completely failed to meet the performance requirements. The inclusion of parameter sets that 
came nowhere near to achieving the performance requirements of a problem caused the build up of 
large PO parameter sets and prevented the MOPGA from concentrating on the main aims of the 
optimization process.
To overcome the problem of including parameter size as objective function terms, the concept of major 
and minor objective function terms was developed. A major objective function term is defined as a 
function where it is essential that the requirement it defines is achieved. A parameter set can be 
considered PO on the basis of this objective function term alone. A minor objective function term is 
of lesser importance and a parameter set can only be considered PO on the basis of this term if the 
values of the major objective function terms meet certain requirements. When using the specially written 
utility program to define the controlling parameters of the MOPGA, the user is prompted to define each 
of the objective function terms as major or minor. If all terms are of equal importance, they are all 
defined as major. On completion of a generation, the average value of each objective function term is 
calculated. If, when compiling the list of PO individuals in a generation, all the major objective 
functions of a parameter set are dominated, the individual is only considered for inclusion as PO on the 
grounds of a minor objective function value if all of its major objective functions are less than the 
corresponding average values for the generation. Additionally, the parent selection method of scaling 
and adding the objective function terms, as shown in equation 9.12, was amended to reduce the 
influence of the minor functions when formulating a single measure of the fitness of the parameter set:
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* o-5 E  (9'13)
mc  ^fits minfhs
The above equation uses the same notation described in section 9.5.5. As the algorithm progresses, the 
average values of the objective function terms improve (reduce) and PO individuals from previous 
generations, stored as PO on the basis of a minor objective function value, may no longer meet the 
inclusion requirements. After each generation, the stored PO individuals are checked and those no 
longer meeting the major/minor function requirements are removed. Limiting the stored PO individuals 
to those of interest to the user by setting maximum permissible values for objective function terms and 
categorising them as major or minor worked well with mathematical test functions. The results of using 
the MOPGA, including the modifications described in this section, to optimize a variety of problems 
are documented and discussed in the next section.
9.8 USING THE MOPGA TO OPTIMIZE MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS
9.8.1 Optimizing a mathematical problem
A mathematical multi-objective problem suggested by Roy and Wallenius [71] is to maximize,
o/j = xx + Xj, of2 = -xx + x2. 0£*| £4.095, 0^X2^8.191, jc2-1h(Xj +1)^0. (9.14)
The problem was first treated as a single objective problem by minimizing -(ofi+of2). The results of 10 
consecutive runs of the SOPGA, using the data shown in table 9.10, are shown in table 9.11. The results 
shown are similar, but not identical.
Roy and Wallenius used a multi-objective method, based on weighting factors, to produce a single PO 
parameter set: xy=1.0120, x2=0.6990, which produces objective function values of of,=1.7110 and 
o/2=-0.3130, and a global objective function value of 0/ 7=1.3980. Comparing this answer with those 
produced by the SOPGA, on the basis of the global objective function value alone, indicates that the 
answers produced by the SOPGA are superior because they all have greater global objective function 
values. However, comparing the values of the individual objective function terms produced by the 
SOPGA with those produced by Roy and Wallenius shows that the solutions are non-dominated.
Problem 9.14 was optimized by the MOPGA, using the data shown in table 9.12. Several runs of the 
MOPGA returned similar PO parameter sets consisting of between 350 and 400 individuals, which
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meant that it was not necessary to limit the number of PO individuals. Because this is a 2 objective 
problem, it is possible to display the results graphically. The values of the objective function terms of 
one of the PO parameter sets produced when using the MOPGA to optimize problem 9.13 are displayed 
graphically in figure 9.3. It can be seen that the results of Roy and Wallenius and the SOPGA quoted 
in table 9.11 do coincide with the PO front Figure 9.4 shows the actual PO front of the problem, which 
was produced by evaluating all possible parameter combinations over the course of a week. This 
consists of 4096 parameter sets (the accuracy of each parameter was limited to 0.001), which on closer 
examination were found to be governed by the constraint x2=ln(X]+l). Comparing figures 9.3 and 9.4 
shows that, in this case, the MOPGA was locating globally PO parameter sets. Although the MOPGA 
did not find all possible PO individuals, those it did find were distributed all along the PO front, which 
meant that the user had a wide choice of possible PO solutions.
9.8.2 Optimizing a structural problem
A second problem tested was the ’I’ beam problem [13,14] shown in figure 9.5. The conflicting aims 
are to minimize the cross-sectional area (and consequently weight) and the static deflection of the 
simply supported beam when it is loaded as shown. The parameters to be optimized are the beam 
dimensions x,, x2, x3 and x4, as shown in figure 9.5. The two governing functions, of} (cross-sectional 
area) and of2 (beam deflection) are:
n r  3
O fi =  2 * 2 * *  +  * 3 ( * i- 2 * 4 )  o f2 =  —  ( 9 - 1 5 )
/  represents the 2nd moment of area and is calculated using:
J = + 2x7x4[Axj*3x1(xl-2x^] (9<16)
12
The geometric constraints are:
lQzx^SQ, 10<lx^ 5 0 , 0.9 < ^ 5 ,  0 . 9 ^ 5 .  (9.17)
The strength constraint is defined by:
^  ^  i  o , (9.18)
Zy Z: »
My and Mz are the maximum bending moments and Zy and Zz are the section moduli in the y  and z 
directions. The following data was used: P=600kN, <2=50kN, L=200cm, £'=2xl04kN/cm2 and 
O v^kN /cm 2.
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The MOPGA, using the controlling parameters shown in table 9.13, was used to optimize the beam 
problem. When the MOPGA was run, it was apparent that the number of PO individuals being stored 
by the MOPGA was excessive. Consequently, the MOPGA was programmed to limit the number of PO 
individuals stored to 300. It should be remembered that when the MOPGA is run, the individuals being 
stored as PO are not limited until the number stored exceeds the specified maximum; in this case 300. 
At this stage the stored PO individuals are displayed and the user prompted to set a maximum value 
for each objective function term. When this method was applied to the beam problem, it was found to 
be possible to guide the MOPGA to locate PO solutions in a required region of the PO front For 
example, figure 9.6 shows the available options if the user requires a light beam that is able to deflect 
considerably without breaking. This result was achieved by fixing the permissible beam deflection to 
the maximum value when the stored PO array first exceeded the permitted number of individuals and 
reducing the maximum permissible cross-sectional area during the course of the run. Each time the 
cross-sectional area was reduced, the algorithm would restart and continue until the maximum number 
of stored PO individuals was again exceeded, at which stage the maximum cross-sectional area was 
further reduced. Using a similar guiding process, it was possible to locate a set of PO solutions of 
moderate weight and deflection (figure 9.7) and a set of solutions which were heavy, but only deflected 
slightly (figure 9.8). To illustrate the effect of limiting the number of PO individuals, the maximum 
number of PO individuals was set to 1000. The positive aspect of this test was that the more extensive 
PO front shown in figure 9.9 was located. The penalty to pay for this improved result was that the 
MOPGA took 1480 second to complete on a SUN SPARC 1 4/60 workstation, whereas the results 
shown in figure 9.6, which shows 300 PO solutions, took 412 seconds to produce.
For the Roy problem described in the previous section, it had been possible to find all possible PO 
solutions by the lengthy process of evaluating every possible combination of parameter sets. In this case, 
this approach is not feasible because there are 4.4xl012 possible parameter combinations to evaluate, 
which on the basis of each parameter set evaluation taking 0.006 seconds as it did when producing the 
results for figure 9.6, would take approximately 820 years to complete on a SUN SPARC 1 4/60 
workstation. The results returned by the MOPGA were thought to be globally PO because firstly, 
different runs of the MOPGA consistently returned very similar PO parameter sets and secondly, 
parameter sets described by Osyczka [13] and Hajela and Shih [14] as being globally PO were amongst
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the many PO parameter sets located by the MOPGA. The fact that the MOPGA managed to locate a 
section of PO solutions to this particular problem within 7 minutes demonstrates that it is an efficient 
method for locating PO solutions.
9.8.3 Applying the MOPGA to fluid power circuits simulated using the steady state solver
The MOPGA was first used to optimize the fluid power test circuit shown in figure 9.10. This circuit, 
known as test circuit 4, is a simplified version of test circuit 2 (figure 3.2). It was chosen because it has 
fewer objectives than circuit 2, but is still awkward to optimize. This is because of the inclusion of a 
pressure compensated flow control valve (pcfcv), which if correctly set, will ensure that most 
combinations of pump and motor displacements can achieve the required load speed. This results in the 
circuit having many local optima. The 3 parameters to be optimized were the pump and motor 
displacements and the nominal flow rate of the pcfcv. The two main design objectives of the circuit 
were, that the motor should run at 1000 rev/m in and that the motor and pump displacements should be 
as small as possible. These requirements were formulated mathematically as:
ofx = a b s i u - u ^  of2 = Dm (9.19)
In the above equation, © represents the actual load speed and cor<<7 represents the required load speed,
in this case 1000 rev/min. Dm represents the motor displacement. Additional design specifications were,
that the relief valve should not be open and that the pcfcv should be operating in its linear region. A
solution violating either of these restrictions was not desirable. A third objective function incorporating
both these restrictions was therefore included as a measure of the suitability of the solution. If neither
restriction was violated, the function value was zero. If either, or both, restrictions were violated, a
value proportional to the degree of violation was returned. The objective function used was:
of3 = Q„ + penl (9.20)
In the above equation, Qn represents the flow through the relief valve, which is zero if the valve is 
closed. The function penl, calculated as shown in equation 3.4, was used to indicate if the pcfcv was 
operating in its non-linear region. This occurs if the pressure drop across it, is less than the minimum 
permissible pressure drop. Both penalties were programmed as one objective function term because only 
solutions where both were zero were of interest Although it was a design objective to minimize the 
pump displacement it was omitted as an objective function term because, by minimizing the motor size
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and specifying that the relief valve should not be open, it was implicit that the pump size would also 
be minimized. It should be noted that, when formulating the objective function terms shown in 
equations 9.19 and 9.20, no account had to be taken of the different orders of the objective function 
terms, which is a major advantage of using the concept of Pareto optimality.
In order to be able to gauge the performance of the MOPGA, the circuit was first optimized using the 
SOPGA. To do this, the following objective function was used:
In the above equation, the terms (artq, the maximum permissible motor displacement, and the pump
flowrate, Qpump, have been introduced to ensure the no individual objective function term can have a 
value greater than 1. The SOPGA was run, using the controlling parameter data shown in table 9.14. 
To speed up the testing process, the circuit was simulated using the steady state solver. A consequence 
of this was that objective function equations 9.19,9.20 and 9.21 do not include dynamic terms because, 
as its name suggests, the steady state solver produces steady state answers. Integral speed error terms, 
as used in the objective function for test circuit 2 (equation 3.6), therefore do not have to be introduced 
in order to ensure that the load has reached a steady state speed. As the results in table 9.15 show, the 
SOPGA produced 10 different ’optimal’ parameter sets, with objective function values varying between 
0.079 and 0.296.
Having shown that test circuit 4 is difficult to optimize when treated as a single objective problem, the 
effect of treating it as a multi-objective problem was investigated. The 3 objective function terms were 
as shown in equations 9.19 and 9.20. It was considered essential that the load speed should be achieved 
and that the relief valve and pcfcv operate as required. Therefore, the functions ofx and 0/3 were defined 
as major objective function terms and of2, which measures the motor displacement, as a minor term. 
The results of optimizing circuit 4, which took approximately 2 hours to produce (on the Meiko) when 
using identical controlling parameter data to that shown in table 9.14, are documented in tables 9.16 
to 9.20. At no stage was it necessary to limit the number of PO individuals being stored and as the 
results show, each run of the MOPGA returned only a small number of PO parameter sets. This is 




the formation of a continuous PO front. A pleasing aspect of these tests was that several parameter sets 
were repeated in the results produced by different runs of the algorithm. For example, the parameter 
set (Pump=15.5 cc/rev, Motor=23.00 cc/rev and pcfcv nominal flow rate=22.89 cc/rev) appeared in the 
first 3 sets of results. Other parameter sets appeared more than once and several parameter sets were 
similar to one another. It should be noted that some parameter sets had a value for of3 that was greater 
than 0, which indicated either that the relief valve was open, or that the pcfcv was operating in its non­
linear flow region. Although parameter sets that violated these conditions were undesirable, they were 
included in the PO set because they either specified low pump and motor displacements, or achieved 
a very accurate load speed. As these results demonstrate, a major advantage of the MOPGA is that it 
presents several possible solutions, which in this case, show how increasing the size of the pump and 
motor displacements increases the accuracy of the load speed. On seeing the possible alternatives, the 
user can select the most appropriate for the particular task.
Having been reasonably successful when optimizing test circuit 4, the MOPGA was applied to the more 
complicated test circuit 2 (figure 3.2). To save time, the steady state solver was used to simulate the 
circuit, which again meant that dynamic considerations did not have to be included in the objective 
function terms. The requirements of the circuit were identical to those described in section 3.2.2, with 
the exception that the condition that the loads should be running at steady state speeds within 20 
seconds did not apply. The design objectives were represented by 5 separate objective function 
equations. The requirements that load#l should run at 1000 rev/min and that load#2 run at 300 rev/min 
were represented by:
of^ = abs(ul-  1000) of^ = abs(<d2-  300) (9.22)
In the above equation, co, and (a2 represent the speeds of load#l and load#2 respectively. The condition
that the size of the pump and motor displacements should be as small as possible was measured using:
« /3 -  °f<  -  A *  P - 2 3 *
The conditions that the pcfcvs should be operating in their linear regions and that the relief valve should 
not be open were again represented by one objective term:
of5 = Q„ + penx + per^ (9.24)
Q„ represents the flow through the relief valve, peri] is non-zero if pcfcv# 1 operates in its non-linear 
region and pen2 is non-zero if pcfcv#2 operates in its non-linear region. The terms pen, and pen2 were
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calculated using equation 3.4. The pump displacement was omitted as an objective function term 
because, as with the previous example, the other objectives implied that its displacement should be as 
small as possible.
The MOPGA, using the controlling parameter data shown in table 9.21, was used to optimize this 
circuit. In addition to the data shown in table 9.21, the functions representing the load speeds and the 
penalty function were defined as major functions and the two functions representing the motor 
displacements were defined as minor functions. Also, to prevent an excessive build up of irrelevant PO 
parameter sets, the MOPGA was programmed to only consider individuals where both of the load 
speeds were operating within 10% of their required speeds for inclusion as PO parameter sets. 
Tables 9.22 to 9.26 show the PO parameter sets returned by 5 runs of the MOPGA. These results 
required the evaluation of approximately 16000 sets of objective function values and took in the region 
of 2 hours to produce on the Meiko. As the results show, repeated runs of the MOPGA produced 
different PO sets. When the sets of results shown in tables 9.22 to 9.26 were compared, it was found 
that 15 of the 20 PO parameter sets documented are non-dominated. Those that are dominated are 
marked by a ’d’ in the pump displacement column of the tables. These results indicate that each run 
of the algorithm was locating a selection of PO parameter sets. Increasing the number of generations 
over which to run the algorithm or the subpopulation size (or both) would increase the chances of 
locating a greater number of non-dominated parameter sets, but would increase the run time of the 
algorithm.
The results documented in this section show that the MOPGA works very well when optimizing the 3 
objectives of circuit 4, but does not work so well when optimizing the 5 objectives of circuit 2. The 
results of optimizing circuit 2 show that it did tend to locate a selection of PO parameter sets, but 
unfortunately different runs of the algorithm located different PO parameter sets. At this stage, it was 
not possible to accurately guide the algorithm into locating a selection of PO parameter sets of interest 
to the user. These results are considered to be better than those produced by the single objective 
algorithm because they do give the user a choice of viable solutions and highlight the conflicting nature 
of the optimization problem. The tests in this section were carried out using the steady state solver to 
save time. Having shown that applying the MOPGA to fluid power systems is feasible, it was decided
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to use it to optimize dynamically simulated versions of test circuits 1 and 2. The results of these tests 
are shown in the next section.
9.8.4 Applying the MOPGA to dynamically simulated fluid power circuits 
The design objectives for test circuit 1, which is described in detail in section 3.2.1, were that the load 
should be driven at 300.00 rev/min and that the power requirement of the pump should be as low as 
possible. The 2 parameters to be optimized were: the pump and motor displacements. The 2 design 
objectives were formulated as:
ofx = absiureq-  (o), of2 = APDpu pm (9.25)
of2 computes the power requirement of the hydraulic pump. AP represents the difference in pressure
between the pump inlet and outlet ports, Dp is the displacement of the pump and is the speed of the
prime mover driving the pump. The circuit was optimized using the data shown in table 9.27. o f  was
defined as a major objective and of2 was defined as minor. This was because it was considered to be
important that the required load speed was achieved. If the power objective had been defined as major,
many solutions specifying very low power requirements, but coming nowhere near to achieving the
required speed, would have been returned. The results of using the MOPGA to optimize circuit 1 are
shown in tables 9.28 to 9.32. Each run of the MOPGA took between 1.5 and 2.1 hours to complete on
the Meiko. The results show that consecutive runs of the MOPGA returned a range of PO parameter
sets that, despite being different, displayed a similar trend. Each set of PO parameters offered a range
of solutions, varying from those that require a high power input, but come very close to precisely
achieving the speed requirement to those that require a low power input, but do not quite achieve the
speed requirement. The results compare favourably with those produced by the SOPGA, shown in
table 8.7. Ten runs of the SOPGA produced only one parameter set with a input power requirement
below 2 kW. Each run of the MOPGA produced at least 1 solution requiring below 2 kW and a
parameter set shown in table 9.29 actually requires a power of less than 1 kW, whilst achieving an
acceptable load speed. This comparison of results indicates that the formulation of the objective function
for the SOPGA caused it to concentrate on achieving the load speed to an excessive degree of accuracy.




When optimizing circuit 2, the following 5 objective function terms were produced by splitting up the 
terms of the objective function (equation 3.6) shown in section 3.3.2.
The functions ofly of2 and ofs, which specify the required steady state speeds of the two loads and the 
constraints on the relief valve and pcfcvs, were defined as major functions and of3 and of4, the functions 
representing the motor displacements, were defined as minor. The MOPGA was run using the data 
shown in table 9.21 and example sets of results produced by the MOPGA are shown in tables 9.33 and 
9.34. These two sets of results, which took approximately 36 hours to produce on the Meiko, 
demonstrate that the MOPGA is capable of many several non-dominated solutions. It was not necessary 
to introduce selection criteria for the PO individuals because the size of the stored PO array never 
exceeded 500 parameter sets. The final column in tables 9.33 and 9.34 display the single objective 
function that each parameter would have produced had it been optimized by the SOPGA. This value 
is included to enable the results of the MOPGA to be compared with those produced by the SOPGA 
(table 8.11). The values in it were not used by the MOPGA. It can be seen that although all the results 
in tables 9.33 and 9.34 are non-dominated, they have widely differing single objective function values. 
Many of these results would not have been presented to the designer had the optimization process been 
carried out by the SOPGA. A negative aspect of the results in table 9.33 is that the MOPGA does seem 
to have concentrated on parameter sets that specify large pump and motor displacements. The results 
in table 9.34 offer a more diverse range of solutions specifying both large and small pump and motor 
combinations. The outcome of the tests in this section indicates that there are a large number of PO 
solutions to this problem and it is probably unrealistic to expect the algorithm to find all of them. Using 
the idea of major and minor objective function terms, it is already possible to introduce a bias so that 
the MOPGA concentrates on PO parameter sets with certain characteristics. Ideally, it would be possible 
for the designer to exert an even greater amount of control over the behaviour of the MOPGA.
20 20
(9.26)




The results documented in this chapter indicate that using the MOPGA to optimize design problems in
general, and fluid power circuits in particular, is of great benefit to the designer. This is because it
provides an insight into the conflicting nature of most design problems and presents the designer with 
a selection of possible solutions. The version of the MOPGA used to carry out these feasibility tests 
was a development version, the performance of which, can almost certainly still be significantly 
improved. The main topics worth further investigation are:
i) The parent selection method
ii) The use of the Hooke Jeeves method to fine tune results
iii) Guiding the algorithm to locate parameter sets of particular interest.
As discussed in section 9.6, the current parent selection method ultimately relies on adding 
dimensionless, normalized values of each objective function term of a parameter set together in order 
to form a single measure of the fitness for the parameter set. Although the results in this chapter 
indicate that this method functions acceptably, an investigation into other parent selection methods, that 
preferably do not involve formulating a single measure of fitness, would definitely be worthwhile. One 
area worth examining is the use of fuzzy techniques to select parents.
When used in conjunction with the SOPGA, the Hooke Jeeves method definitely improves the efficiency 
of the algorithm. A very limited series of tests indicated that the modified version of the Hooke Jeeves 
algorithm, described in section 9.5.6, may also improve the efficiency of the MOPGA. A problem 
associated with implementing the direct search algorithm on PO parameter sets is selecting which 
parameter sets should be used as the starting point for each search. For the SOPGA, the solution was 
simple; each subpopulation carries out a search using the fittest parameter set found by that particular 
subpopulation. Because the MOPGA contains a selection of non-dominated parameter sets, it is not 
possible for the algorithm to select a fittest parameter set The solution initially used was for the 
algorithm to perform a Hooke Jeeves search on each PO parameter set This method worked well with 
the problems that did not require dynamic simulation, but became very time consuming if the problem 
was dynamically simulated. If the MOPGA is to be further developed, it is recommended that a 
thorough investigation into the effectiveness using an algorithm (not necessarily Hooke Jeeves) to ’fine 
tune’ the results be undertaken. If it is found to be beneficial, a method for selecting the starting
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parameters for the method, possibly involving user interaction, should be developed.
By using the idea of defining major and minor objective function terms and allowing the specification 
of a maximum permissible value for each objective function value, it was possible to exert some control 
over the PO parameter sets on which the MOPGA concentrates. This control was fairly limited and an 
investigation into other methods for controlling the behaviour of the algorithm would be useful.
9.10 CONCLUSIONS
The results in this chapter show that designing fluid power circuits usually involves meeting several 
conflicting design specifications. Using the concept of Pareto optimality enables the designer to treat 
each design requirement separately, thereby emphasizing the conflicting nature of the problem to the 
designer, avoiding the necessity of formulating a single objective function and enabling a wide range 
of design alternatives to be produced. Despite the fact that the development of the multi-objective 
parallel genetic algorithm is not complete, the results of using it demonstrate that it is well suited to the 
solution of multi-objective problems. Although the performance of the multi-objective parallel genetic 
algorithm still has many flaws, including; the failure of consecutive runs of the algorithm to produce 
consistent results and the time taken to complete each run of the algorithm, its performance is far 
superior to that of the single objective parallel genetic algorithm. It is therefore felt that further 
development and refinement of the algorithm would be worthwhile.
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Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For Equation 9.1
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
4 Parameters
Run for 30 generations
Migrate every 3 generations
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Code each parameter as a 17 bit binary string
Upper bound for both parameters = 65.5355
Lower bound for both parameters = -65.5355
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.001
3 point crossover
Table 9.1
X, *2 X3 *4 of. of2 Of3 ofj no. fn  
evals
-332895 -9.9385 -2.3955 1.6085 0.0193 6.7811 0.2956 7.0961 20808
0.0235 -0.6965 0.2805 2.6095 7.1396 13.0372 0.0005 20.1772 14966
1.1285 0.1505 0.9275 2.9625 28.5139 1.1852 0.0018 29.7009 14227
2.3915 2.2235 0.8625 2.7845 21.8642 20.7765 0.0025 42.6432 16139
0.7705 1.1465 0.4825 2.6035 10.7285 38.7610 0.0040 49.4935 19985
1.7825 0.8765 1.2115 3.0845 39.9683 2.1388 0.0053 42.1123 21379
5.9955 -2.2065 -0.3785 2.3455 0.0077 1.9976 0.0633 2.0686 16136
1.2215 2.9685 0.9745 2.8135 27.2920 19.9945 0.0030 47.2895 21243
-23.1635 -8.0035 -2.0525 1.6835 59.0063 0.0304 0.4505 59.4872 20457
-3.7065 -2.6675 -0.4225 2.3195 19.0500 0.4759 5.0375 24.5630 20239
Table 9.2 Results of optimizing problem 9.2. SOPGA run for 50 generations.
*2 Xj *4 of, Ofz Ofs ofT no. fn 
evals
13.8125 -4.7435 -1.2715 2.0055 2.3452 15.4708 0.0000 17.8164 40217
1.7475 2.9805 0.9265 2.7895 26.6780 20.0532 0.0020 46.7332 39757
1.7365 1.4535 1.0075 2.9085 25.9555 13.6591 0.0037 39.6183 41233
0.3445 0.3955 0.6655 2.7625 17.2290 19.0848 0.0095 36.3234 39722
0.9245 -1.3075 -0.0395 2.4645 4.3764 9.6909 0.0029 14.0702 38866
5.0005 -0.8075 0.4935 2.7915 28.6183 11.7256 0.0986 40.4425 40687
3.0455 -0.5355 0.3175 2.6365 12.5183 7.5824 0.0001 20.1009 40158
-3.0035 -1.3675 0.3795 2.7205 17.9818 0.1140 0.0031 18.0990 38189
4.9385 -0.0715 0.9315 3.0135 47.3763 6.9119 0.0006 54.2887 39496
-3.6025 -1.9045 0.0945 2.5835 7.3087 3.1268 0.0053 10.4407 38981
Table 9.3 Results of optimizing problem 9.2. SOPGA run for 100 generations.
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Multi-Objective Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Data For Problem 9.2
12 Subpopulations 40 individuals per subpopulation
3 Objective functions
Run for 250 generations
Migrate every 20 generations
Send 4 PO individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 9.7
Code each parameter as a 17 bit binary string
Upper bound for both parameters = 65.5355
Lower bound for both parameters = -65.5355
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.0001
No. crossover points = 4
Table 9.4
Xj *2 *3 *4 Oft of2 of3 No. of 
PO sets




























































































Table 9.5 Selected PO solutions to problem 9.2. MOPGA run for 250 generations.
Xj *2 X4 ofi of2 of3 No. of 
PO sets














































































































































Table 9.7 Mutation and 
crossover probabilities for 
MOPGA subpopulations
Table 9.8 Mutation and 
crossover probabilities for 
MOPGA subpopulations
Table 9.9 Mutation and 
crossover probabilities for 
MOPGA subpopulations
Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data For the Roy problem
12 Subpopulations, 50 individuals per subpopulation
2 Parameters, run for 100 generations
Migrate every 8 generations
Send best 4 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 9.7
Code x, as a 12 bit binary string, x2 as a 13 bit binary string
0<X;<4.095, 0<*2<8.191. Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.001
2 point crossover
Table 9.10
* / *2 of of2 °fr
4.0250 1.6140 5.6390 -2.4110 3.2280
4.0830 1.6210 5.7040 -2.4620 3.2420
4.0640 1.6070 5.6710 -2.4570 3.2140
4.0430 1.6130 5.6560 -2.4300 3.2260
4.0520 1.6090 5.6610 -2.4430 3.2180
4.0760 1.6240 5.7000 -2.4520 3.2480
4.0760 1.6160 5.6920 -2.4600 3.2320
4.0550 1.6190 5.6740 -2.4360 3.2380
4.0490 1.6190 5.6680 -2.4300 3.2380
3.9920 1.6030 5.5950 -2.3890 3.2060
Table 9.11 Results of using the SOPGA to
optimize the Roy problem
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Multi-Objective Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Data For Roy Problem
12 Subpopulations 50 individuals per subpopulation
2 Objective functions, both major
Run for 50 generations
Migrate every 4 generations
Send 4 PO individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 9.7
Code Xj as a 12 bit and x2 as a 13 bit binary string
0<X/<4.095, 0<*2<8.191
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.001
2 point crossover
Table 9.12
Multi-Objective Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Data For Beam Problem
12 Subpopulations 50 individuals per subpopulation
2 Objective functions, both major 
Run for 100 generations 
Migrate every 8 generations
Send 4 PO individuals in a subpop. when migrating 
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 9.7 
Code Xj as a l l  bit, x2 as a 12 bit, x3 as a 8 bit 
and x<as a 11 bit binary string 
59.53<x;<80.00, 9.05<*2<50.00
0.90<Xj<3.45, 0.90<*2-2.947
Min Hooke Jeeves step = 0.01 for xh x2 and x3 
Min Hooke Jeeves step = 0.001 for x4
3 point crossover
Table 9.13
Parallel Genetic Algorithm Data 
For Test Circuit 4
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
3 Parameters
Run for 40 generations 
Migrate every 3 generations 
Send best 4 individuals in a subpop. when migrating 
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1 
Code pump and motor displacements as 8 bit strings 
Code pcfcv nominal flow rate as a 14 bit string 
Upper bound for pump and motor= 128.500 
Lower bound for pump and motor = 1.000 
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.5 
Upper bound for pcfcv nom flow = 163.840 
Lower bound for pcfcv nom flow = 0.010 
























16.50 24.50 24.39 999.94 0.191 17463
7.00 10.50 10.41 991.71 0.090 16048
16.00 24.00 23.89 995.52 0.192 16351
25.00 37.50 37.37 996.59 0.296 16925
5.50 8.00 7.98 1001.23 0.079 15911
10.00 15.00 14.90 993.61 0.124 16077
14.50 21.50 21.39 1000.07 0.168 16256
23.50 35.00 34.91 1000.05 0.273 16835
9.00 13.00 12.94 1000.35 0.126 16271
21.00 31.50 31.38 996.24 0.250 16509
Table 9.15 Results of using the SOPGA to 















14.50 21.50 21.390 999.93 0.00000
10.50 15.50 15.440 998.65 0.00216
10.50 15.50 15.420 999.94 0.00344
10.50 15.50 15.480 996.25 0.00000
63.50 94.50 94.130 1000.00 0.00000
15.50 23.00 22.890 999.99 0.00000















9.50 14.00 13.940 1000.80 0.00421
12.50 18.50 18.430 1001.46 0.00000
15.50 23.00 22.890 1000.00 0.00000

















12.50 18.50 18.400 1000.01 0.00121
14.50 21.50 21.390 1000.06 0.00000
15.50 23.00 22.890 1000.00 0.00000















16.50 24.50 24.390 999.94 0.00000
12.50 18.50 18.400 1000.01 0.00121
66.50 99.50 99.480 1000.00 0.00000
13.50 20.00 19.900 1000.42 0.00000
23.50 35.00 34.910 1000.05 0.00000
30.00 44.50 44.24 999.98 0.00000
34.00 50.50 50.250 1000.00 0.00000















17.50 26.00 25.890 999.90 0.00000
34.00 ‘ 50.50 50.250 1000.00 0.00000
8.50 10.50 10.450 999.78 0.16478
20.50 30.50 30.400 999.98 0.00000
Table 9.20 Some PO Solutions to test circuit 4
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Multi-Objective Parallel Genetic 
Algorithm Data For Circuit 2
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
Run for 40 generations
Migrate every 3 generations
Send best 4 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Code pump and motor displacements as 8 bit strings
Upper bound for pump and motors = 128.50
Lower bound for pump and motors = 1.0
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.5
Code pcfcv nominal flow rates as 14 bit strings
Upper bound for pcfcv nom. flows = 163.84
Lower bound for pcfcv nom. flows = 0.01
Minimum Hooke Jeeves step = 0.01























42.00 57.50 17.00 57.530 5.120 1001.85 303.15
73.50 86.00 46.50 95.740 13.860 1114.76 300.05
52.00 67.50 33.50 67.330 10.020 999.99 301.98
50.50 60.50 50.00 60.490 14.940 1000.43 300.00
54.00 70.00 34.50 70.010 10.240 1003.07 300.05






















68.00 75.00 88.00 74.560 26.100 1000.19 299.99
48.50 45.50 90.00 45.550 26.920 1001.26 300.03
42.50 50.00 45.00 49.900 13.360 999.96 299.28
























75.00* 93.00 41.00 99.270 12.160 1070.64 299.29
55.00 70.50 38.00 70.640 11.320 1003.71 300.05
71.00 92.50 46.00 92.480 13.760 999.79 299.75






















78.00* 87.50 85.00 89.610 26.640 1025.69 315.34
53.00 72.00 14.50 74.350 4.590 1034.79 319.37
59.00* 63.00 69.50 66.920 20.610 1065.61 300.01
50.00* 58.00 52.00 58.220 16.420 1004.61 317.16






















68.50* 82.00 40.50 89.950 12.090 1098.93 300.92
64.50 90.00 21.00 89.880 6.250 1000.52 300.00
67.50 88.50 41.00 88.220 12.150 998.58 299.35
66.50 93.00 21.00 92.570 6.220 998.71 300.00
65.00 86.50 33.00 86.870 9.800 1007.00 300.02
table 9.26 Some PO Solutions to test circuit 2
Multi-Objective Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
Data For Test Circuit 1
12 Subpopulations 30 individuals per subpopulation
2 Parameters
Run for 30 generations
Migrate every 3 generations
Send best 3 individuals in a subpop. when migrating
Crossover and mutation as shown in table 7.1
Code pump and motor displacements as 19 bit strings
Upper bound for pump and motor= 525.287
Lower bound for pump and motor = 1.000

















19.099 94.876 300.0042 1.967
17.944 89.048 300.0010 2.062
16.077 79.718 300.0382 1.762
16.093 79.786 300.0313 1.770
45.678 227.702 300.0002 2.368
13491 obj.fn evals. Time:6392 seconds













37.373 186.210 300.0000 2.256
15.920 79.084 300.0018 1.719
25.619 127.491 300.0001 2.097
18.921 94.030 300.0012 1.946
20.732 103.055 300.0004 2.010
13522 obj.fn evals. Time:5484 seconds













13.503 67.104 300.0131 0.991
24.029 64.714 300.0000 6.009
21.021 104.485 300.0003 2.040
40.571 202.187 300.0002 2.299
17.471 86.744 300.0038 1.878
13741 obj.fn evals. Time:7602 seconds













16.046 79.568 300.1487 1.746
22.394 111.408 299.8984 2.040
22.400 111.413 299.9654 2.041
21.988 109.364 299.9995 2.041
31.276 64.679 300.0000 7.823
22.010 109.526 299.8548 2.039
13829 obj.fn evals. Time:6263 seconds













14.649 72.749 300.0141 1.466
18.974 94.281 300.0002 1.950
14806 obj.fn evals. Time:6149 seconds



























79.00 105.50 41.50 105.21 12.31 999.88 299.52 1.477
79.00 105.50 42.00 105.26 12.51 999.42 299.93 1.478
50.50 53.00 75.50 52.96 22.41 999.95 298.19 1.310
50.50 53.00 75.00 52.96 22.40 1000.01 300.08 1.281
55.50 66.00 58.00 65.89 16.80 999.96 291.71 1.351
55.50 66.00 56.00 65.89 16.80 1000.55 299.57 0.755
45.50 65.50 8.50 65.53 2.54 1008.04 300.53 1.314
50.50 52.50 75.00 52.85 22.40 1005.51 302.94 0.780
46.00 66.00 8.00 66.32 2.40 1016.09 300.01 1.405
52.50 53.50 80.50 54.33 24.05 1000.03 279.20 1.657
52.00 54.50 83.50 54.50 23.25 999.96 300.65 1.239
49.50 53.00 70.00 52.98 20.97 1001.70 300.12 1.543
88.00 121.50 32.00 121.35 9.50 999.89 300.00 1.960
60.00 75.50 45.00 75.97 13.40 1008.13 300.08 1.240
63.00 83.50 35.00 83.59 10.48 1002.01 300.87 1.205

























33.50 42.50 23.50 42.73 6.97 1009.78 298.34 0.727
33.50 44.00 21.00 43.82 6.28 995.92 299.26 0.683
79.50 100.00 66.00 98.97 19.68 990.15 300.00 1.700
74.00 104.00 22.00 103.88 6.58 1000.05 300.70 1.271
73.50 103.00 22.00 102.98 6.56 1001.73 300.47 1.265
80.00 96.00 81.50 94.83 24.26 989.91 300.00 1.815
71.50 103.50 11.00 103.27 3.26 999.91 298.67 1.158
63.50 86.50 26.50 87.02 7.93 1006.38 300.05 1.159
43.00 48.00 54.00 48.12 16.15 1002.53 300.08 1.033
47.50 62.00 27.50 62.69 8.21 1012.30 299.58 0.954
43.50 48.50 55.00 48.52 16.50 1000.58 300.89 1.049
43.00 47.50 56.00 47.41 16.70 999.08 300.06 1.040
39.50 53.00 19.50 53.06 5.81 1002.59 301.11 0.748
57.00 78.50 22.50 78.10 6.66 997.69 299.45 1.028
68.50 89.00 42.50 89.64 12.70 1007.85 300.09 1.348
69.50 92.50 38.00 92.38 11.33 999.94 299.85 1.307
96.50 108.50 119.00 108.29 35.40 999.99 299.64 2.280
table 934  Some PO Solutions to test circuit 2, when simulated dynamically
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Line joining 
non-dominated points
Figure 9.1 Plot showing the non-dominated solutions 
of a 2 objective optimization problem
Pareto optimal front
Figure 9.2 Plot showing the non-dominated front that typically 
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Figure 9.4 Actual PO front of the Roy problem
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Figure 9.10 Multi-objective fluid power test circuit 4
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
10.1 CONCLUSIONS
The work in this thesis details an investigation into the possibility of using optimization techniques to 
select component sizes, settings and gains that enable fluid power circuits to perform as specified. If 
this approach proves to be feasible, it will remove a tedious and time consuming task from the design 
process, whilst retaining the creative design aspect
The work in chapter 3 demonstrates that it is not possible for traditional direct search optimization 
techniques to reliably optimize the performance of a fluid power circuit. It was found that consecutive 
runs of such optimization techniques return significantly different sets of component sizes and gains, 
each with different performance characteristics. When using an optimization algorithm to select the 
component sizes and gains of a fluid power circuit, a mathematical expression, called an objective 
function, is used to measure the suitability of a particular parameter set for the intended task. As the 
results in chapter 3 illustrate, the apparently simple task of defining an objective function is actually 
rather complicated. Consequently, a great deal of care must be taken to ensure that the objective 
function is formulated in a manner that precisely reflects the design specification of the circuit.
The evolution strategy, a recently developed optimization algorithm based on the concepts of biological 
evolution, is shown in chapter 4 to produce results that are superior to those produced by the traditional 
optimization techniques. Unfortunately, the performance of the evolution strategy when optimizing fluid 
power circuits is still not acceptable.
The research into evolution strategies lead to an interest in genetic algorithms, which are also based on 
evolutionary principles, but fundamentally differ from evolution strategies in the manner in which they 
represent the sets of design parameters. The results in chapter 7 demonstrate that the version of the 
genetic algorithm developed for the purpose of optimizing fluid power circuits significantly outperforms 
any other optimization algorithm when optimizing a set of mathematical functions that exhibit properties 
that are awkward to optimize.
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An important point to emerge from optimizing fluid power circuits is that it is a time consuming 
process. This is because an optimization algorithm will test many parameter sets in order to have a good 
chance of finding the optimal set. Each test of a parameter set requires a dynamic simulation of the 
circuit, which can take a few seconds, if not minutes, to complete. Work in chapter 7 shows that the 
genetic algorithm is ideally suited for implementation on a parallel computer. The development and 
testing of a parallel version of the algorithm demonstrates that a considerable reduction in the run time 
of the algorithm can be achieved. Even when running in parallel, the time that the genetic algorithm 
requires to optimize complicated fluid power circuits is a major drawback. The use of a steady state 
rather than dynamic circuit model does enable the algorithm to run significantly faster, but 
unfortunately, very few fluid power circuits can be designed without taking dynamic considerations into 
account. It is believed that the constant improvements in the performance of computer hardware will 
be a major factor in the speed of the algorithm being improved.
When applied to fluid power problems, the performance of the genetic algorithm was found to be 
superior to that of any of the other optimization methods that have been investigated. Results in 
chapter 8 show that the genetic algorithm produces excellent results when applied to problems not 
relating to fluid power. These tests demonstrate that the genetic algorithm is a very flexible optimization 
method that does not need specific tuning for each new problem.
Although the results of using the genetic algorithm to optimize fluid power circuits were the best so far, 
it was clear that different runs of the algorithm tended to return different results. Despite the fact that 
these results were all perfectly viable and acceptable solutions, it was thought that a user would not 
have confidence in optimization software that does not consistently produce the same, or similar, 
optimal parameter set. Work in chapter 9 demonstrates that the problem of inconsistency is due to the 
fact the objective function is made up of functions that represent several conflicting goals. Converting 
the genetic algorithm to use the concept of Pareto optimality enables each design objective to be treated 
separately. Using this concept, the multi-objective version of the genetic algorithm no longer produces 
a single ’best’ parameter set. It recognises the fact that if the suitability of a design is measured by 
several criteria, several solutions exist Amongst these solutions will be some that perform well with 
respect to a particular criterion and others that perform reasonably well in respect of all criteria and are
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therefore good compromise solutions. When the optimization is complete, the multi-objective algorithm 
presents the designer with a selection of the most promising solutions. The designer is then free to 
select the solution that, in his or her opinion, is the best.
Despite not being identical, the parameter sets produced by different runs of the multi-objective parallel 
genetic algorithm did all achieve the performance requirements of the fluid power circuits, which means 
that they are of considerable interest to a fluid power designer. It must be remembered that when 
manually configuring a circuit to meet a performance specification, a designer is often content to find 
a single set of feasible component parameters. For a designer to be presented with a choice of several 
viable, automatically generated, parameter sets is a definite benefit.
The work in this thesis indicates that the idea of enabling the designer to specify the performance 
requirements of a design and then using an algorithm to automatically suggest parameter sets that best 
meet the specified design criteria is viable. This approach enables more efficient use of a designer’s 
time by performing a tedious and time consuming part of the design process.
10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The work documented in this thesis indicates that the approach of applying optimization techniques to 
the design of fluid power circuits is viable. If this investigation is to be continued, it is considered that 
research into the following areas would be worthwhile.
10.2.1 Research into optimization algorithms
The work in chapter 9 demonstrates that treating each design objective separately is the best way to deal 
with fluid power circuits. Many aspects of the multi-objective parallel genetic algorithm described in 
chapter 9 were not fully studied and it’s performance would almost certainly be improved by further 
investigating factors such as, the parent selection method, the use of direct search methods to fine tune 
results and methods of making the algorithm concentrate on solutions of interest to the designer. These 
ideas are discussed in more detail in section 9.9. Additionally, an examination of the possibility of 
applying a form of the simulated annealing [29] optimization technique to fluid power problems would
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be of interest Some researchers [72] have reported that this is a very powerful optimization method. 
Lack of time prevented it being studied as part of the investigation reported in this thesis.
10.2.2 Reduction of the run time of the algorithm
As the results in this thesis show, optimization algorithms require a significant amount of time to 
produce good results when optimizing fluid power circuits. Although it is thought that the continuous 
improvement in computer hardware will play the largest part in reducing optimization run times, it 
would be beneficial to investigate the possibility of using approximate integration techniques in 
conjunction with simplified component models. The simplification of the models would, in particular, 
involve excluding aspects that cause high frequency oscillatory behaviour. A question that would have 
to be addressed is: at what point does the behaviour of a simplified model become so different from 
that of the actual component that the results it produces are meaningless ?
10.2.3 Development of a user-friendly interface
Presently, alterations to fluid power simulation code that enable it to be linked to the genetic algorithm 
have to be manually carried out. This can be a time consuming procedure that requires a good 
understanding of how the simulation code functions. Ideally, a utility program would automatically carry 
out the linking procedure.
10.2.4 Linking the optimization procedure to a component database
When the genetic algorithm optimizes the size of a fluid power component (e.g. a pump displacement 
or actuator diameter), it simply specifies a value. If the algorithm were linked to a component database, 
it would be possible to specify the part number of a suitably sized, commercially available, component 
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APPENDIX 1: FLOWCHART FOR THE HOOKE JEEVES DIRECT
SEARCH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
(  START )
NO NOthe step less 








Define Xn as the 
new base p o in ts
Evaluate objective 
function value ofXb 
of(Xb)




initial parameter set 
called base point 
Xb
Send Xb to explor­
ation subroutine and 
receive new 
parameter set,Yn 
and o f  (Xn)
receive new 
parameter set^Y/i 
and o f (Xn)
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Appendix 1
( Start subroutine j 
Explore J
Let Xn -  Xb and
of(Xn) = of(Xb).
Set np to number
of parameters in set
Xb. Setn=l
1
Increase the value of
nth parameter by step
value and evaluate
objective functiono/7
Decrease the value of 
nth parameter by step 
value and evaluate 
objective functiono/2
Define ofin as the 
lower value ofofl 
and of2
NO s '  is 
\ ^ q f m  < of(Xn)^>
| y e  s
Set parameter set
r Xn to the values
that produced ofin
and of(Xn) = ofin
V
----- ► Increment n
End Subroutine
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APPENDIX 2: FLOWCHART FOR THE NELDER MEAD DIRECT
SEARCH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
C START )
If an n parameter 
problem generate/H-1 
random parameter sets 
Xl,...JXn+
Evaluate the objective 
function values ofA7 
to Xn+1: f (X l) to 
f(Xn+l)
Find the highest, 
second highest and 
lowest obj. fh. values: 
fh.fsh and fl and the 
corresponding param. 
sets Xh, Xsh and XI 
of Xl,...Xn+l
i
Find the centroid Ac of 
all parameter sets 
except Xh
YES
Reflect fromXh through 
Xc to form At. Evaluate 
f(Xr)
NO
YESFurther reflect fromXh 
through Xc to formA/i. 
Evaluate/fAnj
f(Xr)<fl Internally reflect fromAc 
towards Xh to form Xcon 
Evaluate f(Xcon)
NO
NOf(Xn)<fl f(Xcon)f(Xr) < / ^ \ N O
YESYESYES
Replace Xh with XconReplace Xh with An Replace Xh withAr
NO
Test for convergence
Move all parameter sets 
except xl closer toxl
C END ) Evaluate the obj. fn. values of the new 
parameter sets
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APPENDIX 3: FLOWCHART FOR THE MODIFIED BOX
DIRECT SEARCH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
C START )
If an n parameter 
problem generate2/i 
random parameter sets 
X l t...JC2n 
Random no. generation 
technique ensures that 
all parameters satisfy 
boundary criteria
Evaluate the objective 
function values ofXI 
to X2n:f(X l) to 
f(X2n)
Find the highest and 
lowest obi. m. values: 
fh  and f l  and the 
corresponding param. 
sets a *  an a XI of 
Xl,.. .X2n
Reevaluate Xh, XI 
and fh , f l
Let Xh = Xr 







Find the centroidAc of 
all parameter sets 
except A7i
Reflect fromATi through 
Xc to form Xr. Call 
Bound Test subroutine 
to check thatAr does not 
violate boundaries
Generate a new value for 
Xr by moving it halfway 
to Ac. Call Bound Test
(  END )
Are 






Form a new value iorXr 
by reflecting fromYc 
towards Xh. Call Bound 
Test subroutine to check 




Generate a new value for 
Xr by moving it halfway 





(  END )
Start subroutine 
Bound Test
Q End Subroutine ^






Recalculate the posn 
of Xr using: 
Xr=Xc +B(Xc -Xr)
Reduce value of 





APPENDIX 4: FLOWCHART FOR THE PARALLEL GENETIC 
ALGORITHM (SERIAL VERSION)









Read m saved 
data from file














sets for each 
subpopulation
Convert binary 
parameter sets to 
decimal values
Calculate the obj. 
function value for 
each param. set
I





Find best and worst 
parameter set in 
each subpopulation
Overwrite the worst in 
each subpop with the 
best from a subpop 
determined by the 
swap array






Call binary to 
decimal conversion 
routine to calculate 
the decimal values 
of the new 
parameter sets
i
Calculate the obj. 






Find best param. 
set in each subpop
Call Box direct 
search subroutine
Replace worst 
individual in each 
subpopulation with 
the value returned 
by the box search 
using the best ind. 
in the subpop
generation
jT y e s
■ w
Find best param. 
set in each subpop




individual in each 
subpopulation with 
the value returned 
by the box search 




Check obj. fn. 
of parameter sets in 
current generation 
to see ifit can be 
included in a list of 
the best param. sets 
found during the 
run
generauon
Printout a table 
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